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.E.. 3OD STAMPED FOR CURBENT

* MANI]AL ARI\' * STEET CHASSIS * EIECTBONIC SPEED CON.
THOL 33 E 45 * VARI PITCH CONTBOL * HIGH TOROUE SERVO
DR VEN DC MOTOB * TBANSITSCREWS * 12' D E CAST PLATIEB *
NEON STROEE * CAI BRAIED 8AL WEIGHT * REMOVABLE HEAD
SHELL t ,,: 61Pq;96P PIXINGS * CUE LEVEH * POWER 22OI24OV
5060N2 * 39C.305nn * SUPPLIED WITH MoUNTING CUToUT
TEMPUTE

PRTCE E59.99 + t3.50 P&P.

STANTON AL5OO GOLDRING GS5O
PRICE t16 99 + 50p p&p pRtCE EE 99 + sOD p&p

Supplied EadV built and tested

Now enjoy a world-wide reputabon for quaXly relabilrty and

pedormance al a reahstc pnce Four models available to su[ the needs ol lhe prolesDnel and hobby market, r e, lndustry,

Lersu re, lnstrumenlal and HLFI etc When companng pnces, NOTE all models rnclude Torodal power supply I nteg Gl heat srnk,

Gla$ hbre P C B and Dnve ctrcuiis lo power compalible Vu meter Open and shon qrcu( pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

OMPl00 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 1'10 watts
R.l\,4.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Fesponse 1sHz -
30KHz-3dB,TH D 001%,S N R 1l8dB,Sens for
l\i1ax output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x '1 15x65mm
PB|CE t33.99 + t3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

O 1 10 watts F.l\,|.S.in 1Hz - 100KHzr u,[3li'i3Yi:3:
PR|CE t39.99 + t3.00 P&P.

tS R.M.S.
1 00KHz
50V/uS,

V, S.N.F,

PR|CE t62.99 + t3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts F l\,,l S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - '100KHz

-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV,
S N R 130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm
PR|CE e79.99 + e4.50 P&P.

NOTE:- MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAIUBLE lN ruO VEFS ONS. STANDABD INPUT SENS 500mV BAIID W DTH 100KHz
PEC (PRoFESSIoNAL EoUIPMENT CoMPATABLE) NPUT SENS, 77smv BAN0 WIDTH 50XHz OFDEF STANDARD OF PEC

Vu METER Compatble with our four amplitrers detailed above A very accurate vlsual
display employrng 11 LE D diodes (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional oniofl ndicator
Sophslicatedlogicconlro crrcutslorverylastriseanddecaytmes Toughmoudedplastc
case, wilh linled acrylic kont Srze 84 \ 27 x 45mn
PRICE tB 50 + sop P&P

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 100w)

MXF400 (200w * 200w) MXF600 (300w + 300w)
All power ratings B M S nto 4 ohms

FEATU R ES: t lndependent power supplies w th two Tor0 dal Transformers t Tw n L E 0 Vu mete.s r Rolary

indended leve conlro s t llluminated onjotl switch t XLR connectors t Slandard ,5mV npu is * Open and shorl

circuil prooi i Lalest l\.4os-Fels ior stress free power delivery inlo vri(ual y any load r High s ew rale t Very low

dlslodion t Alumlnium cases r l\.4XF600 Fan Cooled wilh D C Loudspeaker and Thermal Prolection

USEO THE WORLD OVEB IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC,

SIZES:- MXF 200 Wl9"xH3%" (2U)xD11"
MXF 400 Wl9"xH51h" (3UlxO12"
MXF 600 Wl9"xH5%" (3U)x013"

MXF200 E171.35
PRICES: MXF400 t228.85

MXF600 f322.00
SECURICOR DELIVEFY !12 OO EACH

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
FITTINGS, SPEAKEB

H POWER, HIGH FRE-
, LARGE S.A.E. (30p

8'1OO WATT CSIOOGPM GEN PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID DISCO
RES,FREO,BOHZFHEO,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEe29.30+C2.00p&p
1O' 1OO WATT CIOIOOGP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
BES,FREO,70Hz FREQ,RESP,TO6KHzSENS,I00dB PB|CEf3558+t2.50P&P
1O'2OO WATT ClO2OOGP GUITAB,
BES, FREO,45H2. FREQ, RESP, TO P&P
1z',100 WATT C12'l00GP H|GH PO
BES, FREQ,45HZ. FBEO, HESP, TO P&P
1z', 100 WATT Cl2100TC TWtN CO
BES, FREO,45HZ. FBEO, HESP, TO P&P
12'2OOWATI C122OOB HIGH POWEB BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A
RES,FREO,40HzFREQ,BESP,TOTKHZSENS,I00dB PB|CEE65.79+e350P&P
1Z'3OO WATT CI23OOGP HIGH POWEH BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOABDS, DISCO, ETC
RES,FBEQ,4SHzFBEO,RESP,TOsKHzSENS,I00dB PRICEt8751+83.50P&P
15" 1OO WATT CI5lOOBS BASS GUITAR LOW FBEOUENCY P A DISCO
RES, FREO.40Hz FREO RESP, TO 5KHz SENS,98dB
15'2OO WATT C152OOBS VEBY HIGH POWER BASS
FES,FREO,40Hz FBEO, RESP,TO4KHz SENS,99dB
15" 250 WATT C1525OBS VERY HIGH POWEH BASS

PRrCE e55-05 + €4 00 P&P

PRTCE e75.10 + C4.00 PeP

PRTCE f82 54 + 84.s0 P&PBES.FREO,40Hz FREO RESP,TO4KHz SENS.99dB

BES. FREO.27Hz FREO. RESP.TOSKHZ SENS.99dB

15" 4OO WATT C154OOBS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
BES,FREO,40HzFREQ,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,I02dB PR|CEE96.47+e450P&P
18" 4OO WATT C184O4BS EXTBEMELY HIGH POWEH LOW FBEOUENCY BASS

PRTCE C172 06 + 15.00 P&P

8 OHMS (. epl/88'0Etts'A\Aa' 'd.d d -Dpap' ..appptl( tEBa
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

8' 50 WATT EB&50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN.CAR.
BES, FREO,40Hz. FREO, RESP, TOTKHZ. SENS,97dB. pFtCEES.9O + e2 OO p&p
1O,50 WATT EBIO-so DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 oHM 8ASS, HI.FI, IN,CAR,
RES, FBEO, 40H2. FREO, RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 99d8.. .... pRtCE Cl 2.OO + 82.50 p&p
10' 1OO WATT EBlGlOO BASS, HI-FI. STUDIO
RES,FREO,35HzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,g6dB PFICEe2776+e3SOP&P
1Z'60 WATT EB12.5O BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
FES,FREO,28Hz FREO,RESP,TO3KHz SENS,92dB PR|CEe2l.OO+e3OOp&p
1Z'1OO WATT EB12.1OO BASS, STUDIO HI.FI. EXCELLENT DISCO
RESFBEO,26H2FREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS.g3dB PF|CEe3875+e3.50P&P

FULL HANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
s%'60 WATT EB5-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr Fr, |\.4ULI|,ARRAY DTSCO ETC
BES,FREO,63HzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,92dB PB|CEE9.99+tl50P&P
67r" 60 WATT EB6-60TC (rWrN CONE) Hr,Ft, MULT|,ARHAY D|SCO ETC
RES,FREO,3SHzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,94dB PR|CEf10.99+tl50P&P
8',60 WATT EB&60TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ABBAY DTSCO ETC
BES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TOIBKHZSENS,SgdB PR|CEe12.99+el50P&P'to'60 waTT EBt0-6oTc (TwtN coNE) Hr,Fr, MULTT,ABBAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO 35Hz FREO RESP TOl2KHz SENS 86dB PF|CEE16.49+f200P&P

THE VERY BEST IN OUALITY AND VALUE

MADE ESPECIALLY TO SUIT
TODAY S NEED FOR COM
PACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT
SOUND LEVELS FINISHED IN
HARDWEARING BLACK VYNIDE
WITH PROTECTIVE COBNERS.
GBILLE AND CARRYING HANDLE.
INCORPORATES 12' DRIVEB PLI,]S
HIGH FREO HORN FOR FULL
FREO HANGE: 45Hz-20KHz AOTH
I\TODELS 8 OHM SIZE H18' : W15"
x D12"

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER FATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

oMP 12-'r0O (100W 100dB) PRTCE 815999 PER PArR

oMP 12-200 (20OW lO2dB) PR|CE 820999 PER PA|R

SECURICOR DEL:- 812 00 PEF PAtR

TWO SUPERB HIGH
POWER CAR STEBEO
BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WAIS (7s+75)tNTO4 OHtt/S
300 wA[s (]50+1s0) tNro 4 oHMs
FEATI]FES
r HIGH 8 LOW INPI,JT IIT4PEDANCES
r HIGH & LOW INPUT SENSITIVIT ES
r VAA]A8LE NPUTGAIN CONTBOL
r SHORTCIRCUITOUTPUT

PROTECTION
* POWEH BEOUIREMENT 12V D C
PRICES: 150 WATTt43 00
300 waTT r95 00 + 13 00 P&P EACH

Join lhe Prezo Ievolutron The low dynamrc mass (no voice coi ) oi a Piezo tweeter produces an improved lransienl

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & H

Price el34.99 - !4.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBHE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOABD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W Fil InAilSMmEF 80'108MHz VARICAP CONTfl0LLED PRoFESS]oNAL PER.
FOFMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES SIZE 3€ X 123MM SUPPLY 12V (O O sAMP

pBrcE f14 49 + et 00 p&p 3 watt FM
Fl, tlcRo IRAiISUmER (BUG) 100l08MHz VABICAP TUNED COMPTETE WITH Transmitter
VERY SENS FET MIC RANGE 1 m.300m SIZE 56 x 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATT. PRTCE

lFal83;Jiif HttrB'l#%'J,[i:'#yffi r,p^iJJ3$i,'&TxiE^',','f yi,i?pfl

lEJl vrsA AccEss ACCEP-ED Br PosT oroNr- 0c FAx



mlsslltc lssuEs?
Tben Tbe Electronics Today

International Back fssue Sensice
May Be Able To llelp

ack nurnbers of Electro,nics Today International cost couer
price plus 6Op postage and packing Jrom Electronics Today
International Back Numbers, Select Subscriptions, 5 Riuer

Park Estate, Berkbamsted, Herts HP4 1HL. Cbeques sbould. be
made payable to Argus Specialist Publications.

Backrsszes are )uailabte for tbe
preuiorls tusehte montbs on$l As

sorne r"sszes are in aery sbort
suppl!, you sbould cbeck aaailnbil:ity on

0442 87 6661 so ,rs to aaoid disappointment.

ORDER YOUR COPY ]IOW I
WHI1E SIOCKS IAST!

A range of high qualily kils as supplied to leading UK security companies, all in,house desrgned
and produced, not to be confused wilh cheap imports. Al I k ts come iully documented with conctse
assembly and setting-up details, fibreglass PCB and all components. A I lransmitters are fully
tuneable and can be monitored on a normal VHF radio or tuned higher Ior greater security. Build-
up service available if required.

MTX l\,4icro-miniature audio kansmitler 17mmx17mm 9V operation '1OOm range E.l3.4S

W500 Hi-power audio transmitler 250mW output 20mmx4omm 9-t2V operation 2-30OOm
range 116.45

VXT Voice activaled transmitler Variable senstttvity 20mmx67mm gV operation 1000m range
e19.45

SCRX Sub-calrier scrambled audio transmitter Cannot be monilored without decoder litted to
radio 20mmx67mm 9V operation '1000m range

SCDM Sub-catrier decoder unit for monitoring SCRX. Connects to radio earphone socket.
Provides output for headphones.32mmx70mm.9-12V operation .... .... ............ ..................... e22.95

HVX40 l\,lains powered audio transmitter. Connects direcily to 240v AC supply.3Ommx35mm.

XT89 Crystal controlled audio kansmitler. Hlgh periormance. l0omw output. Supplied with xtal
for 108MHz. Olhers available to '116lvlHz.85mmx28mm.9V operation 2-3000m range ...e37.95

OTXi8o Natrow band FlVl crystal controlled audio transmitter. 180t\,4H2 kequency. Bequires
Scanner receiver orour ORX180 kit(see Cat) 20mmx67mm. 9V operation j0OOm raogee40.95

TXX900 Tracker/ Bleeper transmitter. Tr its continuous stream of audio pulses. Var able tone
and rate. Powerful 200mW oulput.63m mm. 9V operation. 2-3000m range_t22.95

ng inter Connects between telephone lines
sautom ilywithuseofphone.Al conversation

TLX700 Micro miniature telephone transmitter. Connects to line (anywhere) switches on and off
wilh phone use. All conversations transmitted.20mmx20mm. powered from line. l000m

3

APA
HIGH GRADE AUDIO

POWER COMPONENTS
End of Production Run Surplus at

Never to be Repeated Prices
To roidal Power Transforme rs

300w Type 38-0-38v @ 4 amp 15-0-15 @ 1.5a 0-15 @ 200m/a Reg
100/o (wt 3%kg) 165mm Dia x 32mm HigXrice 

ctg.oo
500wType 42-0-42@ 56a 15-0-15 @ 1.5a0-15 @ 200m/aReg

6.50/o (wt 4kg) 180mm Dia x 36mm Highprice 
g22.OO

800w Type 58-0-58 @ 13 amp 15-0-15 @ 1.5a 0-15 @ 201mla
(wt 5% kg) Primary Taps @ 11511251240
163mm Dia x 65mm High Price e28.00

1200w Type 68-0-68 @ 17 amp 15-0-15 . 1.5a 0-15 @ 211mla
(wt 6kg) Primary Taps @ 115fl251240
165mm Dia x 70mm High Price C35.00

ELECTROLYT!CS
15000 MFD 100vdc ScrewTerminal 104mm High x 51mm Dia

Price 84.00

13000 MFD 65v Low Profile 32mm High x 65mm Dia
Price 83.00

NOTE:- All our prices include Delivery and VAT

ELECTRON ICS

EDISON ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4LF

IEL: ST IVES (0480) 495868 FAx: (0480) 68012

cl oca ty. L,lulticolou
le epe O CONF|R|\,1: ::: ii :::1 ::

leretl cash Please add t1.50 per order lor PAP
rance-Overseas customers send sterlng bank
hipment.Credil card orders accepted on0827

Send 2Xs| class stamps lot ahe new 1991 Catalogue

ETI AUGUST I99I
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HDTV E
James fucher looks at the future prospects of a world standard for high quality TV.

The Hemisgnrc Machine
Construct, turn on and tune in to encourage those lazy brainwave rhythms that you long to contol for the desired state of
mind. Aubrey Scoon presents a cheaper alternative to those controversial commercial machines.

Fault Finding In Electronic Equipment
Why not relieve that ever increasing pile of non-functioning consumer electronics by reading this short course in repair by
Andrew Chadwick.

Model Bailway Control
Controlling model electric motors at low speed has always been a problem. Andrew Chadwick presents a project to give
smooth controlable running of your locomotives.

Back To Basics 7
Paul Coxurell extends his simple AC circuit theory by including Capacitive Reactance.

Pulsed Width Train Controller
Our second conkoller adopts a different approach to smooth running. David Silvester provides the alternative project.

Field e Gate Arays
With rapi FPGAs are becoming state-of-the-art design, in software designed hardware. Anthony
Williams explains.

Loudspeaher Damping
Not only can output impedance matching be a problem but also sbay resonances from loudspeaker design can play a vital
role in sound performance. Jeff Macaulay co-ordinates the various points on the subject.

Medical Laser Systems
A look at the latest developments and uses for Lasers in the medical world by Douglas Clarkson.

Fire Detection Systems 3
Positioning fire sensois within buildings is crucial to the safety of its occupants in the event of a fire. Vivian Capel outlines the
technicalities of placing these detectors.
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The HemiSync
Page22

'il Model Railway
Speed Controller
Page 36

Editorial
It is gratifuing to hear and read
your comments regarding ETI.
Despite the downward trend in
magazine sales in general
throughout this recessionary
period, ETI is increasing its est-
ablished position as a leading
journal in the technological
world as judged by increased
sales and circulation. This tend-
bucking is indeed very encourag-
ing considering the squeeze that
everybody seems to be facing.
Subject quality and diversity will
remain our priority to cater for
our huge range of discerning
readers.

High Besolution
Keeping ahead with the latest
technology like HDTV has
proved an invaluable guideline
for those 'in the business' or
those intending to adopt the next
generation of video communi-
cating equipment.

Using audio, video and com-
puting power at the highest
quality and speed will serve as a
very important tool in the future,
not only through the realms of
virtual reality and all that entails
(see within these pages) but
through high quality graphical
detail of the microscopic and
indeed the macroscopic. To be
able to record time-lapsed events
in space or high speed reaction
kinetics on the ground with high
resolution cameras and monitors
with fast comparative replay with
minute on-screen colour coded
changes could enhance our
understanding of mechanisms
considerably.

High resolution 'audio' will
give us access to smaller more
definable nuances for the dis-
criminating ear (A subject of hot
debate as ETI readers will know)
and could lead to important
research into brain-interpreted
audio and how it affects our sub-
sequent actions. It might also
provide a helping hand in under-
standing any mechanisms result-
ing from psychological influence
in perceiving sub and supersonic
frequencies.

Paul Freeman
Field Programmable Gate Arrays Page 51

5ETI AUGUST 199I



LETTERS

Hear-Here
f ! ow refreshinq it is to have a
tlcontrroutlon trom Mr Lins-
ley-Hood in the June issue, to
bring a whiff of JLH sanity into
audio chaos. Loudspeaker leads
are a good example; if some gul-
lible innocent has just spent
several pounds on single-crystal
copper cable with some exotic
insulation the system will seem
better - although it may only be
due to the connections having
been renewed! I drew attention to
the dodginess of connections in a
letter to HiFi News in May 1988 -

there was not a single comment.
Another thing about loud-

speaker leads, with moving coil
units, is that they are in series with
a voice coil of, usually, a few ohms
resistance. So much for amplifier
output impedances of tenths of
ohms and extraodinary damping
factors.

A non-electrical aspect, rarely

mentioned, is that loudspeakers
in a room add to the room's
acoustics to those of the original
source. Headphone listening
seems the only way to avoid this
and accounts for (some of ) its rel-
ative superiority.

Observations on the complex-
ities of electrolytic capacito{:s*in
the audio chain should be tdken
seriously and one wonders if Jung
and company really have had the
last word; meanwhile, 'electroly-
tics' should surely be restricted to
smoothing circuits. Capacitor
coupling to loudspeakers seem
particularly suspect and perhaps
responsible for more ills than a

well-designed transformer would
contibute as a means of keeping
power supplies from loudspeak-
ers. Direct coupling with some
quick-acting safety system is

needed - suggestions would be
welcome.

The human ear being so toler-
ant is useful for purveyors of so-
called 'Hi-Fi' but, as you suggest,
ears (golden or cloth) often fail to
agree with instrument readings.
Instruments and sophisticated
analysis convince us of extremely
low distortion levels - butwe then
listen to the sound it reproduces
from microrhones and pick-ups
adding perhaps 1% of distortion
and listen to it via loudspeakers
adding even morelBut the instru-
ments assure us that it is near-per-
fect.

A puzzling feature to me is
what happens to the DC? Sounds
are essentially 'puffs' and 'sucks';
speech, vocal and wood-wind
music at its source is more 'puff'
than 'suck' and we conveniently
ignore this, for we lose the DC in
the amplifier's fast AC coupling -
letter to H.F.N, Nov. 1988 - one
comment, re organs, Jan.1988.

Another factor, not mentioned
as far as I am aware, is that the
puffs and sucks become AC'soon
after leaving the source - or if we
had real 'Hi-Fi' of a near-by trum-
pet, the loudspeaker diaphragm
would move across the rooml

Yes, there still are too many
unanswered questions, and John
Linsley-Hood does a good service
in pointing them out so well. It is
time for some feet-on-the-ground
researcher to get back to basics
like candle-flames and rotating
mirrors as used by the early physi-
cists and leave sophisticated
instrumentation alone until it is
known what the readings mean.
Alan Tomkins, Stour-
bridge, West Midlands.

TV Detector
h esnite beinq out of the elec-
lJtronics rade for some con-
siderable time I still receive the
latest edition of ETI.

However, wiih itchy feet and
the desire to use my old Verotool
and soldering iron I feel its about
time I built another project.
Therefore, I set the brain into gear
to think o{ something useful to
build

After looking for ideas by
browsing through past editions of
the great magazine (and the end-
less test equipment projects), I

f hank you for publishing my
I 'Tech Tip' regarding the AC

millivoltmeter atten uator. Unfor-
funately there is one error and
one omission (both mine). Firstly,
the x1/x3 attenuator should be
implemented as shown:

Secondly (obviously) R1
should be omitted since its func-
tion of providing a DC bias path
for ICla is now performed by the
attenuator chain.

Incidently, John Linsley-
Hood's article on audio compon-
ents was very fair, quite compre-

hensive and, I believe, entirely cor-
rect. I'm sure it won't be the end of
the audio debate though.
Simon Bateson, Middles-
brough

x3

R5

lCla
output 1k3 22k 1Ok
pin 1

Millivoltmeter Tbch Tip
could never recall a project for a
level meter that could be used to
measure and set up television
aerial systems. If I am correct in
my assumption, could you please
place this idea on your future pro-
jects file.

Perhaps such a project could
be designed to include the setting
up of a satellite systems as well.
P Parsons, Courley,
Oxford.
We will see what can be done
for you Mr Parsons

6

Accuracy That Counts
A risinq out of the letters from

AUr Harms and Mr Silvester
in the May ETI, may I be permitted
to offer some views.

Considering the latter's ultim-
ate comment, some tone controls
and graphic equalisers' (abhorred
by numerous listeners) can pro-
duce a near-RIAA response, so
why trouble about an RIAA equa-
liser at all?

But being serious, one should
not despise Mathematics - alter
all, is that not what Mr Silvester
used to determine the values in

his February article? Unfortu-
nately, he used the wrong formu-
lae. A prudent engineer designs
accurately and ultimately com-
promises when he knows what
tolerances are involved In the
present case, because Mr Silves-
ter's lkHz gain of 20 is relatively
low, the usual ratios associated
with his network can be slightly
modified with advantage, and I
have taken R2/Rl:7.07,R\ Cl
:307 ps, and C1, / C2:2.8. Keep-
ing R2:200k, we get C1:10n87,
C2:3880p, and R1:28k3.

When practical values are
selected, I concentate on the
larger capacitor C1, and C1:10n
looks attractive. By adjusting the
other items proportionally, we
have C2:3570p, R1:30k8, and
R2:217k.1thinkwe can settle for
C2:3600p, and R1:30k; and
for R2, by paralleling 390k and
407k (:213k), we finish very
close to the ideal (1kHz gain :
2r.41.

Maybe capacitor tolerances
are not as close as those {or resis.
tors, but many suppliers offer

them with 2 or 2i% tolerance, so
that an accurate equalisation can
be achieved at no great expense.

Finally,l have a maxim; believe
only halfofwhat you see, and only
a quarter of what you hear.
S E M Vening, Batleg W
Yorks
Mr Harms has pointed out to us
the time constants in his article
should be t2:318 . 31ts and
tr:3183ps.
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Howt

lmagine the satisfaction of building your own
electronic devices from simple projects through to
complex circuits such as microcomputers.

The pleasure of assembling your own PCBs; of
seeing your skills and understanding grow as you

explore the wealth of expert information packed

into every page of the Modern Amateur
Electronics Manual - this is the definitive book for
the electronics enthusiast. -'&r

Simple step-by-step instructions, clear indexing and

abundant illustrations make each project easy to
understand. As Mr. Lawson of Fleetwood Nautical

College and many enthusiasts like him said:
"l'd be lost without the manual at my side."

Your manual will always be up-to-date, as

supplements are added, each containing over
1 50 pages.

Whether you're starting with the basics or
tackling advanced projects the Modern Amateur
Electronics Manual will help you make the most
of a truly absorbing hobby. To receive your copy on

10 days Free Approval, just complete the
coupon or ring FREEPHONE.

To: WEKA Publishing Limited FREEPOSf
The Forum 74-80 Camden Street London NW1 lYW Tel: 07'l-388 8400

FREEPHONE 24hr Order Hotline. Use your credit card on 0800 289762

YES pl"rr" send me immediately on 10 days free approval
THE MODERN AMATEUR ELECTRONICS MANUAL

(Order No 12000) lf I declde to keep the manual, I shall then pay only f39,95 plus f5 50 postage
and packing at the end of the 10 day approval period I shall also receive the appropriate Updating
Supplements throughout the year These are billed separately, priced at f20 plus f2 50 p&p, and can be
discontinued at any time
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when you see the birth of a new Rlpe of technology.
Often it's not so much the technology is brand new,
more a new way of using an existing technoiogy. Occa-
sionally too, it's pertectiy obvious to the observer what
is going to happen next, it's just a question of time
before the various agents in the evolutionarystep get
their act together to allow it to happen.

So it is with inter-office computer communic-
ations. In most computer systems, peripherals and
computers communicate digitally over wires. In many
setups this involves no more than just a handful of
leads between the various devices. But in larger sys-
tems, particularly those networked between isolated
system parts, wired communication becomes a bit of a
headache. Usually the solution is either a bird's nest of
cables dangling behind everyone's desk or, if carefully
planned and funded, a ducted cable network (typicalty
in the form of a local area network - a [AN).

Although such LANs can be effective in simplify-
ing connections between isolated parts, however, they
are still quite complex to install in the first place. Newly
built premises can be fairly easily ducted and cabled
but older premises require an extensive refit to install
cabled LANs. Each office move-round may require
repositioning of LAN terminals, too. Whatever cabled
option is chosen, IAN solutions are generally costly in
terms of installation.

Recently, North American IAN providers have
been turning their attentions to [ANs which use radio
communications to replace standard cabled tech-
niques. It's a pretty obvious solution which has rapidly
caught on over the big pond, but not yet here in
Europe. The US government was quick to allocate
radio frequency for the wireless LAN services so manu-
facturers were able to get systems off the ground
quickly and easily, knowing that a market would exist
as soon as the product rolled off the line. Allocated fre-
quencies for systems are around 900MHz, and
2.4GHz to 6GHz. Available wireless LANs operating
at these frequencies offer ranges of upto about 400
metres at data rates around 200Kbits s'1 or more
(depending on frequency range adopted). The whole
thing comes together in a small box which connects to
the back of a device, and each box incorporates a tiny
aerial (around 75mm). The concept is neat and clean
and leaves you wondering why it wasn'i thought of
before.

As you might expect, on the other hand, Euro-
pean airspace has not been so easily granted, although
the Depariment of Trade and Industy in the UK Gov-
ernment is at least considering the idea. It looks as if a
range around 2GHz is to be allocated to wireless LANs
here, although there is no conclusive news at the time
of writing.

Speaking as someone currently using networked
computers almost daily, and frequently coming across
limits imposed by hard-wired cabling solutions (who's
pinched my cable,) it just seems piiiful that a solution
as elegant as wireless LAN should be held up by legis-
lation.

Sharp lmage
Japanese electronics manufacturer Sharp expects to
have available a 21cm abouf 8.6in) flatpanel LCD dis-
play colour television shortly. The 21cm screen is

some 7.5cm bigger than anything available before,
which represents an approximate doubling in surface
area. The idea is to produce the television in a flat
form, allowing it to be hung on a wall if required.

Based around a thin-film transistor (TFf) LCD
panel, the display has 456 rows and 960 columns of
pixels - some 437,760 pixels in the total matrix. TFT
colour LCD technology is not new, but producing so
many in such a large display is no mean feat. Colour
LCD displays suffer from vast wastage rates, with esti-
mates of some 90% of all product having to be
scrapped. Initial production rates of working products
are calculated at 1000 per month These two factors
probably account for estimated initial retail costs of
around t2500 for the television.

Large monochromatic LCD displays, on the
other hand, don't seem to be affected by such high
wastage rates or low volume production runs. Some
f 700 miltion is being invested in production of dis-
plays upto around 35cm (about 14in ) this year, by Jap-
anese companies alone, This investment is, merely
prudent planning for the expected boom in lap-top
notebook computers. These are expected to access a
potential market of millions of users, and rely on large-
screen LCD displays (initially monochromatic but
eventually colour, too).

Our cousins in the US are already getting anxious
about Japanese investment in the displays, and anti-
dumping legislation is being called for to prevent the
American market being flooded by Japanese displays.
However, with such high investment, Japanese com-
panies may be the only ones capable of supplying dis-
plays to worldwide computer manufacturers at the
volumes expected to be needed for the computers. It
may simply be a case of supply and demand - with
demand not being met unless world-wide computer
manufacturers use Japanese-supplied displays.

Up For Grabs
The old British Satellite Broadcasting satellites
(they've only been up there a few months, but I still feel
justified in calling them old) look as though they may
have a new use, offering business communications
services in sound and vision (videoconferencing and
so on) and data forms. Current operators, National
Transcommunications Limited (NTL - the pheonix
risen from the ashes of the engineering section of the
recently defunct independent Broadcasting Author-
ity), has applied for a license to distribute such services
via the Marcopolo satellites. Ah well, at least it's not all
pie in the sky!

NTL incidentally is in the process of privatisation,
and it should be announced anytime now who the new
owner is. Anyone with around !200 million of spare
pocket money should apply to

Keiilr Brindley
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system in Tokyo last month. The
ulta-compact optical disc player/
recorder can be manufactured
using eisting CD production faci-
lities. It also records and plays
back 74 minutes of digital audio
sound on an ultra-compact mag-
neto-optical disc. Sony is working
to gain the support of domestic
and overseas hardware and sof-
truare companies for the new for-
mat while preparing for its own
product introduction targeted for
late 1992.

The Mini Disc system has been
designed to combine the portabil-
ity and shock-resistance of ana-
logue compact cassettes with the
sound quality and quick random

access of optical discs.
The new system uses a 64mm

(2.5 inch) diameter, recordfplay-
back magneto-optical disc which
comes in its own cartridge pro-
tecting it from physical damage,
similar to a computer diskette.

The Mini Disc will offer vibra-
tion proof music from a newly
developed'shock-proof memory'.

Sony has also developed a special
pickup for the Mini Disc system
which can read both magento-
optical discs and CD-type discs

This will help bring about a

smooth transition to the prere-
corded software of the future.

Why the Mini Disc?
The analogue compact cas-

sette tape, launched in 1963, gave

consumers a portable, shock-
resistant machine with recording
facility. Sony then produced the
'Walkman' headphone stereo and
sales of analogue compact cas-
sette related products has pro-
duced a present level of about 150
million units sold per year world-
wide.

The compact disc introduced
in 1982 has established a strong
market because of its digital
sound quality, quick random
access and ease of operation.

Sony's research indicates that
consumers now want a system
which combines the two systems.
The company believes that the
Mini Disc will meet this demand,
creating a new portable, personal
stereo market for both hardware
and software industries.

The technology of the Mini
Disc system includes a Digital
Audio Compression System
where the digital signal is com-
pressed five times more than in
CD or DAT, allowing 74 minutes
of high quality digital sound
recording on a 64mm disc. It also
has a Shock-proof memory to

prevent skipping by storing data
read from the disc in a memory
chip, (e.9. a lMbit chip will store
approximately 3 seconds of
music). If the player is jolted and
the optical pickup is shifted off the
correct tack, uninterrupted play-
back continues while the pick up
returns to the correct position.
Sony also developed a magnetic
layer, the polarity of which can be
reversed using a third of the mag-
netic power used in conventional
magneto-optical discs. Also deve-
loped was a magnetic head which
reverses polarity of magnetic sig-
nals with low power consumption.
This combination does awaywith
the hecessity of consecutive era-
sure and rewriting and results in a
smaller, less complex recordf
playback device.

Sony is planning to incorpor-
ate into the Mini Disc system the
Serial Copy Management System
(SCMS), a copyprotection device
that adheres to the Athens Agree-
ment.

I;'ffiffi-*?"'fftrJT::'.};
sion, members of both the Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers and
the Institution of Manufacfuring
Engineers, have voted to join for-

ETI AUGUST 1991

ces and create a combined institu-
tion to meet the challenges pre-
sented by rapidly changing tech-
nologies.

Work will start immediately to
implement the proposals which

will come into effect on 1 October
1991. The IEE (110,000 mem-
bers) and the IMfgE (20,000) will
jointly form the largest of the 46
UK engineering institutions. A
new Manufacturing Division will

be created within the new Institu-
tion which, with some 40,000
members, will be one of the most
powerful voices for the UK manu-
facturing industry.
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fl esiqned as an inexoensive
U u"i convenrent raser llgnl
source for electronics and tele-
comms work, the new solid state
laser diode unit from Spindler &
Hoyer provides an output of 1mW
at 670nm (multi mode) with an
amplitude stability of +3%.

Beam divergence is typically
O.Smrad. The beam profile, at
exit, has a diameter of 3mm (cir-
cular) while polarization is linear
at 1:60. The self-contained pack-
age measures 45 x 25mm com-
plete with collimator and all
optics

Input requirement is 5V DC
which is applied via two 1m flying
leads with tinned ends. The unit
can be used in a wide variety ol
applications and also offers an
inexpensive alternative to expen-
sive He:Ne lasers.

A similar model offers a single
mode output of 3mW at 790nm.
Both models can be used as
'stand-alone' sources or can be
directly accepted by optomechan-
cal constructions such as Micro-
bench.

Further information Tel: 0908
262525

f,,f umber One Systems
l! Li-it"a, famous for its
EASY-PC PCB CAD Program.
has just announced a new Digital
Logic Circuit Simulator Program,
aimed at freeing engineers from
the frustrations of designing with
a 'scope and soldering iron.

Designs can now be tested and
proved before a single compo-
nent is soldered without the need
for expensive test equipment. In
many cases the breadboarding
stage can be eliminated com-
pletely, allowing prototypes to be
built directly on the PCB.

Pulsar is a digital logic circuit
simulator with a logic analyser
type signal display incorporating
dual cursor readout in binary,
hexadecimal or octal. Timing
skews and glitches are displayed
to a resolution of one picosecond
in several days.

Pulsar will handle flip-flops,
latches, monostables, and tri state

and open collector gates in addi-
tion to normal types

Signal Generator patterns are
defined on an interactive graphics
screen, and may be connected to
any point in the circuit.

The new program features a

full component library facility,
allowing the user to add compo-
nents, modules and sub-circuits to
the full range of 74LS and 4000
series models supplied with the
program. Component libraries
for other logic families are avail-

able as options. Pulsar presents its
output as a high-resoluiion logic
analyser display, capable of being
printed on either dot-matrix or
laser printers.

It may be operated independ-
ently. entering and modifying cir-
cuit data through an interactive
Netlist Editor, but it is also ready to
link in with the forthcoming
EASY PC Professional Sche-
matic Capture package and the
Analyser ill Linear Circuit Ana-
lyser, to form a completely inte-
grated engineering design sys-

tem.
Pulsar is priced at f195.00,

complete with comprehensive
manual and example circuit files.
Pulsar is not copy protected and
unlimited free telephone support
is always available.

For further information, con-
tact: Number One Systems Ltd,
Telephone: St Ives (0480) 61778.

H;f,i i:::Ify,"?ll:'"j
standard RS232 communications

link and can therefore be used
with virtually any microsystem.

The emulator consists o{ a

microcontroller which Iooks after
the serial communications and
the32K bytes of emulation RAM
and is housed in a practical ABS
case measuring 98 x 114 x 45mm.
The unit can emulate 2764 to
27256 EPR)M types; a 28 way
ribbon cable header is simply
inserted into the target
socket,whilst the data is sent via
the RS232 communication link
thus allowing remote programm-
ing. I{ the emulator was to be used
in conjunction with a modem it
could be possible for software to
be upgraded remotely on site so
eliminating costly service calls.

Further infomation contact JP
Designs. Tel:0353 88325
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^i, new oscilloscoDe aimed at
IlPlunt Electricians and Main-
tenance Engineers is the Tektro-
nix model 222 PS. The Power
Scout is capable o{ measuring
directly to 600V AC on both safe
and fully isolated input channels.
In addition, it has a 'Motor Trig-
ger' {unction to facilitate AC var-
iable frequency motor drive ser-
vice. Other new benefits include
field replaceable probes,

increased battery operating time,
a highly visible yellow case and an
improved contrast green CRT fil-
ter for better viewing in high
ambient light.

Standard features include fully

automated operation, 10MHz
bandwidth, digital storage capa-
bility with a 100ns glitch capture,
continuous envelope mode,
single shot storage and a 6kV
surge rating {or hunting out spikes
and noise problems. All wave-
forms can be transferred via the
RS 232C interface to a PC for sto-
rage, analysis and hard copy out-
put TIC supply this powerful tool
in a rugged package weighing 2kg
and meeting MIL T 28000E
standards for environment, shock
and altitude.

Further information please
contact Fred Hutchinson of Quis-
wood Ltd on (0756) 799737.

G chlumberger Technologies'
UaTE tyr**, ulvrsron nas

launched a 10MHz production
test system - known as the 5780

- uses the company's Computer-
Aided Test Engineering (CATE)

software and fully-integrated
design-to-test links to significantly
shorten in-circuit and cluster test
program development times. The
new system is specificallY
designed for easy integration with
automated manufacturing sYs

tems, and forms part of Schlum
berger's 5700 range of ATE.

Schlumberger's CATE sof-
tware was developed specificallY
to address the time-to-market
issues facing electonics manufac-
turers. First introduced with the
5790 tester just over a year ago,
the software runs under Unix on a

wide range of Sun computing

platforms, and supports bi-direc
tional links bet,veen design simu-
lators andAIE systems to dramat-
ically speed the development of
high-quality test programs and
diagnostic databases. The sof-

t\rare can be used with Schlum-
berger's entire range of Series
700 ATE, and employs a colour
graphical user inter{ace with
mouse-driven pop-up menus,
icons and intuitive hierarchical
structuring

CATE softrryare is already
acknowledged as providing the
fastest and most effeciive test pro-
gram generation and manage
ment tools on the market

Utility soft'ware will enable
PCB schematics and board-lay-
out diagrams to be imported
direct from CAD/CAE systems

over Ethenet

Sffi,i;ff:tH,ff'.:I:
and closing windows automati-
cally by remote control is becom-
ing quite commonplace.

European Security Products
has developed a range of sub-
miniature R/F switches for such
remote controls suitable not only
for vehicle entry systems but also
for Plant machinery, Lighting sys-

tems, Commercial securitY and
garage doors.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)

technology generates coded
pulses over a narrow band of fre-
quencies resulting in less sensitiv-
ity to surrounding radio interfer-
ence. This is why the company
incorporates the RFM SAW
devices in both transmitter and

rece\ver. The transmitter sends a

pulse width modulated at a carrier
frequency of 418MHz to DTI and
FCC standards, is powered bY

12V and carries more that-t

20,000 codes with FIZ antiscan

identification feature. Range is

specified at 75 metres and models
with a pre amp stage specified at
200 mekes, with a transmitter
that can provide single or dual
independent channels.

Clearly remote telemetry has
become extremely signi{icant wiih
modern systems and is now dra-
matically enhanced with this cost
effective system that complies
with RF emissions limits without
forfeit of performance and range.

For further information Tel:

0225 790730
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ffrith the complerion of a
W o.uno new Lrstenrng Room
at the London headquarters of
HHB Communications, custom-
ers can now audition and assess a
wide range of professional audio
products - using the full choice of
monitoring systems from leading
British manufacturer ATC.

The Listening Room has been
optimised to provide the near-
perfect environment for the criti-
cal evaluation of both active and
passive models in AfC's SCM
loudspeaker range.

Also on demonshation is the
RSS Sound Space processing sys-
tem from Roland, as first seen on
BBC's Tomorrowt World. FSS is
a single-ended system, with separ-
ate Azimuth and Elevation dials
for each of four independent pro-
cessing channels. It requires no
decoding circuitry to give the
impression that sounds replayed
through a conventional 2-speaker
system are placed far outside the
conventional stereo soundfield.

HHB Communications Sales
Manager Steve Angel is under-
standably enthusiastic about the
new Listening Room: "ln spite of
the advent of digital technology
evaluation of audio products is as

important now as it has ever
been"

"The new Listening Room
ensures that both we and our cus-
tomers are better armed to make
critical decisions about the per-

formance of the latest in profes-
sional audio technology," he
adds.

Further information contact
Steve Angel, Tel: 081 960 2144.

T :;-:rf, .t',::' i:,3 "iil::
1200.The Coup6 contains one of
the most capable synthesisers of
any microcomputer. It has six
channels across eight octaves
with stereo. Additionally the
Coup6 is one of the very few com-
puters fitted with MIDI (Musicat
Industy Digital Interface) as
standard.

The SAM Coup6 is attracting a
lot of attention from third party
developers. In music this has
given rise to three new products:

A powerful MIDI sequencer,
suitable for the home keyboard
user costs 139.99 including MIDI
cable.

A Sound sampler interface,
microphone, control software and
full documentation at f.49,95
from Blue Alpha.

The Music Master is coming
soon from Revelation. This soft-
ware package drives the Coupds
own synthesiser from its keyboard
with full screen notation.

Further information contact
AIan Miles, Tel:0792 700300.

PUH::.ii::;1:ffI:I:i
ists in glass and electronics,
announced the development of
theworld's firstvirtual logic silicon
chip. It is the first product arising
from a major technical collabora-
tion agreement in the field of sem-
iconductor chips between the two
companies in 1989.

The new silicon chip, launched
at The Custom Integrated Circuits
Conference in San Diego, Califor-
nia, is also the world's largest Field
Progragmable Gate Array
(FPGA) and marks a significant
technological breakthrough.

The device is the first in a fam-
ily of products planned by Toshiba

12

using the unique Dy.,namically
Programmable Logic Device
(DPLD) technology developed
and announced last year by the
Pilkington subsidiary, Pilkington
Micro-electronics Ltd.

Both companies believe the
new technology will quickly
become a world standard and
they will continue their close tech-
nical collaboration to take advan-
tage of the promising opportunit-
ies opened up by this new technol-
ogy.

Pilkington, which has a long
record in innovative technology,
provided full technical data to
develop the chip as well as its adv-
anced design capabilities through

its Pilkington Micro-electronics
subsidiary. Toshiba developed the
product and is manufacturing,
marketing and selling it.

Toshiba plans to commence
mass-production of the new chips
in1992 in order to meet demand
initially in the rapidly growing
FPGA market which is projected
to grow at anythere between 50
and 90% per annum.

Using CMOS 0.8pm, 3 lay-
ered metal process technology,
the new device achieves the
world's largest gate count in
FPGA's and because of its
dynamic reconfigurability can be
considered a virtual logic device.
With this development, Toshiba

completely covers all aspects of
application specific IC's (ASIC's),
such as gate arrays, small scale
PLD's and FPGAs. The DPLD
technology will eventually impact
into all of these sectors-

Pilkington Executive Director,
Sir Robin Nicholson said:"Weare
delighted that Toshiba have
launched this productwhich is the
first practical outcome of the tech-
nical collaboration agreement
between Toshiba and Pilkington
which was signed two years ago.'
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Photovoltaic
concentrator
technology
rFhe U.S. Departmenr of
I En"rgy r, ,uppo^ng ,n"

development of photovoltaic-
concentuator technology by distri-

buting up to $12 million over four
years among at least seven com-
panies that now supply or are

working on commercial, silicon-
based solar panels. Sandia
National Laboratories will
manage the programme.

hardware, as well as access to its
photovoltaic-testing, -fabrication

and -evaluation laboratories.
Concentrators are solar cells

onto which lenses concentrate
sunlight. Because the cells
teceived light is iniensified, they

sunlight converting to electricity
to the sunlight received.

There are two general catego-
ries of concentrator cells: linear
focus and point focus. Linear-
focus systems concentate sun-
light along a line. Their concentra-
tion levels are considered low, at
10 to 30 suns (10X to 30X the
level of unconcentrated sunlight).
But linear concentrator lenses
can be made by relatively simple
extrusion or rolling processes.

Point focus systems focus light
on a point. Their concentration
levels are considered intermedi-
ate, at 200 to 400 suns. Though
they tend to provide higher effi-
ciencies than linear focus systems,
they can be more difficult to
manufacture.

Commercial 20-sun cells are
currently at about 15% to L7%
efficiencies. The DOE wants to
increase that to between 17% and
23%.

The DOE has set a goal of" tendtoperformbetterandrequire
reducing the cost of photovoltaic less area than standard solar cells.

power by 50% or more, from 25- Though the price per cellis high, it
30 cents/kwh today to 12-15 is expected that the concentra-
cents/kwh by 1995. Much of that tors' greater efficiency compared

reduction is expected to come with standard cells will more than
from manufacturing efficiencies. compensate for the cost.

The DOE progamme will support On the other hand, concentra-
the development of mass-produc- tor photovoltaics are usually not
tion techniques to help reach cost as effective as standard cells when
goalsthrougheconomiesof scale. the skies are less than perfectly

Several concentrator systems clear.Theyalsousuallyneedtobe
have been developed by the com- pointed directly at the sun, requir-
panies , but all ...;ng that they be mounted on a

are in t Sandia tracking apparatus. Flat panels,

will not only manage the contracts by contast, can operate in either

but will also become an active direct or diffuse sun.
participant by transferring pro- Technology goals for concen-
ductiontechnologyandproviding' trator cells include increasing

design aid, testing materials and theirefficieney;i.e.theratioofthe

ew
approach to
optical
switching
A#[,ff:;:::::: ffff:l
tion gratings in which the index of
refraction can be varied, is being
developed at Physical Optics

Corp. By using photopolymers
that change their index o{ refrac-
tion when illuminated, it has been
found possible to make diffrac-
tion gratings gradually deflect
light from one direction to
another. The process is ideal for
building large, all-photonic cross-
bar switch anays for fibreoptic
applications. The continuous
modulation of light also could be
used to build optical neural

networks.' 
Gratings are built by drawing

parallel lines in holographic film
with a laser. The laser acts to
harden the Iilm so that after
chemical processing, a uniform
grid of narrow channels remains
on a substuate. This relief pattern
is then spin-coated with a photo-
polyrner, filling the space between
the holographic film lines with a

variable index medium.

When illuminated from the
side with the grating at an angle to
the beam, the system deflects light
in proportion to the difference in
index of refraction between the
holographic film and the photo-
polyrner. That difference is varied
by illuminating the photopolymer
from above. An optical switch has
been demonstrated by building a
grating at the intersection of two
waveguides on a glass substrate.

Creating a
super-
co.nducting
wtre
Three U.S. organisations, Los
I Atamos National Laboratory,

Sandia National Laboratories
and Nuclear Metals Inc., are hying
to create a super-conducting wire

with a higher electrical current
than is now possible with a manu-
facturing process patented by
Sandia.

The wire is formed from a
powder of ytuium, barium and
copper oxide, encapsulated in a
billet, and extruded through a die
orifice under high pressure.

Sandia and Nuclear Metals
have designedthe billets andNuc-
lear metals will produce large-
scale samples of the experimental

wlres.
Sandia will then perform

small, laboratory-scale extrusions
and mechanical tests to charac-
teize the flow properties of the
materials in the superconductors
and billets. Los Alamos will deter-
mine the exact composition and
properties of the components and
the wire.

Los Alamos also mayprovide
high-temperature superconduct-
ing bismuth compounds and

compounds containing the metal-
lic element thallium, i{ required
safety measures can be put in
place.

The participants, who are
splitting the cost of the $800,000
three-year project, believe the first
commercial superconducting
wires could be in production in the
near future. Nuclear Metals, of
Concord, Massachusetts, will
receive patent rights to the result-
lng wlre.

Vehicle
effect
on EM fields
AJi"l;':ffi:1"#'ft:'1:
helping the U.S.fumy to measure
the effect of vehicles on elecko-
magnetic fields or patterns from
antennas. Pattern disruptions can

degrade antenna performance.
The reflector is part of a

compact antenna range, which is

test gear that picks up a wide band

ETI AUGUST I99I

of electromagnetic frequencies at
close distances. It allows testing of
vehicles at frequencies that far-
field ranges, which consist oI two
towers separated by large dis-
tances, cannot sense.

The petals dissipate sufficient
electrical energy to create a quiet
zone ovet about 66% of the com-
pact-range refector. Pattems are
stable in the quiet zone, permitt-
ing accurate measurements.
Without proper dissipation,
energy would create ripples and
disrupt the pattems under study.
Other compact ranges have quiet

zones that are smaller than the
one produced by the new design.
This is because a large portion of
the reflector must be left inactive
to scatter electrical energy at the
edges.

The new range consists of a

90-ton parabolic reflector and a

positioner that elevates and
rotates targets. The positioner
can handle full-size vehicles up to
70 tons in weight and 50 ft in
length, including the US Army's
M-1 and M-60 tanks. The range is

set up to test frequences from 6 to
40GHz. Previously, the Army

could measure only frequencies
less than SGHz.

Software will use range data to
generate a 3D plot of the antenna
pattern. The plot will indicate
which vehicles might have diffi-
culty receiving some signals. Engi-
neers can move the antenna or
install a supplementary one to off-
set any deficiency.

The compact antenna range is

located at the USArmyElectonic
Proving Grounds, Fort Huachuca,
Arizona. It was designed by the
Georgia Tech Research Institute,
Atlanta.
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Virtual Reality is already
here. But how will it
affect our liues in the
fuh,we oncereflnements
hnue been made? Andreut
Arm strong inu estigates.
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Virtual Reality
magine you could reach out and pick up objects
on a computer screen. If you have spent long
hours working with advanced CAD or desktop
publishing programs - both of which are notor-
iously difficult to learn - you have probably

already experienced tr,vitching in.your fingers. Moving
computer images manually is alreadypossible to some
extent, and will become more so, but this is only the
beginning. Virtual reality is a concept which may in
time make computers a complete window on reality or,
at least, as complete as our perceptions can make it
without total tactile feedback. At present, for instance,
motional feedback can only be provided by mechani-
cal systems, for instance, in a hydraulic flight simulator.
That, in time, may change too.

Television and radio programmes has recently
brought virtual reality to the attention of the public. It is
not worth repeating all that these programmes have
already said, but it is interesting to try to work out
where this technology may be taking us in the future. In
order to do this, it is helpful to trace some of the
antecedents of virtual reality.

Many people use computers for tasks which
would not otherwise be practical. Others play games,
either realtime graphics games which are impossible
without a computer, or games in which the computer is
a fast replacement {or pencil and paper.

All this is usually done with a flat display system.
The realism of most'3D' graphics is limited, and the
using of the system is often far from intuitive. There are
some devices to make it less difficult for non-experts to
use a computer effectively;joysticks for game plaflng,
and GUIs (graphicaluser interfaces), such as Windows
on PCs and their compatibles, or the Apple Mac
operating system.

These make things easier for some purposes, but
generally limit the choices available to the expert.
Implemented thoughtfully, virtual reality could offer
an environment which would be helpful to the lay useq
and extend the reach of complex applications {ar
beyond the present.

Reality-like environments can and do exist on
computers in a turo-dimensional format, but virtual
reality requires a three-dimensional environment. The
principles required for 3D display systems have long

been known, and have occasionally been used in
movies. All that is necessary to give the visual impres-
sion of three dimensions is to provide each eye with an
image in the perspective which would be seen by that
eye, viewing the scene in question.

When looking at reality, the focus of the eye must
be constantly varied to accommodate objects at differ-
ent focal distances. It is not necessary to provide this
varying focal length for objects in a 3D display system.

In virtual reality, the images are supplied by two
separate liquid crystal TV displays, with an optical sys-
tem to project the images to the eyes at a reasonable
focal length. The display is contained in a headset
which includes position slnsors, so that the i*ug" .un
be adjusted to take account of head movements. This
is makes it possible to look around, and walk around, a
virtual room.

In order to interact with an image, a data glove is
required. This senses the position of the hand and of
each finger, allowing an image of the hand to pick up
an image of an object. The principle is the same as that
of dragging an object on screen using a mouse, but
more naturally.

A dataglove can do much more than simply
grasp: it's a convention in experimental virtual realitv
that, if you point the data glove. you 'fly'in the direcl
tion you a . Your limitations are imposed
only by the e program: for instance, you can
'fly'throug impunity, but not, perhaps, in a
flight simulation program. People who have experi-
enced this ability to move at will have reported disap-
pointment with actual reality.

The pointing and 'flying' could be applied to an
object under your virtual control, as well as your own
virtual movements.

Current two-dimensional graphical interfaces
use a great deal of processing power. On, for example,
a l2MHz 286 computer, many Windows 3 applic-
ations run very slowly. Generating three dimensional
graphic shapes in real time demands very much more
processing than 2D shapes, and until recently this ren-
dered virtuaI reality too expensive for practical applic-
ations. Now however, virtual reality is penetrating
those trr;o most lucrative and advanced technological
markets: industial research, and games.

Applications
A present-day professional flight simulator for pilot
training effectively consists of a real aircraft cockpit
whose instruments are controlled by the simulation
computer. High-resolution cockpit-view images are
projected onto the windows, and the whole cockpit is
tilied on computer-controlled hydraulic jacks to com-
plete the illusion. Pilots can even forget that they are in
a simulator. It is a very effective means of training peo-
ple for a difficult and potentiallydangerous job without
putting lives or property at risk.

Virtual reality can provide all this, apart from the
motion simulation, without a physicaI cockpit. At pres-



ent, the image detail is not sufficient in reasonably-
priced systems, but proiecting computer cost/power
relationships into the future, processors powerful
enough to do the job will be cheap within a few years.

The lack of motional feedback may prevent vir-

tual reality from replacing hydraulic flight simulators
for a long time, if at all, but there are areas which are

being investigated: the brain, for instance, can be pers-

uaded to interpret certain kinds of visual feedback
a[most as positively as real movements. There remains
a credibility gap at this point. However, virtual reality is

already being used to accustom irained military pilots
to combat environments.

Slightly less complex and accurate simulators
provide a leap ahead in 'realism'in computer games.

Virtualreality games systems are alreadywith us, and it
is quite likely that virtual reality combined with the
already-popular type of mobile games chair will
become the norm in a very few years. What then? Will
motorbikes, hang gliding and funfairs eventually
become relics of the past?

On a more prosaic level, one earlyapplication will
be computer-aided design. Mrtual rehlity is almost tai-

lor-made for architectural modelling. An architect can

construct an entire building, walk around the interior
and exterior altering details and materials on the spot,

or calling on the builder, surveyor or interior designer
to join the inspection from their own virtual reality
stations in any part of the world.

A more interesting use, perhaps, to scientists will
be to design tailor-made molecules. Drug companies
have for some time been using supercomputers and
three-dimensional modelling techniques to help them
to design drugs for specific purposes. The biological
activity of a drug molecule depends largely on its
shape. Using a computer programmed with informa-
tion about what molecules are willing to bond to what
others, bond stengths, bond angles, etc., biochemists
are already able to examine chemical compounds in
great detail. This approach has led to drugs which are

highly effective for an intended task, and have few or
no side-effects.

Virtual reality should allow a more thorough job
to be done more easily. It will be practical to design

more complex molecules with lower wastage and a

better chance of practical successes.

When the manufacture of nanomachines
becomes possible, the only practical way to design

them is likely to be CAD using virtual reality. Nanoma-
chines will probably be designed and built from a range

of pre-defined molecule standard parts. The nanome-
chanical engineer will assemble virtual nanomachine
parts into the structures required in a process rather
like putting together Meccano. Using its data, the com-
puter will then show the engineer a fairly accurate
simulation of how the nanomachine would behave in
use.

The simulation may not be perfectly accurate, but
it will cut out a large part of the trial and error previ-

ously needed to develop drugs useful chemicals. An
integrated CAD/CAM system will then provide
instuctions for computerised chemical systhesis

equipment to produce the desired molecule.

Iblepresence
Now comes the time to draw the distinction between
virtual reality and its close relation telepresence. What
is normally meant by virtual reality is a situation where
scenes are provided by a computer either from stored
images in memory, or from by calculations made by
the computer on the spot from some predefined
specification. For example, in a virtual office, you
could be working with a complete digitised image of a
desk, or on a set of instructions: *eight corners and a
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woodgrain finish" (and so on).
Telepresence, on the other hand, uses television

cameras to provide the twin images for 3D viewing.
This goes hand in hand with tele-operating, where the
telepresent operator controls machinery, normally (at
present) by using joysticks. It is likely that datagloves
will take over from joysticks: using the dataglove to
'grlsp' the image of an object would cause a remote
robot arm to grasp the real object, for example.

At present, most remote control is done using
cameras and a joystick, so that complex computer
simulation is not required, but combination with virtual
reality will allow a more natural and dextrous contact
between the operator and the robot.

The need for control over machinery in remote or
dangerous environments is likely to increase; another
factor is social change.,Factories could be run with a
minimal human presence, allowing people to work
away from heavy indusbial sites and concentate on
jobs that make more creative use o{ human skills.

The applications in handling machinery in
remote or hi'2dfdous areas will become evet more
meaningful if mining and manufacfuring moves into
Space in the future, as many scientists expect. Indeed,
as I write, UK astronaut Helen Sharman is heading for
the Soviet spqce station to take part in experiments
which are leading in this very direction.

She may be the only British astronaut, but very
likely Britons will telework on Russian, American,
Japanese, German or French space stations in future.
The economic impact of this could be considerable,
because it is likely that some of the highest value-
added manufacturing will be done in space in the next
century.

Just as state sponsored telecommuting in
Sweden has prevented the need for mass migration
from depressed areas, the same could apply to
countries lacking physical access to space. Tele-

workers could bring much needed foreign currency in
to the economy.

Later nanotechnological CAD may work partly
by telepresence rather than only by theoretical simula-
tion. A sealed nanotechnolical laboratory containing
raw materials and assemblers could be contuolled by
the computer so that as the designer moves groups of
molecules in the virtual reality, equivalent actions are
carried out in the nanotech laboratory. The computer
simulation could then be adjusted to match what is

actually happening in reality, giving a hybrid of virtual
reality and telepresence, so that the designer is effect-
ively telepresent at the molecular level.

Mundane
On a more day-to-day level, virtual reality will alter the
way we see the computer in front of us. Extending the
concepts embodied in flat screen graphicaI user inter-
faces, the data user could enter virtual reality, move
around a stylised library block, be guided to a virtual
filing cabinet, call up (quite literally: voice recognition
is not far away) a virtual document folder, and examine
the virtual documents. The combination of digital,
visual and vocal interaction would give many of the
benefits of physical action combined with the high
speed and vast storage space conferred by the com-
puter. Such a 'data stack' as I have visualised here
would also combine facsimile document images with
word-processed or DTP files. Little or no keyboard skill
will be needed, and there may be less technophobia
associated with virtual reality - claustrophobia, per-
haps, could take over there.

Taking the idea a step further, virtual reality may
at last bring about the telecommuting revolution. Sitt-
ing in your office at home: you put on your virfual real-
ity headset (by this time a smart pair of sunglasses, dis-
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creetly linked by optical cable to your computer termi-
nal). Your virtual office at HQ appears around you.
You point your dataglove and move to your virtual
desk, and your virtual in-tray appears. You confer with
colleagues by entering their virtual offices, although it
is more likely that you will call them up on a virtual tele-
conferencing screen within the virtual environment.
Your virtual assistant appears in the corner (the door is
optional) with an urgent and very real interruption -trouble at t'mill, 200 miles away. You switch to the vir-
tual monitoring room at the machine shop and find
that the robot assembler arrns have been given oil
without jam in it and are about to down tools. you
reach for the virtual wall panel and punch it, bringing
the virfual statutory maintenance down-time robot
tea-trolley under your control, ready to run a diagnos-
tic on the oil-delivery routine.

Having set the routine to run and reported back
to head office, you remember that the emergency is
over-runn ur. You quickly call up
the virtua at your corner shop,
and scroll ou'i6uld saunter, but
today you are in a hum, - selecting the necessaries for
your next few meals and, as an afterthought, some
jam, enteryourpin numberatthevirtual till. On a quie-
ter day, you might choose to enter. actual reality, jog
down to the store, pick up a pack o{ milk, a sandwich
and an actual newspaper, select the rest o{ your grocer-
ies from one of the virtual reality supermarket booths
in the store, have a few friendly words with the store,
keeper and jog back. Today you will have to make your
own sandwich, and call up the paper or papers of your
choice in your virtual document stack, but this is a
small price to pay for not being at t'actual mill.

So virtual realiiy has tvr"ro virtues: it can enable
scientists, engineers and designers to undertake tasks
of great complexitgr at remote distances; and it can pro-
vide a controlled environment for ordinary non-techni-
calcitizens to perform ordinarytasks: learning to drive,
doing the month's shopping, visiting the bank
manager, a business conference or dropping into the
boss's office - from one place and with the benefit of
immediate visual feedback.

Development of cheap, light virtual reality head-
sets will open up another possibility, that of 3D TV.
While 3D displays can be viewed by several people
simultaneously, they may prove difficult to design,
there will be an incentive to use individual headsets for
3D viewing. Probably 3D videodisks and players will
be around long before 3D TV is transmitted, just as
stereo records were available long before stereo radio.

Real Effects
One of the most obvious potential problems of VIR-
TUAL REALITY is that people can confuse realitv and

simulation. Not a problem, you may think, in a flight
simulator for pilot training, but the same is not true for
computer games. Would it be safe to drive on the road
after spending several hoursplaying a racing game in
which, iI you crash, you simply start on your n ext,life,?
Even a momentary sense of unreality could be fatal.

This possibility is not just speculation. Even with
the low levelof realism on presentVIRTUAL REALIry
systems, occasional momentary confusion has been
reported. No doubt, i{ it becomes a problem, a law will
be made to limit the realism of some types of game.

Another likelyproblem is that of computer games
addiction. This problem is well known with flatscreen
computer games, and is likely to be more severe and to
aflict more people when VIRTUAL REALIry
becomes widespread. There would seem
avoid this, which admittedly affects a small
people. It is simply an example of the u
snags of every technological advance since the dis-
covery of fire.

A good side effect of VIRTUAL REALITY, if it
does encourage more telecommuting, would be the
reduction of commuter traffic. Wth environmental
concerns becoming more serious each year, any
reduction of the need to drive around must be wel-
comed.

The Far Future
The idea of a direct Iink between brain and computer
has been around for a long time, but it has never
seemed very practical. Some years ago a blind person
was enabled to see, a{ter a fashion, by means of a tele-
vision camera and an interface fitted inside the skull
over the visual cortex. The person involved thought it
much better than total blindness, but the idea has
never caught on, partly, no doubt, because few people
would be keen on such major surgery.

Despite its general unattractiveness, this experi-
ment does show that some sort of direct brain interface
is possible. It is probably not fundamentally impossible
to generate a full colour image by direct brain stimula-
tion. It may become practical if nanotech machines are
used to build a microscopic interface on the brain with-
out the need for actual surgery.

It may even become possible to get information
directly out of the brain, though that may prove to be
genuinely impossible. If it can be done, VIRTUAL
REALITY could be made indistinguishable from
actual reality, and even more possibilities are opened
up

If direct brain interfacing is possible, and is not
rejected for reasons of distaste or social undesirability
(eg computer addiction), then it will probably be done
within the lifetimes of many of the people reading this
article.
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James Archer reports on
the future prospects of a
world standard for
higher quality TV
transmissions.
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Progress toutards a u)orld standard
the nineteen nineties

t the CCIR PlenaryAssembly meeting in
May 1990, what many considered the
last chance to reaiMn agreement on a
world standard for HDTV slipped by for
another four years, as the decision was

made to defer any agreement until the next CCIR
study period, which runs from 1990 - 1994. We have
been careful to distinguish between tansmission
standards and studio standards, but neither one of
these has yet been achieved. Although many brave
words about the importance of reaching an agreement
on an HDTV standard were spoken, practical engi-
neers can see that it now seems unlikely that there will
be just one standard, and that for some considerable

time ahead we are likely to see the Japanese 1125-
lines/60 Hz standard competing with the European
1250-lines/SO Hz standard and an American standard
perhaps based on 1050-lines/59.94 Hz. It is also
important to remember that many other countries
besides the USA and Japan currently use NTSC and
therefore have an interest in an HDTV system that is
NTSC compatible; during 1988 a group of thirteen
countries using NTSC met to consider the wider
implications that the adoption of an HDTV system
would have. In spite of what the European engineers
tell you, the Japanese 1725/60 system is currently
something of a 'de-facto' HDTV studio production
standard, with facilities houses in Europe andAmerica
making use of it, but this is mainly because there is no
other HDTV equipment currently on sale. Test produc-
tions using the Sony High Definition Video System
have been made, using equipment supplied (presu-
mably on loan) by the manufacturers, by several Euro-
pean Broadcasters, including the BBC and HTV in the
UK, RAI and Canale 5 in Iialy, ORF in Austria, SRF in
Switzerland, ZDF in Germany and RTVE in Spain. The
EUREKA aim of promotingthe l25O/60 system as a

sfudio standard is likely to come to fruition as the pro-
ject moves from the experimental stage and studio
equipment becomes available for sale, but there are no
indications that it will become theworld studio stand-
ard - the Japanese system is unlikely to go away.
Compounding the standardisation problems even fur-
ther, the Russians have said that they do not favour any
of the current proposals, and that they certainly do not
intend to adopt the step by step approach based on
MAC. They claim that such an approach would merely
delay the onset of 'proper' HDTV. Similar sentiments
have been expressed by the Austalians, who feel that
in the longer term revolutionary change is inevitable
due to the coming of digital technology, and they feel
that any approach to HDTVthat has a heavy emphasis
on backwards compatibility can at best provide only an
interim solution. Australia advocates a digitalty based
single worldwide HDTV standard, but iccepts that
such a proposal must include a practical transitional
path from existing systems to this new HDTV standard.

Although many other engineers throughout the
world would probably agree with these sentiments, it
seems that to put these brave ideas into practice would
delay the coming of HDTV for many years.

The groups of engineers working on the various
HDTV projects have by'no means given up their
attempts at moving towards standardisation, however,
and the currently fashionable idea is to try to reach
agreement on some aspects of HDTV which can be
regarded as common to all the existing systems, even
though agreement on a complete system is unlikely to
be reached. In other words, let us not worry about
those things which we cannot agree on, but instead let
us ty to standardise those features of an HDTV system
that could be common to all systems; as well as easing
the path towards an eventual common standard this
approach would make conversion befureen existing
systems much simpler. The cynics say, with some truth,
that the only parameter on which agreement has
currently been reached is the aspect ratio; the whole
world seems to agree that 16:9 could be acceptable,
even if their currently favoured system actually uses
something rather different. In fact there are agree-
ments on a good many other basic characteristics as
well, including things like the number of pixels per
active line (1920) and the orthogonal arrangement oI
those pixels, and much work is currently being under-
taken to try to reach mutual agreement on what are
known as the 'Common Image Format'and the 'Com-
mon Data Rate' concept, the idea being to agree upon
as many common parameters as possible; at the
moment this work is mainly connected with the HDTV
studio production field. The major remaining differ-
ence belxeen the various systems is that of field rate,
but so fundamental is this difference that it affects
many of the other parameters of the HDTV signal.

FigI Principles of an open architecture receiver
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Scanning: It seems to be generally agreed that
progressive scanning would be the best long term
option, but because of the complexities and the mem-
ory requirements when this is used for a fullHDTVsys-
tem, the various parties involved in trying to reach an
agreed standard have recognised that 2:1 interlace is

probably the most practical method of scanning in the
near term. One manufacturer has suggested it might
take as long as ten years to bring a 1000-tine progres-
sive scan camera onto the commercial marketplace.

Colorimel4r: The CCIR expert going on color-
imetry has accepted that in the long-term the agreed
HDTV system should have colorimetric parameters
which are in full agreement with the constant lumin-
ance principle, and which also allow for the represen-
tation of a wider range of colqur than is at present pos-
sible. The experts are currently recommending this
eventual goal should be achieved in two steps, first

system. To illusfuate thatthere is nothing'magic'about
the chosen numbers, an alternative suggestion, that
has now been dismissed, was to have 1024 active lines
and1792 samples per line; this also gave square pixels,
with an aspect ratio slightly different {rom 16:9.

The ideal 'common image'would have the same
aspect ratio, number of active lines, number of pixels
per active line and colorimetry irrespective of the
frame rate or scanning method utilised. Many engi-
neers like the 'common image'approach because it is
rather like the electronic equivalent of film, where all
the pictures are based on a single common image -
the frame. If a common image approach could be
agreed upon then standards conversion between the
different HDTV systems would be simpler, since only
temporal conversion would be needed. Although the
'common image' concept would mean that the active
portions of the image, horizontal and vertical, would

INPUT
SECTION

PROCESSING
SECTION

DISPLAY
SECTION

Fig.2 The MIT Smart Receiver - showing how'open architecture'works.

adopting an interim set of parameter values that can
be put into practice with today's technology, leaving
the final step to be taken after further discussion and
development, - when practicable. Some engineers
are unhappywith this approach because theyfeelitwitl
be difficult to make changes to something as basic as
the colorimetry of a system several years after its incep-
tion.

Common Image Format
The Common Image Format approach takes the long
term view that television pictures may not always be
sg,nthesized by a scanning process, as at present, and
that the best way to consider a television picture is as a
large number of individual pixels positioned over the
whole of the display screen. The desirable number of
pixels per active line, i.e. that actually carry picture
information on each line, has been agreed as 1920,but
since the number of active picture lines has not yet
been agreed, other parameters such as the shape of
the pichrre elements cannot yet be agreed. One sug-
gestion was to use 1080 vertical pixels per picture, i.e.
1080 active lines, since this would result in square pix-
els when a 16:9 display was used, and would provide a
satisfactory number of visible lines for ule with both
1125 and 1250 line systems. Itwould not, of course, be
possible to use this number of lines with a 1050 tine
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be the same for all systems, the blanking periods and
total line periods and total numbers of lines could be
quite different in different systems, which should
enable HDTV to be introduced in a manner that is
compatible with existing line and field rates that differ
between different systems. The American ATSC
favours the common image approach, and has said
that it requires its HDTV production system to work at
both 59:94 Hz and 60.00H2, the former to maintain
compatibility with existing transmissions, the latter for
use in production centres where NTSC compatibility is

not a consideration. Although such a dual frame rate
approach could give rise to complications if attempts
were made to edit between tapes using the different
{rame rates, the common image concept should be
able to cope with he basic requirement of producing
HDTV pictures at either of the two rates.

The Australians have a slightly different vision of
what a common image format should include, and as
well as a 'common image' of the type mentioned above
they favour a 'common frame'. [N.B. It is important to
notice here that the Ausfualian use of the word 'frame'
corresponds with the English word 'field'; two
Austalian frames make one complete picture.] The
common frame would have the same total number of
lines (active plus blanking), whatever the actual frame
rate. This would provide for operation at different

-
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frame rates, and the Australians favour a so-called
'agile receiver' which could cope with different
incoming frame rates.

Whatever the smalI differences in the perception
of the common image format, the idea can be seen to
imply in essence a commonali! of spatial
characteristics for the active area of the picture, so that
the number of samples per active line, the aspect ratio
and the number of active lines is common, whereas the
picture rate, the sampling frequency and the data rate
could differ betrueen systems.

Although the Common Image approach has
much to commend it, the common image details
cannot yet be agreed and could mean this approach
will bring us no nearer to reaching a common standard
than using any other approach, and could actually
delay the final denouement.

The Common Data Rate
The world standard for digital television studio signals,
CCIR Recommendation 601 has data rates for both
S21linel6OHzand 625line/50H2 systems that are the
same, adjustments being made to the number of
samples carried in the blanking periods in order to
achieve this. Effectively, Recommendation 601 is
based upon a common sampling frequency, a

common sampling mode, a common sampling
structure, and a common number of pixels per active
line for both 525/60 and 625150 pictures. The
'common data format' for HDTVbuilds on the ideas of
Recommendation 601, and is essentially a hvo-step
'dual-standard' approach to a single programme
exchange standard.

The 'common data rafe' approach uses
techniques in which the sampling frequency and the
data rate are the same for systems which have different
picture rates; the aspect ratio and the number of
samples per active line are also common. The
luminance sampling rate for Recommendation 601 is

13.5MH2, with two colour difference signals sampled
at half this rate, so that at eight bits per sample we end
up with 8x(13.5 + 6.75\: 216 Mbits per second.
Although the first step would be to utilise HDTV
standards that were based on the same rates as CCIR
Recommendation 601 and therefore using a common
data rate for both 525/60 and625/50, the next step
might be to use a higher common data rate, and74.25
MHz (5.5X13.5MH2) is one rate that has been
suggested. This would allow commonality between
7125 / 60Hz pictures and 1250 / 50 Hz pictures, an d the
mathematics shows that an even higher standards o{
1375 tines at 5OHz would also fit into the set. Research
engineers at the UKIBA have shown that other options
are possible, whilst retaining a simple relationship with
Recommendation 601, which is important for
standards conversion to conventional standards:
1250/50 - 7050/59.94 1200/50 - TOOL/o9.94
t25Ol5O - 7125160 \2OO|5O - 1000/60
t375150 - tt25l60

Although any of these options could theoretically
be used, the set with most of the advantages seems to
be 1200150 - 1050159.94, both using progressive
scan, since the relationship which this bears to the
original 4'.4:2 signal of Recommendation 601
corresponds to an increase by a factor of h,r;o in both
horizontal and vertical directions, and the reader may
remember that one of our aims in approaching HDTV
was to double the resolution of the existing systems
both horizontally and vertically. this scheme could be
implemented with either an orthogonal sampling
structure, or with the quincunxial structure that was
discussed earlier in the series. The quincunx structure
has the advantage of allowing us to retain the detail
from a progressively scanned picture even when

interlaced transmission is used, and this helps to
improve the performance that can be obtained from
standards conversion. It could also allow for interlaced
scanning to be used as an initial step in the
introduction of HDTV. with progressive scanning
following later.

One scenario that has been discussed is that dual
standard switchable equipment could be made for
both studios and receivers, so that initially both
standards could be used in appropriate countries, but
leaving open the possibility that one day the
overwhelming advantages of one of the systemswould
become so apparent that it would become the 'de
facto' world standard. This argument ignores the
probability that such receiverc would be more
expensive than single-standard equipment.

As might be expected, not everybody likes or
supports the common data rate approach to HDTV. It
is by its very nature a dual standard system, which
means that some desirable combinations of other
standards might not be practicable The Canadians
have done some work which suggests that when this
type of approach is used it is inevitable that one of the
standards must have a lower spatial resolution than
the other, and they feel that this will delay the eventual
implementation of a single standard

Open architecture receivers
The idea of dual-standard receivers provides a
reminder that in an earlier part of this series it was
mentioned that the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) had suggested the adoption of so-
called 'open architecture' (OAR) receivers, making the
argument that if dual-standard receivers were being
developed it might cost only a little more to develop
OAR receivers that could decode lots of di{ferent
standards, i.e. receivers that were basically
independent of the transmission standard used. Such
a receiver would use whatever information was
presented to it, and somehow build up a suitable
picture for display. Looking at this idea in a broader
time frame we could envisage a television system using
OARs that looked something like Figure 1

Signals from a wide range of sources could be
received in the home or at a cable head end and then
fed by cable dishibution systems to the home. The
Open Architecture Receiver would consist of
appropriate input circuitry to cope with the various
incoming signals, some computer controlled signal
processing circuitry, and a display of the highest
quality that the customer chooses to buy. Whatever
the standard of the incoming signals the computer
circuitry associated wiih the OAR takes control of
them and uses them to build the best high definition
picture possible in the circumstances. Additional
outputs from the OAR could feed other, small screen
television receivers in the same house.

The MIT submission to the FCC included details
of a possible configuration for a receiver o{ this type,
which they christened 'The Smart Receiver'. Figure 2
shows the block diagram, from which it can be seen to
consist of three basic sections

The input section, shown along the top of the
diagram, consists of the necessary tuner(s), RF and IF
amplifiers, a demodulator, an analogue to digital
converter, and a frame store. This section of the
receiver is said to be 'tunable but not programmable'.
Whatever the input signal, within the limits of what the
tuner and input section can cope with, a complete
picture frame is held in what is called the 'input frame
store', although this is not necessarily in a form that
could be used directly for display.

The central section of the diagram consists of
input and output signal busses which provide the



interfaces behryeen the input and display sections and
the processing section. The same digital bus lines can
be used to connect digital input signals directly to the
receiver, allowing it to synthesize a display {rom digital
signals coming from a fibre optic cable, perhaps, or
allowing for the connection of a digital video recorder
or the input of computer data or graphics. The main
function of this middle section of the receiver is to take
the stored information in the input frame store and
process it, perhaps rearranging the information
corresponding to particular pixels and by camying out
the various interpolation processes that are needed to
construct a high quality picture with the desired aspect
ratio The processing that is carried in this section is
controlled by the microprocessor control module,
which can be pre-programmed or which can accept
messages from the remote control unit operated by the
viewer. Effectively we have, in this central part of the
smart receiver, a computer processing stage which
could be very cheaply mass produced. The advantage
of using such circuitry is that by a change in the
programming, a picture can be constructed for
whatever signal is presented to the receiver; without
using complex convertor circuitry, the receiver can
cope with PAL, NTSC, MAC, or wired inputs.

The display section, shown along the bottom of
the diagram, takes its input from the cental processing
section and holds information from which an image
can be recreated in the 'screen-refresh memory', at a
line and frame rate suitable {or display, but not
necessarily bearing a direct relationship with the line
and frame rates of the signals that were originally
transmitted. It seems likely that this display
information could be held in some compressed form.
The output from this memory store could then be
passed to interpolation circuits before being converted
back to analogue form for final display The display
could be a high line rate, high frame rate HDTV
format, but different versions of this basic receiver $pe
could also be made available, each having a different
type of display, according to the requirements and the
depth o{ the pocket of the customer.

Such an open architecture receiver would,
because it is controlled be a computer program, be
easily adaptable to cope with the dif{erent types of
television signal that will be available during the next
few years, as the various steps towards HDTV are

taken. It could even cope wiih new types of signal
which were not thought of at the time of its
construction - a change in the computer program
would be all that would be necessary to allow it to deal
with the novel signal.

Virtual Studio Standard
It is recognised by those involved in the long and

arduous process of trying to achieve standardisation in
the field of HDTV that in the longer term we are likely
to develop digital HDTV systems, and it is in the digital
domain the real key to the future of HDTV lies.

Looking ahead to such times when the practical
realisation of digital HDTV signals in both production
and transmission might be practicable, the concept of
a'virtual studio standard' has been suggested. The
kemel of this idea is that it should be possible to agree
upon a single unique format for carrying the digital
data representing an HDTV signal on a digital data
bus, which could be used to transport HDTV signals
between different pieces of equipment or betrr;een

studio centres, and which could be used to record the
signals. The actual standards used for the pictures and
sound at the source and at the destination would be
unimportant, as all the input and output signals would
communicate with the universal bus by means of
digital 'gateways', where the standards conversion to
and from the universal bus standard would take place.
Such a tecl.rpjque would allow broadcasters to
exchange programmes made in a whole variety of
dilferent standards, but since the possibility of several
standards conversions taking place between source
and displaywould then be a real one, the 'virtual studio
standard'wi[[ need to be of very high quality in order to
ensure that it does not contribute any undesirable
arti{acts to the pictures.

It is generally accepted that using a digital system
will provide the most flexibility and allow powerful
computer processors to be used, but it will be
necessary to ensure that the bit rates required for such
a system are actually practicable; there would be no
point in agreeing upon a theoretical system that did
not permit equipment to be made at a reasonable
price. In developing such a system, care must be taken
to allow sufficient 'headroom' to cope with Iuture
developments that might arise. Up to the present time,
the 'virtual studio standard' concept is nothing more
than a concept; although much thought is being given

as to how such ideas might be turned into something
more concrete, and the 'common image format' and
'common data rate' could perhaps be regarded as

steps along the way, it seems that we are as far away as

ever from a single universal standard and inevitable
that the nexi stage of development will see the
introduction of at least three different HDTV/Ary
systems to the different marketplaces of the world.
Atthough this rather depressing scenario might be
thought sufficient to dull the ardour of the keenest of
research engineers, this is not the case, and in the final
part of our HDTV series we take a longer term view,
and find that once the present day technological
restrictions have been overcome the prospects for the
early part of the next century are really exciting.
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Thg_He!Uirync
MMa hine

the like by an external stimulus.
dream machine (November 1987

n recent years there has been a lot of public
interest in the subject of 'brain improvement'.
This has mostlytaken the form of interest in bio-
feedback techniques and exotic forms of medi-
tation. Whatever the iechnique, the emphasis

has been on self discipllne with results usually only
occurring as the result of sustained and intense
personal effort.

However, it is only comparativelyrecently that the
public eye has turned to other methods, which pro-
mise the same kind of benefits as techniques such as
biofeedback, but without the effort. These have been
in the form of brain 'exercise' machines that operate
on the premise that it is possible to induce medltative

issue)is a simple example of the latter kind
of device.

This project is another of that kind. It
is called a Hemisync Machine.

What is Hemisync?
Hemisync is a term that was coined by the American
psychological researcher Robert Monroe, to describe
a technique he developed. To describe the workings,
we have to examine the structure of the human brain.

As you probably know the cortex (the wrinkly bit
at the top!) of the human brain is divided into two dis-
tinct halves, laterally. These two halves are known as
the left and right hemispheres respectively because
they are broadly hemispherical in shape. Much
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Fig.2 Front and rear panel dimensions

research has been done on the function of the hemis-
pheres and it has been determined that each tends to
assume a specialised role in the brain. The right hemis-
phere controls the left side of the body and is usually
found to be responsible for the brain functions asso-
ciated with spacial manipulation and creativip. The
leit hemisphere controls the right side of the body and
is generally associated with logical, mathemaiical and
verbal functions. Despite this speclalisation in use,
either side is capable oI assuming functions of the
other if necessary (i.e. if one hemisphere gets
damaged).

The hemispheres, despite being separate struc-

tures are joined by a bridge of nerve fibres called the
Corpus Callosum. This serves as a messaging network
between the halves so they can keep track of what the
other is dolng.A few years ago a special kind of surgery
was often performed to help epileptic patients which
involved cutting the Corpus Callosum. The result was
that the two halves of the brain in these paflents started
functioning independently, to the extent that in some

states and
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cases patients literally discovered that their left hemis-
phere didn't know what their left hand was doing! This
resulted in interesting occurrences such as people
being able to do something with their left hand yet
being totally unable to describe it in words!

As a result of these and other studies, experimen-
ters found increasing evidence that the brain normally

POTENTIOMETER
VIEWED FROM FEAR

Fig.3 Wiring diagram for potentiometers

performs an integration of information entering either
hemisphere. If either hemisphere experiences a sen-
sory input from its side of the body i.e. either hand or
either ear (the eye connections are a bit more compli-
cated) the net effect experienced by the whole brain of
a normal person is usually comprised of a synthesis of
the impulses from the two halves.

To give an example of this you can try an experi-
ment. What you do is get three people together and get

each of the first two to simultaneously ask the third
person (the subject) a simple question, each address-
ing the subject from different sides (i.e. one to each
ear). Very often (it works best when the subject isn't
expecting it) the person questioned in this way will give
a single composlte answer to the two questions! For
example if the lirst question is, 'What is your name?"
and the second question is, 'How old are you?" and
the subject's name is Fred say and he is 32 years old,
his answer may well be "l am 32 Fred years old!" The
best part is that the subject is often quite unaware that
anything out of the ordinary has happened!

At this point I had better say that I accept no
responsibility for the inevitable chaos that will ensue
when ETI readers start going around confusing people
by saying odd things into each ear!

Anyway, the hemisync machine works on a simi-
lar principle. The object of many people who dabble in
bioleedback is to train their brains to produce a spe-
cific type of elechical activlty pattern. Thls is usually
the well known Alpha brain wave pattern (cyclical elec-

trical waves of varying frequency between 8 and 12
Hertz). I won't go into a detailed discussion of the brain
waves here as there are many good books on the sub-
ject. Suffice it to say that production of Alpha waves is
associated with a relaxing mediiative state, and the
production of other wave patterns with other mental
states, e.g. Theta waves (4 to 7 cycles per second) are
associated with creative imagery.
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The hemisync machine is essentially a highly
accurate dual audio waveform generator. It generates
two tones of slightly differing frequency. The separate
tones are fed independently to each ear via head-
phones and this results in each tone being fed separ-
ately to the two different hemispheres. At this point the
brain performs its integrating trick and generates a

composite response pattern. The response in the case
of two differing tones is usually a series of electrical
impulses equal in frequency to the difference in fre-
quency of the two tones.

This means that if we feed a tone say 200H2 to
one ear and a tone of 210H2 to the other, the brain will
start generating electrical pulses at 10Hz internally.
The result: instant Alpha waves!

This is the idea behind Hemisync. If we can find a
way of stably and accurately generating tones like this
we can in theory at least cause the brain to generate
any frequency of wave we like, within reason of course!

This idea has been (and still is!) the subject of
much controVersy in the medical community. Some
researchers into brain function have been quick to
point out that the waves induced by a Hemisync device
are not in fact hue brain waves. So they righfly point
out that it is incorrect to say that we can create A.lpha
waves say, at will. The implication is that there is no
benefit to doing so. It is certainly true to say that there
is no evidence that inducing brain waves using external
devices will result in the same psychological state that
would be present when the brain is generating those
same frequencies naturally.

Experimenters who have been testing Hemisync

BASE OF BOX

Fig.4 Securing the pulse generator board with two
bolts

devices however have made varying allegations as to
its practical effects. These range from the mundane
claim that the devices act as aids to relaxation, to the
fantastic Robert Monroe, the inventor of Hemisync
claims that it can easily induce out of the body experi-
ences and raise the operation of the brain to higher
plane! Monroe has established centres for Hemisync
experimenters. In one such centre he claims to have
bained 'Heminauts', people capable of using Hem!
sync to transcend the limitations of time and space,
these people in turn claim to have visited other times in
an out ol the body state! One such is said to have gone
back in time to the Crucifixion of Christ!

As a result of these and other claims, Hemisync is

now big business. Recently there has been an inllux of
Hemisync devices from the United States and consor-
tiums have even started to set up'brain gyms'Ior peo-
ple who want to go and tone up their grey matter with
Hemisync! The commercial Hemisync machines are
typically expensive (€300 upwards in general) and
many use a combination of tones fed to the ears via
headphones, and simultaneous pulses of light fed to
the eyes via specially modified glasses that carry flash-
ing light units. There is a danger however in the latter
that this can cause seizures in people with epilepsy,
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and so many doctors are worried about the adoption
of such devices. The design described in ihis article
uses sound only and as such should be quite safe.

The connections to the eyes are not as simple as
those to the ears in any event. In fact, half of each eye is
connected to one hemisphere. So for example, the left
halves of both eyes are connected to the right hemis-
pheres and the right halves of both eyes to the left! This
means that flashing light signals applied to each simul-
taneously do not affect the separate hemispheres in
the same way the audio only version does. For this rea-
son there is some doubt as to whether some visual ver-
sions of these machines are effective in the way they
claim.

So what will the Hemisync machines do for you?
The answer is nothing if you unfortunately happen to
be deaf in one earl For the rest of us it depends on both
the frequency of the signals generated and the shape
of the waveform that you use. This design will allow
you to try 16 diff.erent frequencies of composite waves
from 2 to 18Hz approximately,,in lHz steps. This
covers all the classical brain wave frequencies of Delta
through to Beta waves. It also uses an EPROM with
user definable data to generate one of 16 switchable
waveforms. Addltionally, the range of possible waves
that the user can create by programming his or her
own EPROM is virtually unlimited. If that isn't enough,
each separate tone generator uses a different EPROM
so you can experiment with sending different wave
shapes to each ear simultaneously!

Tbere are so many possibilities that its fair to say
that many haven't even been_)ested yet! Having
personally experimented with lrototype machine I can
say that I have found certain patterns to be very
relaxing, and others to be stimulating. Whatever the
reservations of the medical community, there is little
doubt that the device can affect the metal state in some
way, although perhaps not as simplistically as some of
its more radical adherents would have it.

In any event, its certainly {un to play with, and
even though I have yet to discover the correct pattern
to go back in time and observe the Crucifixion (l'd
rather go forward and see the result of tomorrow's
races personally!) I have enjoyed experimenting with
it, and hopefully you will too!

Design Considerations
At first sight it appears to be quite a simple problem to
tackle, to generate two slightty different frequencies
and feed them to a set of headphones. The problem is

that the dif{erence in frequencies has to be so small.
There is little point in generating diflerence
frequencies outside the normal operating range of ihe
brain. This means that effectively all the frequencies of
interest are below 20H2. Consider also that the two
tone generators have to maintain their frequency
stability to within less than lHz and ideally also
maintain a constant phase relationship and the
problem becomes a bit more difficult.

My earliest prototypes of this circuit were
analogue, however despite my best efforts even the
most stable designs exhibited temperature related drift
that exceeded the design limits. It became obvious that
a digital approach was required. The problem was to
generate two tones in the audio range such that each
could preferably be easily generated by direct binary
division of an input frequency. One channel could be
fixed and the other variable. So a second
consideration was that the variable channel ideally
ought to use division factors that it would be easy to
switch befuueen with a minimum of circuitry. I decided
on a target Iixed frequency in the range of 100 to
300H2 since I personally find the lower frequencies
pre{erable for extended listening. This design- uses
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approximately 200H2.
After some thought I worked out a relatively

simple variable divider circuit but the final pulse
sheams were square waves. After experimenting with
filtering to remove higher harmonics and produce sine
waves I decided that it would be more flexible to use an
EPROM to program the desired envelope ofthe wave.
The pulse generator then could be used as an accurate
clock to the digital waveform generator.

That then is the fundamental idea of the present
circuit. Two digital divider channels provide clocking
pulses to an 8 bit binary counter that in turn drives the
address lines of an EPROM. The data in the EPROM is
clocked out repetitively across 256 pulsed and fed to a
digital to analogue converter which constructs the
analogue voltages corresponding to the wave
envelope. Two identical but separate waveform
generator stages are used, one for each channel.

One o{ the earlier prototypes used a single
EPROM operated in a time division multiplexed mode,
feeding separate latching channels of a dual D/A.The
problem with that design was that the multiplexing
signals tended to generate spurious harmonics in the
output waveform and there was a lot of crosstalk
between channels. I decided that the dual generator
approach was notmuch less economical (it didn't need
all the multiplexing logic for a start) and offered more
flexibility in the form of independently programmable
waveforms on each channel. Additionally, the 2N559
is an excellent very low cost D/A converter and much
cheaper than a dual unit.

Construction
The Hemisgrnc machine requires 4 PCB's, the power
supply, the pulse generator and 2 waveform
generators. I designed the machine in modular fashion
because I was experimenting with numerous different
circuits. This became a uselul design feature in the end,



in that it allowed me to squeeze the whole circuit into a

relatively compact box.
The pulse generator and wave{orm generator

PCB's are double sided. I have designed them so that
they can be constructed without the need for plated
through holes. This is the reason for some of the
otherwise redundant through hole wire links, LK1
through LK6. Although the two waveform generator
boards are identical, unless you want independent
control of separate waveforms on each channel, only
one hex switch and set of associated pull up resistors is

necessary. Of course ifyou dowantthat level ofcontrol
then the extra switch and resistors may easily be
installed. I would suggest though that for most
constructors this isn't really necessary, I haven't done
so on my prototype for example.

If you decide not to have independent waveform
contols on each channel, then do not solder in SW2
or R5 through R8 on one of the boards. They must be
present on the other though! If on the other hand you
are going to add the independent switch contuols to
both boards then you don't actually need the
connector block CB3 on either board.

None of the circuits are particularly critical or
difficult to construct. When putting together the pulse
generator remember that the leads on the analogue
components should be kept as short as possible in
order to minimise interference. The pulse generator
board uses a 6 way SIL commoned resistor network as
a pull-up for the hex switch inputs. I used it because I

happened to have one in mg component stock! If you
have any difficulty in obtaining one it is relatively easy
to substitute 6 ordinary resistors. These should be
soldered vertically into the 6 holes furthest from the
switch in the position of the resistor network. The hole
nearest the switch is the common line and a wire
should be taken from this point and soldered to the top
leads of all 6 resistors adjacent to it. See Figure 1 for an
example. An alternative would be to use a 7 or 8 way
network which are easier to obtain and simply trim
away the redundant leads.

Although the boards are double sided and not
plated through, you can use sockets for the IC's. This
can be a problem with non-plated through boards
since you can't get to the connections on the upper
side of the board under the socket. I usually use turned
pin sockets for the IC's like this. Turned pin sockets are
usually designed so that they stand off from the board
by a small amount. This allows you to solder to the
upper connections on the board on the component
side under the lip of the socket, but it requires great
care and a very fine iron so as not to damage the socket
or create blobs of solder which will short out the circuit.
If you can do this I would certainly recommend doing
so at least for the EPROM socket if nothing else. If you
do decide to do this then solder the socket on first,
before you add any other components to the board.
Otherwise you may find that the other components
will get in the way of the iron when you are trying to
reach into the small gap below the socket.

A compromise for the {aint hearted (or thosewith
huge irons!) would be to solder individual wire wrap
socket pins in each hole of the IC position to construct
a kind of home made socket. If you do decide to do
this, plug an old IC into the pins while you are
soldering them in place otherwise they will move
around making it impossible to plug a chip in.

The LM380 audio amplifier IC should not be
socketed. The reason being, the 3 most central pins on
either side of the IC are connections to an internal
heatsink and are designed to be soldered to an
external heatsink in the form of an area of copper on
the board. I have allowed just such a plane o{ copper
on the waveform generator board as a heatsink
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although this is not strictly necessary given the normal
operating conditions of the IC in this circuit.

The order 6f construction is unimportant,
although I would recommend the standard practice of
soldering passive components to the board first before
adding the IC's. Construct all the PCB's first before
attempting any interwiring, or trying to mount them.

I have designed the Hemisync machine to use a
2732 EPROM. Since each different wave cycle needs
256 bytes to define it, this allows 16 separate
waveforms to be stored. Despite this some readers
may find that larger EPROMs such as 2764's areboth
cheaper and easier to obtain since the 2732 is

effectively obsolete. For that reason I have made
allowances for the circuit to use any EPROM in the
range 2732 through 27512. However, the circuit
makes no allowances to use the additional address
ranges of the larger EPROMs. If this is required the
reader will have to make his own modifications to the
circuit. I have provided a 28 pin socket on the PCB and
a jumper. Wh'e*a 24pin2732 EPROM is being used it

will be necessaryto seat this device in the low er 24pios
of the socket, i.e. pins 7,2,27 aad28 of the socket are
not used. Since the power supply pin will move
accordingly the jumper must be placed in the
uppermostposition (i.ewith the EPROM pin 1 on your
left, the jumper nrust connect the leftmost 2 pins of the
jumper block). When any other iype of EPROM is
being used the jumper should be moved to the
opposite position. When EPROMs larger than the
2732 are being used, pins 1 and 27 will be putled htgh
and pins 2 and 26 will be pulled low. This will result in a
change in the active ranges of addresses. See Table 1
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for a list of active address ranges for each EPROM
type. If you can't be bothered to work out the active
ranges for any given EPROM simply construct the
patterns for the waves you want in the first 4 bytes and
then repeat that pattern across the whole available
address range of the EPROM you're using.

Another consideration for those readers
preparing their own EPROMs ib that the hex switch
which selects bet',,r,,een waveforms operates in a

complementary mode, which means that as the switch
is turned clockwise it will result in decreasing address
ranges being selected. For this reason it will be
necessary to program the first wave into the highest
256bytes of the active address range, the next one in
lhe256 byies below that and so on. Of course, there is
no absolute reason why one waveform should come
first on the switch before another so this is purely up to
the preference of the circuit in any way.

One thing to watch out for is the Tantalum bead
capacitor on the waveform board. Tantalum
capacitors are polarised (although they are not always
clearly marked). Make sure you insert this capacitor
with the correct polarity or you will end up with a
smoking heap of ash when you switch the power on!

Mechanical Construction
IMPORTANT:This project has been designed to
squeeze into a compact box, the construction is quite
complex and there is very little leeway for error in
mounting any of the components. For this reason I

strongly recommend that you read through all the
cdnskuction details carefully making sure the right
sequence is followed before starting on the
construction-

The first thing to do is to drill the mounting holes
in the front and rear panels of the case, see Fig we2 f.or
dimensions. The large hole for the IEC mains socket is
only necessary if you intend to use a removable IEC
mains lead. Some readers may prefer to install a cable
gland or grommet and a permanent mains lead wired
in directly. There is no reason not to do this if you
prefer. Cautious readers may also pref.er to install an
additional fuse, an option I have not allowed for. If so
make sure that there is sufficient room in the final
position you want to mount it in as the contents of the
case are rather tightly packed!

When the main boards have been constructed,
solder the leads for the pots to the waveform boards.

These should be2 corescreened cable and the screen
should be soldered to the ground plane (the heatsink)
of the LM380 at one end of the cable, and to the case
of the pot at the other. This is to ensure mafmal
shielding of the analogue input stage from the radio
interference. The Hemisync machine will work better
without Radio 1 on the audio channel!The actual wires
to the pot terminals are interchangeable so they can go
either way round. See Figure 3 for the rest of the wiring
details for the pots. It is important to connect the wires
to the pots before mounting any part of the circuit as it
will be nearly impossible to access the connections to
one of the pots when the boards and pots are
mounted. After connecting the pots, attach the wires
for the output connections to the board. These will go
to the headphone socket, both grounds will go to the
common terminal of the jack socket and each output
from each waveform generator witl go to one of the
huo stereo connections on the jack. Don't connect
them to the jack at this stage.

At this point it will now be necessary to mark the

EPR0M Active addresses in Hexadecimal

2732 0000-0FFF(wholedevice)

2764 0000-0FFF

2t128 0000-0FFF

27256 4000-4FFF

21512 C000-CFFF

Table 1: Active address range for each EPROM type.

XTALl
10MHz

NOTE:
tct = 741504
lc2 =74L5112
lc3 = 74LS393
lC4 = 74LS191
lcs = 74LSr91
rc5 = 74LS74
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Fig.7 Hemisync Pulse generator circuit
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mounting positions of the waveform boards in the

case. The recommended Verobox has various plastic
protrusions on the base of the case which will get in the

way of the mounting pillars for the boards. These may

need to be trimmed off with a sharp wood chisel

Alternatively if you have a mini drill and a suitable burr
they can be removed in that way. Make sure that you

do not damage the 4 main plastic mounting pillars at

the corners of the box.
Place one waveform board (the one with the hex

switch on if you have used only one switch, otherwise
either will do) on the base of the box with the hex

switch shaft forward. The shaft should go through the
hole in the lower left hand corner of the {ront panel,

viewing the box from the front. Slide the board forward
in the case until the front edge is stopped by the main
mounting pillar in the corner of the box. This is the

final mounting position for the board, so now you must

markthe base of the boxthrough the 4 mounting holes

at the corners of the board. Drill 4 hotes into the base

of the box at the marked points and trim back any

protrusions on the base that may get in the way of the

screws or cause the spacers which we will be mounting
the board on, to stand unevenlY.

The next stage is to wire together the two

waveform generator boards. The 2 boards will be

mounted in the box in piggyback fashion, using 4
spacers approximately 16mm in length to hold them

apart.
The power connections to the two boards are

common and so those on the-lower board should be

run to the connector on the upper board. A single set

of connections from the upper board will run to the
power supply and pulse generator. So you must wire
the 17V, ground and 5V connections from CB2 on the
Iower board (which witl be the one with the switch as

mentioned above) to the corresponding terminals on
the CB2 of the upper board with short wire lengths.

The wire type isn't critical. The single input connection
on CB2 of the lower board should be temporarily

connected to a flying length of wire, sufficiently long to
reach the pulse generator terminals once it is

mounted. About 150mm of lead will do.

I{ you have used only one switch then you will
have installed the connectors CB3 on the waveform
boards. The purpose of this connector is to carry the

common switch connections between the truo boards.

So you must now attach 4 short wire lengths to CB3 on
the lower board and run them one to one to the
corresponding terminals on CB3 of the top board.

Since the hvo boards will be sandwiched it will be

impossible to reach the terminals on the lower board
once the upper board is wired in, so attach all the

necessary wires to the lower board first. The wires

between the two CB3 connectors may be run around
the side of the board nearest the connectors
themselves, keep them as short as possible. The wires

between the turo CB2 connectors on the other hand

must not be run around the front edge of the board. If
they are they will get in the way of the pots. So run
these wires around the side of the board opposite C83
or alternatively, as I have done on the prototype, drill a
large hole (6mm diameter) in the middle of the upper
board bet',ueen the tracks, iust behind CB2. This will
allow you to run the wires from the lower board to the

upper through ihis hole.
Once you have attached the wires to the

connectors on the lower board it is a good idea to
temporarily bolt the two boards together with the

spacers as they will be once they're mounted. This will

allow you to trim all the interconnecting leads to the
right length. You can now attach flying leads from the
power connections on CB2 of the upper board and the

upper input lead. This should leave you with 5 flying
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leads, the input leads for the upper and lower boards,

and the 3 main power connections.
Put the waveform boards to one side and take the

pulse generator board. This should be mounted

vertically on its side, alongside the waveform boards.

The hex switch should be at the top . Stide the pulse

gbnerator board into the case in this position and the

switch shaft should run through ihe hole in the upper
right hand corner of the case. The pulse generator

board is supported by the switch mounting in this hole

so the front edge should run right up against the front
panel. Again you may find that protusions on the base

of the case prevent this in which case trim them until
the board can be mounted in this position.

Temporarily secure the PCB in place using the switch

mounting. The board needs support at the other end

to make it secure. In the prototype I bolted a small
piece of ABS PCB mounting runner to the base of the

case at the other end of the board. You can achieve a

similar effect simply by marking t'wo holes up against

the board, on the base on either side and putting bolts
through the holes. The nuts will hold the PCB in place

against lateral movement (Figure 4). The power

supply PCB will be mounted up against therear edge

of the pulse board and will provide additional support.
With the pulse board still in place, push the power

supply PCB up against the rear edge of the pulse board
and mark the 4 mounting holes required on the base o{
the case. The power supply PCB will be mounted on
5mm spacers, through these holes Remove both
boards and drill the mounting holes for the pulse

board securing bolts and the power supply PCB
mounting. The only remaining holes required in the

base of the case are the mounting holes {or the
transformer. The final position of the transformer will
depend on the size of the switch used and so these

should be left until after the switch has been mounted.
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homas Edison is reported to have said that
'genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspira-
tion. I'm sure many people feel the same

way about fault-finding. However by
applying a few simple principles and a little

logical thought the percentage perspiration can be

drastically reduced and fault-{inding can become a

very satisfying and staightforward procedure.
This article describes both the theory of fault-

finding and the way this is put into practice, Wherever
possible reallife faults have been used as examples.

The article is resticted to fault'findlng in electonic
equipment although the principles involved can be

applied to a range o{ activities from debugging compu-
ter soltware to lixing the car. The emphasis is on dom-
estic equipment that the average enthusiast is likely to
be called on to repair.

The first part oI the article deals with various gen-

eral subjects relevant to fault-finding. The second part
begins by classifuing the dilferent types of fault and
then goes on to describe the methods used to trace

them. The third part describes how these methods
were used to locate some real-life faults. Finallythere is

an excercise that will allow you to test your skills at
fault-finding.

I have deliberately avoided describing the
detailed theory of operation of the various tlpes of
equipment. The important thing to understand is the
principles involved so that you can quickly decide

whether a particular part of the circuit is perforrning as

it should. If you are not familiar with these principles
then I suggest that you read one of the many general

electronics books which have a chapter on domestic
electonic equipment. This should provide sufficient
information for fault-Iinding. Remember you are only
qlng to repair the equipment not (hopefully)

redesigning it!
I have also said very little about mechanical faults
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mainly because this is a magazine for electronics
enthusiasts. In fact modern electronics, despite its
complexity, is very reliable and many of the problems

on domestic equipment are caused by mechanical lai-
lure or wear.

By the end of the article, I hope that you will have

a more positive attitude towards fault-finding and
approach it rather like a 'whodunnit'novel where the
components are the suspects and the symptoms of the
Iault the clues. Your role is that of the sleuth who has to
tack down the culprit!

Phtloeophy
If you are not of a philosophic turn of mind then by all
means skip the rest of this sectlon and start on the first
part of the article dealing with practical matters relat-
ing to fault-finding.

Having been involved in fault-Iinding for a num-
ber of years I Ieel that there are three important skills

that are essential to eflicient fault- finding but are not
the sort of things that can easily be leamt lrom books. I

have tried to summarise them in the following para-

graphs.
Try not to become submerged in details. Block

diagrams are very helpful in this respect and I intend to
say a lot more about them later. Successful fault-find-
ing relies on the ability to stand back (metaphorically!)

and see through irrelevant detail to the underlying
principles.

Human beings will always make mistakes. You
cannot do anything about this but what you can and
should do is to develop a way of working that shows up
your mistakes before too much damage is done. Some
tips are given in a section later on in the article but
lhere are many others. If something seems unusual

check it, don't accept it.
Don't jump to conclusions. The first possibility is

not the only possibility. Try to think oI all possible

Why not try and repair
that euer inaeasing pile
of electroni,c scrap in the
nrnw? Andrew
Chadwirk lwlls you find
the solutions
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explanations then devise a test to identify the correct
one.

Enough philosophy. I now want to look at some
more practical matters.

Circuit Diagrams
A circ tial for fau
plex e on simple
make erefore its
effort

If the equipment you are working on is a televi_

many major manufacturers.

. Alternatively you should be able to get a copy of
the circuit diagram, or a full service mariual fromihe

Beware of errors on circuit diagrams. They do
crop up quite frequently and can lead to a lot of confu-
sion if not spotted.

Block Diagrams
Block omprehensive service
manu I projects in the better

il:H they are not as readity

Figure 1 shows a block diagram for a typical
audio amplifier. Each block represents the {uncdon of
part of the circuit. No d circuit or compo-
nents are shown as it is that is important
not the way this is impl

The lines connecting the blocks represent electri_
cal signals or power supply lines. The anows show the
direction of information flow where necessary. Lines
entering and Ieaving a block are called inputs and out_
puts respectively.

The function of a block is shown by means of
words or a symbol. British Standard BS 3939 defines a
number of symbols for use on block diagrams. A few

Q9, IC1 etc are kansistor and integrated circuit refer_
ences. To make things clearer the manufacturer has
provided a separate block diagram for each mode of
operation. Other manufacturers use a combination of
blocks and circuit symbols so that the block diagram
looks more like a simplified circuit diagram.

As has, I hope, already been made clear a block
diagram is in finding. Therefore if you
don't have a well worthwhile skeich-
ing out one based on the information on the circuit dia-
gram. Most circuits can readily be divided into areas
each performing a single function. Each of these areas
is repre o diagram. Once
the blo n signals linking
themw p euad"at"tt!
block diagram.

I have outlined and labelled the areas on the cir-
cuit diagram corresponding to each of the blocks. It is
particularly important to note the points in the circuit

inputs and outputs of the blocks
will need to take measurements

Fault-ftnding Chails
In addition to block diagrams and c
may also have a fault-finding chart
probably seen the sort of thing i
motor car maintenance:

Symptoms: Car will not start.
Possible Cause: No pehol.
Remedy: Catch a bus.

_ . Joking aside I personally find fault_finding charts
of little use both in motor car and electronic failrfind
ing. The problem
ble faults can be f
those that are cho
be charitable this

Test Equllrment
Most fault-finding does not require expensive equip_
ment. As an electronics enthusiast you probabiy
already own the basic tools such as a multimeter,
either analogue or digital, soldering iron, screwdrivers,
pliers and the like.

An oscillos absolutely essential but
you wlll find you tricted without one. It's a
bit like trying to whilst blindfolded.

nt a signal source is useful.
fixed frequency, say 400 or
ve. For cassette recorders a

For serious work a collection of test leads and
audio connectors is essential. Most modern audio
equipment uses phono sockets so it's worthwhile
investing in cables terminated in phono plugs, For
other types of sockets adaptors are availabie w-lth the
appropriate plug on one end and phono sockets on
the other.

Dissassembly
Most fault-finding will involve a certain amount of dis_
assembly (common
Some pieces of equ
servicing in mind wh
phrase, "products of
efit of experience, sometimes bitter, I offer yorr the fol-
lowing tips.

Place screws and small parts in a container as
soon as they have been removed. I actually use empty



margarine tubs! Don't leave them loose on the bench

where they will get knocked off, lost or will short the
underside of printed circuit boards. It is preferable to
use a number of containers or one of the storage trays

which are divided into compartments. Screws {rom
separate parts of the equipment can then be kept
together. A c5rnic would say that these precautions sim-
ply allow you to lose them all in one go when you

knock the container off the bench!
As you remove each part examine it closely.

Imagine you are reassembling the equipment and ask
yourself whether it would be obvious how it fits

together - in other words is it idiot proof ! If not don't
be afraid to make notes or a rough sketch, Look out {or
groups of screws where one or two are a different
Iength from the others Beware of unmarked multiway
connectors wh erelhere are two or more with the same

number of pins. A felt tip pen is useful for marking
directly on metal parts or the circuit board.

Safety
Most mains operated equipment canies a waming
about the danger of mains voltages when covers are
removed. There are obviously mains voltages present
but in most cases these are restricted to the circuitry on
the primary side of the mains transformer. It is easy

enough to trace this wiring and where it is not already
adequately insulated or shrouded against accidental
contact, it is worth applying a little insulating tape (wiih
the mains disconnected!)

For maximum safety use one of the residual cur-
rent circuit breakers, or earth leakage circuit breakers
as they used to be called, which are available built into
a plug or adaptor for around l20.ln the event o{ cur-
rent flowing to earth through you they will automati-
cally disconnect the mains supply.

Special care needs to be taken with television
sets. Here there are two dangers. Firstly, the chassis of
the set is often at mains, or half mains potential. The

Fig.3 Part of block diagram for a telephone answering machine

Keep a magnet handy to magnetise your screw-

drivers. Removing screws from awkward corners is

then very easy. However avoid using a magnetised
screwdriver near tape heads or, if you do, demagnetise
the heads when you have finished.

Small Philips screws can sometimes be virtually
immovable. Try a pair of pliers on the handle of the
screwdriver to give a better grip. If this fails you can
often cut a slot in the head with a junior hacksaw blade
and then use a larger flat-bladed screwdriver.
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only really safe way of working is to use a mains isolat-
ing transformer.

The other danger comes from the EHT voltage,
applied to the anode of the tube. Treat connections
and circuitry with great respect The inner and outer
surfaces of the tube are designed to act as a smoothing
capacitor for the EHT. Sufficient charge remains to
give a nasty shock even after the set has been off for
some minutes.
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Grounding
Contact between metal work sometimes forms the
common return for parts of the circuit as, for instance,
between a cassette mechanism and the chassis. If the
equipment is tested whilst it is partly dismantled the
required contact may no longer be present. This can
produce very strange symptoms. Use a short lead with
crocodile clips either end to resiore the return path.

When making measurements whether with a
'scope or a multimeter you need to identifu the com-
mon or 0V line to which the measurements are
referred. If you possess a circuit diagram this should be
no problem. If not then you will need to make an intelli-
gent guess. The screen connection of inputs, the com-
mon of a centre tapped
and grounding leads are
connected to the circuit c
case is not necessarily connected.

If there is no convenient component lead on
which to clip test Ieads solder a short piece of bare wire
to the common track on the circuit_.board.

When attaching a 'scope ground lead remember

Beware of the loading effect of an analogue
meter even on fairly low impedance circuits. Figure 5
shows how the voltage in the circuit changes when the
meter the usual 10M input
imped the impedance of ihe
circuit be less than 100k to
achieve a 1% accuracy.

Finally four silly mistakes that wouldn,t seem
'm stillregu-
no voltages
meteris still

Before measuring resistances touch the two test
leads together. This confirms that your meter is work-
ing and that the two leads you have in your hand are
connected to the meter and not.iust Iying on the bench.

If a digital meter kicks up when first connected
then settles to zeto, you're probably trying to measure
AC on a DC range.

Before making the first measurement after turn_
ing on your 'scope touch the probe with your finger.
You should get a nice picture of mains hum. If not
you're switched to the wrong channel, or the probe
you're holding isn't plugged in or the zero switch on the
scope is still on.

Types Of Fault
Before dealing with fault-finding procedures I would

as the problem must lie in an area common to the
whole circuit, often the power supply.

The second category is the partial failure. An
example is a stereo amplifier which only works on one
channel or a cassete deck which will play but not
record. The fact that part of the system is functioning
allows you to eliminate a number of areas jmmedi-
ately.

The most difficult faults fall into the third cate-
gory. These are normally partial failures but with the
added problem that they are intermittent. With some
faults simply placing the equipment on a work bench
and face to face with a battery of test equipment is
often enough to frighten it away. It,s only when the
equipment has been returned to the owner that the
fa veni o
m gon h
th hof t
will clear the fault. However, don't despair - there are
hints later on in the article on tackling this kind of fault.

The previous three categories apply to
equipment that was definitely once working and
therefore the problem is likely to be a single fault or a
few related faults. I have reserved the final category for
faults in equipment that has been built from scratch.
Here lhere may be a number of unrelated faults and
even faults such as wrong connections that would not
occur with the other three types of fault. The one
advantage that Vou normallv
have far m , partLularly if you
have desig

I now want to look at fault-finding procedures in
detail. Figure 7 is a logical flow diagram that summa-
rises the procedures described in the following sec-
tions and shows how they are applied to the different
categories of fault.

Fault Sgmptoms
If you have not experienced the fault yourself then
obtain as much information as possible about the
symptoms of the fault from the person who has. The
type of questions to ask are:

that this is normally connected to the chassis of the
scope which is connected to the mains earth. If the
equipment under test has an earth conductor in the
mains lead check either by inspection or resistance
measurement, whether this is connected to the low
voltage circuitry. If it is , it is essential that the scope
ground is connected to the same place, otherwise part
of the circuit will be effectively short-circuited. (See
Figure 4) This also applies to other test equipment
such as signal generators where one output is con-
nected to earth. Most modern equipment does not
have an earth connection to the mains and so the
problem does not arise.

For low voltage or high frequency measurements
the short grounding lead on the scope probe must be
used and connected to the circuit close to where mea-
surements are being taken. Otherwise it is often more
convenient to use a separate longer return wire to the
'scope itself.

Hints On Making Measurements
Insulate all but the very tip of multimeter test prods
with sleeving or tape. This way there is less chance of
short-circuits when the prod slips. The tip of the prod
should be sharpened. As well as making it less likely to
slip, this also helps penetrate oxide and varnish layers
on conductors.

When attaching spring loaded test leads turn the
power off first. The extra few seconds it takes to do this
is nothing compared to the time it takes to repair the
damage causes by an accidental short.

Fig.4 Example of a short circuit caused by an earthed oscilloscope



Is the fault intermittent?
Does it affect one channel only?
Does it affect one function only?
Has the {ault appeared suddenly or has there
been a gradual deterioration?
This kind of information will save a lot of time

later. I often have to put up with equipment sent to me
for repair with such cryptic descriptions as 'no go' or
'{aulty'.

Mains Plugs
The first job on any mains operated equipment is to
checkthe mainsplug. Typically80%of the equipmentl
come across has a wrongly fltted plug. Amongst the
commonest faults are the flex grip gripping only the
inner conductors rather than the sheath of the mains
cable, loose terminal screws and fuses of the wrong rat-
ing {iited.

I find it absurd that manufacturers make great
efforts to design a safe piece of equipment and then
leave one vital part to the whim of an unqualified
householder. As the majority of houses now have
sockets conforming to BS 1362 it would be far more
sensible to use a moulded-on plug with appropriate
fuse already fitted.

Controls
Before moving any controls make a mental note of
their positions. Its surprising how often a so-called
fault is actually caused by incorrect positioning of con-
trols. One example that I experienced was in a car
radio where the balance control was operated bypush
ing in the volume control and turning it. Presumably as

the owner had turned the radio o{f he had slightly
depressed the volume control and managed to turn
the balance control Iully one way. As there was no indi-
cation of the position of the balance control it
appeared at first sight as iI one channel was not work-
lng.

Function Checks
If the equipment is completely dead you can do very
little without removing covers. If the equipment is

partly working check all the functions and controls
before dismantling any'thing. For example in the case

of a typical amplifier you would connect a signal to
each of the inputs (phono, aux, iape etc) in turn and
check that the controls (volume bass, treble etc) and
indicators (VU meters, pilot lamps etc) were working.

The reason for the above is turofold. Firstly using
the block diagram and the results of the Iunction tests
you will often find that a large part of the circuitry can
be eliminated at once and the fault isolated to one
area. Secondly you may well notice other minor prob'
lems that weren't brought to your attention such as

noisy switches, potentiometer and bulbs that don't
work. Its very frustating to cure the reported fault,
reassemble the equipment and then find for instance
that the stereo indicator lamp doesn't light!

As an example of what can be deduced simply
from the function test let's suppose that the fault is on
an amplifier on which the left channel phono input
doesn't work. Refer again to the block diagram of a
typical amplifier shown in Figure 1. The function tests

show that the amplifier works satisfactorily on both
channels using the aux input but only on the left-hand
channel using the phono input. A little thought will
show that the fault must lie in the phono input pre-
amplifier. Thus without using any test equipment you
have eliminated 90% of the possible causes. To track
down the fault further you need to look more closely at
the phono amplifier circuit.

lVisual Checks
Having done as much investigation as possible with
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the equipment in one piece you probably need to
remove the cover to gain further access. It is not feasi-
ble to give detailed instructions on disassembly for
e\tery twe of equipment. However with the help of the
general hints discussed previously and a bit of com-
mon sense you shouldn't have any difficulties. If you
have a service manual you may find it contains disas-

srjmbly instuctions.
With the covers off don't dive in with test equip-

ment. Look for obvious problems such as blown fuses,

blackened components and discoloured printed cir-
cuit board which could be a result of overheating. I
once discovered h,r,,o electrolytic capacitors whose
outer cans had blown off, Ieaving the remains atiached
to the board. However don't expect all faults to be so
obvious!

Keep an eye open for "foreign bodies" ranging
from spilt beer stains to paper clips and staples and

(a) (b)

Fig.S Effect of meter impedance.
the multimeter has
sensitivity ol 20klV and is
on the 0-10v range
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even leaves. The latter I found in a video cassette recor-
der which was giving
didn't at first link them
that one of the video
assume it had caught

Take note of indications of repairs in the past such
as components that don't match the corresponding
components in the other channel and flux left round
soldered joints. Missing screws are a sure sign that a
bodger has been at work.

If you discover a blown fuse whilst examining the
equipment then you can be fairly
sure this has something to do with
the fault. The procedures to follow
in this case are described in the sec
tion entitled blown fuses. The infor-
mation in the next three sections
dealing with fault-finding theory,
signal hacing and voltage measure-
ment will not apply.

Fault-findihg theory
At this stage you may already have a
good idea as to the general area
where the fault lies either through
your initial function check or as a
result of visual evidence. The pro-
fessional service engineer gets to
know certain standard faults on
particular models of equipment
and can therefore often pinpoint
the fault straightaway However in
general the best approach is to loc-
ate the fault by isolating it to a
smaller and smaller area of the cir-
cuit.

The most efficient way to do
this is by using the block diagram.
Take each block in turn and check
that it is receiving acceptable

inputs. If it is Iook at the output of the block. If this is
also satisfactory then the block is working and you
have effectively checked all the components that the
block represents. If the output is not satisfactory then
the block is faulty.

Once the faulty block has been identified the
corresponding area of the circuit can be examined in
more detail. In the case of an audio amplifier for
instance you would probably look at the circuit dia-
gram for that area. In a more complex circuit you might
use a more detailed block diagram to pinpoint the fault
even further before moving to the circuit diagram.
Once at the circuit diagram level the fautt can bL iso-
lated to one or hrro suspect components. A final test
should then confirm which component is responsible.

Althou ase, the faulty
block is ofte signal tracing
and the fau voltage mea-
surements These hrvo methods are described in the
following sections.

Signal Tracing
As has already been discussed all circuits can be bro-
ken down into a number of areas or blocks. Each block
is intended to perform a certain function. A block will
have inputs and outputs connecting it to other blocks.
When functioning correctly a block should produce a
certain output when its inputs (if any) are within their
expected ranges.

Signal tracing simply involves checking that each
block is receiving the pro-
ducing the correct out pro-
ducing no output or a ceiv-
ing the correct inputs, then the fault will lie in that

block. Don't forget that power supplies are in effect
inputs to most blocks although they are not usually
shown on the block diagram.

For certain blocks you may need to provide an
input signal from a suitable source. This should have as
simple and constant characteristics as are consistent
with the equipment being repaired. It should also be
repetitive so that it can be displayed on an oscillo_
scope. For audio equipment a fixed frequency sine or
square wave is used. For video equipment the colour
bar signal is common.

With digital circuits involvi
signals are often highly complex,
ress and data buses. Things can
easier by writing a short program consisting of a con_
tinuous loop within which uitry you
are interested in is activa s simple
repetitive signals in the can be
viewed on an oscilloscope. This idea is described in
more detail in Example 1 later on.

The form of the output signals from a block is
video equip u-
ex and ofte al
ts in the circ in

the service manual as an aid to fault-finding. If you are
working on stereo equipment in which one channel is
operating ve a
waveform ls in
be very ea ith t
nel.

When looking at complex waveforms on an oscil-
'scope can often be trig-
g the EXT trigger input
in the circuit rather than

triggering directly from the signal itself.

Voltage Measurement

ing of 2.5V could be a steady DC signal or a 5V square
wave. With a 'scope there is no ambiguity. Example 2
illustrates this point very well.

As with signal tracing it's necessary to know the
voltage that should be present before you can decide
whether there is a fault. Typicat voltages are often
marked on a circuit diagram. Note that these are mea-
sured with the equipment in a certain mode, for
instance playback
make sure you are
voltages. There ca
least +10% betwe
cuit and that marked on the diagram. As with signal
tracing you may be able to compare voltages bebrveen
a faulty and a working channel.

Ther rules that apply when no
values are tors when operating line
arly shou 0.5 O.ry positive with
respect to the emitter. The collector should be at some
positivevalue with respectto the emitter. For pNp tran-
sistors the polarities of the above voltages are reversed.

Operational amplifiers in the linear mode should
have both non- inverting and inverting inputs at the
same vol should
be some its nor_
mally at

CM nafew
tenths of a volt of the power supply rails unless driving
a low impedance load.
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Fig.7 Graph showing block characteristics for quick
blow and two forms of anti surge fuses
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HIGH POWER AMPIJFIER Foryour car, rt has 150 watls atput
bsponse 20Hz noise ratio
60db H€s bu lt adjustable
to $( youe 6xi o pre-amp.

Wo*sintospeak6c rei 30P7 descnb6d below A real bargein atonly
C57 00 Order r6f 57P1
HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Srereopairoutput 1 OOw oach
4ohm rmpodance and @nssti ng of 6 1 /2,, wocfer 2,, mid range snd
1"twgoter ldealto woil wrththe ampliterdescdbod ebow Pice por
parr 130 00 Order rel 30P7
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitabl€ tor hiqh rcltago
axporiments or as a spars f or a microwave oven etc 250v AC rnput
€1 0 00 rel 10P93
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANELMains operated, with touch
switchos Compl€to with 4 d git display, digiral clock, and 2 rclay
outpuis one lor pow6r 6nd on6 tor pul$d powor (programmablo)
ldealforall sodsof p€cision im€rapplrcations etc e6 00 rel6P18
FIBRE OPTIC GABLE.Stranded optical libres sh€athod in black
PVC Flvs metr€ length !7 00 ref 7P29
12V SOLAF CELL200mA output idealfortickle charging eic 300
mm squEre Our pric€ E15 00 rel 15P42
PASSIVE INFRA-RED MOTION SENSOR.compl6te with dsy-
light snor, adjustable lights on timer (8 *cs -
15 mins), 50' range with a 90 deg co6raqe. L\
Manuar oveno. racrlry. uomPrse *rrn *ru..J
braclets, bulb holders €tc Brand new Bnd guar-

l.-r'tBa'.t-.

-'Xiir.7-,. \ .1.,.- r,.'.
'gF.Yt1'/
t_+;:"

st within a 100' rangel (tun€ TV to a spaE
chan nel) 1 2v OC op f1 5 00 rel 1 5P39 Suiteble mains adaptor e5 00
rel 5P191
FM TRANSMITTEH housed in a standard working 1 3A adaptor
(bug is marns driven) Q26 @ rcl 26P2
MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair ol walkie tslkios
wiih a rang€ ol up to 2 kilom€tres Units measure 22x52x1 55mm
Complote with cas6 !30 00 r6f 30P12

6P3
MOSFETS FOR POWEH AMPLIFIERS ETC'100 watt moslol

psjr 2SJ99 and 2SK343 €4 Oo a parr wrth prn out rnf o ref 4P51 Also
avaliablers a 2SK413and a2SJ118 ate4 oorsf 4P42'

12 VOLT BBUSHLESS FAt'14 1/2" square brand now rdeal lol

boat, car, cEravan 6tc e5 00 rol 5P206

ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made tor BBC comPuter

but $itable lor others lncludes mains adapt'sr, l6ads and book

!1 5 00 r€l 1 5P43
VIDEO TAPES. Thr6€ hour suponor quality tapes made und6t

licence from tho lamous JVC company Pack of 1 0 tapes !20 00 ro1

20P20

PHIUPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASER TUBE.

BRAND NEW FULL SPEC E4O.OO REF 4OP1O' MAINS

POWER SUPPLY KIT C2O.OO REF 20P33 READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE C75.OO PEF 75P4.

SOLDER 22SWGre3rn cored solder on a 1i2kg reol Top quality

e4 00 s r@l Ef 4P70
500 WATT HEATERS ldeal for arr or liquid, wtll not corrode. lasls
loryeaB coiltypecongtruction 3"x2" mountod on a 4" dia mstal plat€

for ossy lixing e3 O0 ea rel 3P76 or 4 lor C1 0 00 rel 1 0P76

TIME AND TEMPERATURE MODULE A clock, digilal ther-
mom€t€r (CslciuE and F€ronheit (G160 dog F) Programmable too
hot and too cold alarms Runs for ei least a year on one AA battery
19 00 rel 9P5
Remots temperat!re pbb€ lor abovo unit f3 00 rel 3P60
GEAHBOX KITS ldeal lor modols etc Contains 18 gears (2 ol
each size)4x50mmax16Eand apowertul9-12v motor AllthBgests
etc are push fit e3 00 tor complete kil rsl 3P93
ELECTRONIC TICKET MACHINES Those units @ntain a

magneic card reader, two EUrtgI printe6 motors, gnsors and
loadg o'f eleclronic componenis etc 112"x12"t7") G@d valuo at
e12 00 E 12P28
JOYSTICKS Brand new with 2 lire buttons and suclion leet th€so

unils can be modifigd lor most computers by changing the connector
etc Pice is 2for€5 0o ref 5P174
GAS POWERED SOLDERING IRON AND BLOW TORCH
Top quality tool with interchangoable heads and metal body Fully
adiustabl€, runs on lighter gas €1 0 00 rel 1 0P1 30

SMOKE ALARMS lonizatjon type 5 y6ar warranty complete with

b8ttery only E5 00 ret 5PzD6
ANSWER MACHINES BTapproved remole message playback,

intergral push butlon phone, power supply and tapo Exceptional
value et e45 00 ref 45P2
CAR IONIZER Klf lmprovo th6 air in your car! ciearc smoke and

helps to redrce fatigue Case requirod e1 2 00 rof 1 2P8
6V 1 0AH LEAO ACllbealed battery by yuashs ex €quipment but
in ex@llent @ndilion now only 2lor 810 00 Ef 10P95
12 TO 2mV INVERTER KITAs supplied ii will handle ui to about
'1 5wat22Ovbutwith I largertrans[ormeritwill handleS0watts Basic

kit €1 2 oo ref 1 2P'1 7 Larger translormer !1 2 oo El 1 2P 41

VERO EASI WIBE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMldeal lor design-
ing projocts on etc Complete with tools, wire and rousable board
Our prico !6 00 ref 6P33
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. ldeal for window drs-
plays etc €5 00 rel 5P1 65
STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY22oV or 1 1 0v input
giving 5v at 2A, +24v at O 25A, r 1 2v al 0 1 5A and +90v at O 4A 16 00

ref 6P59
TELEPHONE AUTODIALLERS.Tnese units, when triggeed will

automatically dial any tel€phone numb6r Originally made loralarm
panels BT approred 11 2 0c rel 12P23 (please slate telephone no
req'd)
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STK043 With tho additron of

a handful of components you can build a 25 walt amplifler C4 00 rel
4P69 (Cir@it dia included)
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 220v input +s at 3A, +12
at 1 A, -12 at 1 A Shod orcuit protectod t12 OO rcl 12P21

MAINS FANS Snail type construction Approx 4'x5" mounted on a

m6tal plate foreasy fixing New C5 00 5P165
POWERFUL IONIZER KlT. Generates 1o times mo€ rons than

commercial unitsl Complete kit including case !1 8 00 ref 1 8P2
MlNl RADIO MODULE Only 2" square with ferrit€ aedal and tuner
Superhet Req's PP3 bettery ll 00 ref 80716
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR.9'black and white Phillips tube
in cha$is made lor OPD compulor but may b€ sitablo for olhors
f20 00 cl 20P26

BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE MOMAH 1.2V PACK OF 1

E4.OO REF 4P92, PACK OF 1OO E3O.OO REF 30P16

CB CONVERTORS.Converts a car radio into an AM CB re@iver
C6ed with ciroil diagram e4 00 1614P48
FLOPPY DISCS. Pack ol 1 s 31 /2" DSDD t1 0 00 ref 1 0P68 Pack

oi 10 51/4" DSDD t5 0o rol 5P168
SONIC CONTROLLED MOTOR One click to start, two clck 10

rovere diroction 3 click to stopl 03 00 each ret 3P1 37

FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x 52mm !1 00 rof 8D827
LCD DISPLAY. 41/2 digits spplied wilh connection data e3 00 ref

3P77 or 5 rorf10 00 161 1 0P78
ALARM TBANSMITTERS. No dala avaliable but nicely made

complex transmitters 9v op€ration C4 00 each rel 4P81

100M PEEL OF WHITE BELL WREtigure 8 Pattern ideal for
inter@ms, d@r bells otc !3 00 a reel El 3P107
TRANSi/ilTTER RECEIVER SYSTEMoriginally made ior nurs
call systems lhey @nsist ol a pondant style transmitter and a
receiver with i6le$ofi c aeial 1 2v 80 difie€nt channols f1 2 0o rel

1?P26
CLAP LIGHT. Thrs d€uce turns on a lamp at a frnger'snap' etc

nrcely esed with builtinbstt6ry operated Ight ldealbeds del ghtetc
14 00 6ach r€i 4P82
ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KlT.Contains all vo need to build en

olectronic device to giv€ I 1O l6v€l llqurd rndrcator C5 00 (€x ca$)
rel 5P1 94
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AAs, c's, D's and

PP3 nicads Holdsupto 5batterosatonce N€wand cased, marns

oporatod f6 00 ref 6P36
ONE THOUSAND CABLE TlESlTsmm x 24mm wh[o nylon

cabl€ ties only 85.00 El 5P1 81 .

PC MODEMSl2oor5 baud modems dosigned to plug into a
PC complete with manual but no software C18.00 ref 18P12

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLYEOMM X 165MM

(PCB size) gives +5 el 3 75A, +'! 2 at 1 5A -1 2 al o 4A Brand now

e1 2 00 El 1 2P39
VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE Psllryrth lEc liltored socket

and power switch. €5 00 r€f 5P1 90.

lN CAR POWER SUPPLY.Plugs into ogar $ckst and giv6
3,4,5,6,7 5,9, 6nd 12v outsuts at 8O0mA Complete with universal
spider plug. !5.00 rel 5P167

CUSTOMER RETURNEDswitcnsd modo powor spphes Mrrsd

typ., good ,or sparos or Epair. e2.00 6ach rof 2P292
DRILL OPERATED PUMP,Fits sny drill and is *11 Primins e3 00

re, 3P140
PERSONAL ATTACK ALARM.Complete with built rn torch and

venrtv mi16r. Pockot siz6d, req's 3 AA bsflei6s. !3 00 ref 3P135

POWERFUL SOLAH CELL 1AMP.4s VOLTbn! e500 ret

5Pl 92 (othor sizes aveli ab16 in cataloguo).
SOLAR PBOJECT KlT.Consists ot a solarcell, sPecial DC motor,

plastic lsn and turnlables etc plus a 20 pag€ book on glar energyr

Price rs !8 00 El 8P51
RESISTOR PACK.lo r 50 valuss (500 rosistors) all 1/4 wattry"
metal film C5 00 r€l 5P170
CAPACITOR PACK.1.1o0 assorted non electrolytc capacrtoB

Q2oO rcl 2P2a6
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted €lectrolytic capacitors C2 00

rcl 2?2A7
OUICK CUPPA? 12v immersion heater with lead and crgar lighter

plug 13 00 rel 3P92
LED PACK .50 red lods 50 green leds and 50 yollow leds all 5mm

eg 00 ref 8P52
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channol radio controll€d car
with toMard, reveGe,2 gears plus turbo Working headlights

122 oO @1 22P6
ULTRASONIC WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEMTwo units, one

a sen$r which plugs into e 13A socket in the aroa you wish tc

proiect The oth€r, a central alarm unit plugs lnto any oth€r socket
glsorere in the buildrng Whon the $nsor ls triggorgd (by body

movement otc) the alarm *unds Adiustabl€ senstivlty Price p€r

pair !20 00 rel 20P34 Additional senrcrs (max 5 per alarm unrt)

!11 008111P6
WASHING MACHINE PUMP.Mainsoperaled newpump Notsoll
pnming 1500ref5P18
IBM PRINTER LEAD.(025 io centrotucs plug) 2 metra parallol

t5 0o rel sPl 86
COPPER GLAD STRIP BOARD 1 7' x 4" of 1 " pitch "vero" board

f4 OO a sheot reJ 4P62 or 2 sheets lor !7 @ Gl 7P22
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL.g2 o0 ref 2P3s2
3'1/2" disc driv€ 720K capacity mado by NEC !60 00 rel 60P2
TV LOUDSPEAKERS.S watl magnetrcally screened 4 ohm 55 x

'125mm €300 a pair ret3P109
TV LOUDSPEAKERS.3 watt 8 ohm magnetrcally screen€d 70 x
50mm ag 00 a pair rof 3P'l 08
BBC TRACKBALLS One agatn rn stock only !4 00 ref 4P86

CROSS OVER NETWORKS o olm 3 way Japanese made un(s
Excollent units avaliabls at only !2 00 for a patrl ref 2P363

SPEAKER GRILLS set ol3 matchrng grlis of different dramatec
2 packs Ior E2 00 (6 grills) F, 2P364
50 METRES OF MAINS CABLE C3.00 2 core black precut tn

convonient 2 m lengths ldeal for repairs and p@ists ref 3P91

4 CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES E2.OO

Procut into convenienl 1 2 m lsngths Ref 2P365
TWEETERS 2 1/4" DIA 8 ohm mounted on a smart metal plale for
easy fixing !2 00 ref 2P366
COMPUTEH MICE Onginally made for Future PC's bu1 can be
adapted lor olh6r machinea Swiss mado !8 00 ref 8P57 Atan ST
conveEion kit f2 00 rof 2P362
51/2'20WATT SPEAKER Burltrn meaor4 ohm!5 00 ref 5P205

5" X 3" 1 5 OHM SPEAKER 3 lor 11 00rl raf CD21 3

ADJUSTABLE SPEAKER BBACKETS ldeal fot mountjng

spoakeEon int€rnal orextsrnal @rneE, uneven sudacesstc 2for
g5 00 ref 5P207
PIR UGHT SWITCH Replac€s a standard Ight swtch in econds
lightoperates when anybody comG within detecton range (4m) and
stays d lor an adjuslablo tme (1 5 secs to 1 5 mins) Complete wlth

daylight ensor Unit also lunctions as a dimmer swltchl 200 watt
max Not suitable rorflouroscents €14 00 rel l4P'10
2 MEG DISC DRIVES 3 1/2" di* driv6 made by Sony hdsed in

a 5 1/4"lcme 1 2 msg lormatted e66 00 rof 65P1

CUSTOMEF FETUBNED 2 channel lull lunction radro controllod

cars ont eB 00 rel 8P200
WINOUP SOLAB POWEREo RADIO! FM/AM radio takes re-

chargeable batteies complete with hand charger and solar panel

14P200
CUSTOMEB BETURNED TVi RA0IOiCLOCK Made by Alba, mav

need attonlion good val@ at !2E 00 rel 2AP2@ 12 o( 24Ov

2tO WATT RMS AMP KIT Stor@ 30-0-30 psu required 140 00 re,
40P200
3OO WATT RMS l{ONo AMP KIT e55 00 Psu required ref 55P200

ALARM PIR SENSOBS Standard 12v alarm tyP€ sensor will inter-

lace to rcst alam panels t16 00 ref .l6P200

ALAHM PANELS 2 zono cased keypad entry, entry exit timo dolay

etc f18 0o ro{ 18P200
35MM CAMEBAS Customer r6turned uniis with buill in llash and
28mm lens 2 ror !9.00 rof 8P200
STEAM ENGINE Slendard Mamod 1 332
engine @mplete with boilor Piston 6tc f30
rel 3oP200
TALKING CLOCK
Whal more can wo say??
e1 4 00 r6f 1 4P200

bands. FM, AM and LW D)Ol6alswitch, tuning 'eye mains $
or battory Complete with shoulder strap and mans led
NOW ONLY t19.0011 REF 19P14.

WHISPER 2000 LISTENING AlD.Enable you to hoar sounds
that would otherwis b€ inaudibl6! Complete with headphones
Cased €5 00 ref 5P'179

CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOLow cost st€reo syslem giving

5wattsp6rchannel Signalto nolse ratiobotterthan 45db, wowend
flutt€r less than 357" Neg esrth !25 00 r6f 25P21
LOW COST WALIKIE TALKlES.Peir ol battery operat6d units

pairrel8P50 I fusa60watt I I

gatveeadh. i ll1-'t
lity 4xAA's E

14 o0 @l 4P44 2 x C's 14 00 r6f 4P73, 4 r D's Cg 0O r€l 9P12, 1 x

PP3 !6 00 rel 6P35
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL THANSISTOF SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ullimate equivalents book Latost €dirion !20 00 rel
20P32
CABLE TIES. 1 a2mm x 3 2mm white nylon pack of 1 00 t3 00 ref

3P104 Bumperpack of 1,000tres e1400

VIDEO AND AUDIO MONITORING
SYSTEM

Brand now unrls consrsling of a camera, 1 4cm monitor, 70 metres of
cablo, AC adapter, m@nting bracketandown6E manual 240vAC
orl2vDCoperationcompletewithbuiltin2wayintercom e99.00 Ef
s9P2

1991 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW IF YOU DO NOT
HAVE A COPY PLEASE REOUEST ONE WHEN ORDERING
OR SEND US A 6"X9" SAE FOR A FREE COPY.

GEIGER COUNTER KIT.Complete with tube. PCB and allcompe
nents to build a batlery oporated g€igor cdnter e39 00 reJ 39P1
FM BUG KlT.Nry design with PCB ombeddsd @il Transmits to
any FM radio 9v battory Eq'd !500 r€l 5P158
Fu BtlG Buih and tested supeior9v opoEtjon e14 00 r6t 14P3
COUPOSITE VIDEO KlTS.These onved composite vid@ into
s6parat6 H sync, V sync and video'l 2v DC E8 00 rel 8P39
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (full load) 33oo rpm 6"x4" 1/4"
O/P shatt New !20 00 rel 20P22
As abovo but with fitt€d 4 to 1 inlino reduction box (800pm) and
loothod nylon belt driv6 cog !40 00 rel 40P8
SINCLAIF C5 WHEELS13" or 16" dia including treaded tyre and
i n ner tube Wheels are black, spoked one prece poly carbonate 1 3"
wheol f6 00 ref 6P20, 16" wh6el e6 00 cf 6P21
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KlTlor c5 mdor PcB and all
compononts to build a spe6d @nlrcller (0-95% of
speed) Usespulsewidth modulatlon f17 00 rel 17P3
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.ohars€s 4
AA nicadsin E hours Brand nry and cased 8600 rol

899.00

IN THE UK
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Model

he motor speed controller circuit to be
described was developed for use with OO
gauge model railway engines. However it
can be easily modified to control any other
small 12V DC motor such as a in a mini-

drill. The circuit achieves 'closed loop' control o{
motor speed by measuring the back-EMF of the motor.
This gives excellent speed regulation at all speeds and
greatly reduces 'stiction'when starting. A single poten-
tiometer controls both speed and direction. Alterna-
tively a speed control and separate reversing switch
can be incorporated. The controller has latching over-
load protection.

Motor Basics
The electrical characteristics of a simple permanent
magnet motor can be modelled fairly accurately by the
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1. I is the armature
current, R^ and Lo the resistance and inductance of the
armature respectively and V" the back-EMF of the
motor. The torque produced by the motor is pro-
portional to the current, whilst the back-EMF is
proportional to the speed.

I{the motor is running at a constant speed with an
applied voltage V then we can say that electrically:

v:% + rRA .... ................. (1)
Mechanically the motor torque due to the current

I is balanced by the resisting torque of the load on the
motor. If the load is increased then the motor torque
must increase to again achieve a balance. An increase
in torque can only be produced by an increase in arma-
ture current I. In the simplest form of control V is held
constant. Equation 1 then shows that I can only
increase ifthe speed ofthe motor, and henceVu, drops.

Ideally only a small drop in speed should produce
a large increase in torque, or in other words a small

TYPICAL VALUES:

Ba=6Q

LA = 2mH

FigJ Equivalent circuit of DC Motor

drop in Vu should produce a large increase in I. If the
applied voltage V is held constant then it can be seen
from Equation 1 that the increase in current for a given
drop in V" is determined by the armature resistance Ra
which for the best speed regulation should be as low as
possible. Unfortunately Ro is fixed by the design of the
motor and cannot be changed. It is possible to effect-
ively reduce Ro by arranging that the conholler voltage
increases with increasing current. However, the con-
troller then needs to be adjusted to suit a particular
motor and good control is only achieved over a limited
speed range

The approach adopted in the present circuit is to
measure the back-EMF Vu directly, compare it with a
desired value and adjust the motor voltage accor-
dingly.

Figure 2 is the block diagram of the controller and
Figure 3 the full circuit diagram. Referring to the block
diagram, a conventional linear controller tries to main-
tain the voltage applied to the motor equal to the
voltage at its setpoint input. This setpoint voltage is
normally equal to the output of the speed controller
but periodically it is forced negative by an analogue



switch contuolled by an oscillator This turns the
voltage conholler off and the motor free runs. The
voltage across its terminals is therefore the back-EMF.
This is stored in the sample and hold circuit which has
also been enabled by the oscillator. This switching
cycle is repeated every 30ms. The relevant waveforms
are shown in Figure 4.

The voltage from the sample and hold circuit rep-
resents the actual speed of the motor. It is compared
with the desired value or setpoint in the speed con-
troller, whose output is the setpoint of the voltage
controller. If the measured speed is less than the set-
point then the output increases so increasing the
voltage applied to the motor. lf the speed increases the
opposite occurs.

The speed setpoint is derived from a single poten-
tiometer which also controls the direction of the motor
by means of a relay. At mid position speed is zero.
Rotating the potentiometer clockwise or anticlockwise
increases the speed in the forward or reverse direction.

Excess current through the motor trips a latching

RC filter during the sample period. The sample period
can be increased by increasing the cycle time but too
long a cycle time causes undue motor vibration. The
fraction of the cycle during which the back-EMF is

sampled cannot be increased too far otherwise an
unduty high supply voltage would be required and
problems of overheating would arise. The values of
30ms and 6ms chosen are therefore, as always, a com-
promlse.

Conlrol Facilities
A single potentiometer controlling forward and
reverse speed was felt to be more convenient than a
potentiometer and reversing switch. The cost of a relay
is not much more than a switch and one Iess hole needs
to be drilled in the front panel!The potentiometer cir-
cuit gives a parabolic speed versus rotation character-
istic but this is probably advantageous as it gives

greater control at low speeds. A conventional speed
control and reversing switch can be used if preferred by
modifying the, circuit as described later.

Pourer Supply
Although rhe LM324 is described as a single supply
operational amplifier in practice its performance is
limited when the output approaches ground. Hence a
negative power supply was required which was
obtained from the voltage drop across two diodes
feeding the main reservoir capacitor. This is cheaper
than connecting the transformer in its centre-tapped
mode as the rating of the transformer would then have
to be doubled with a consequent increase in cost and
stze.

The average current taken by a typical model
engine is about 0.5A although when starting this may
r[se considerably. Therefore although the transformer
is rated at 1A the overload circuit does not operate
until 1.5A.

Conslruction
The general layout of the controller is shown in Figure
5. Most of the components are mounted on two PCB's
which are fitted vertically in slots in the side of the case.

In the prototype, space was deliberately left at the front
for a possible sound effects PCB.

Install components on the PCBs according to the

SETPOINT

Fig.2 Block diagram of controller

overload circuit which clamps the output to zero.The
overload circuit is automatically reset when the speed
potentiometer is turned to the off position. Operation
of the overload is indicated by a bicolour LED chang-
ing from green to red.

Back-EMF Sampling
The back-EMF is by no means a steady DC potential
but contains a significant AC component and impul-
sive noise as evident from Figure 4 The AC com-
ponent is due to the interaction of the magnetic field
and the armature windings, and has a frequency o{ 6
times the rotational frequency for a 3 pole armature.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of this component varies
depending on the constuuction of the motor but with
an inexpensive model engine motor was about one
third of the DC level.

To avoid problems of aliasing, the back-EMF
should in theory be sampled at a frequency at least
twice that of the AC component. This is unfortunately
not feasible as it would require a sample period that
would be too short to allow the negative voltage tran-
sient due to the motor inductance to decay.

Instead the sampling period has been made as

long as possible and the back-EMF is averaged by an

ETI AUGUST I99I
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c TYPE

c1
c2
c3

LM324
4066
LM324

4
14
4

11
7
t1

NOTE:
tcl,3 = LM324
lC2 = 4066
01,3 = 8C540
02 = TlPl2s
Q+ = gg55a
D1-6,10,11 = tN4001
D7-9 = 1N4148
ZDI = 6V2 ZENEB
LEDI = RED/GBEEN LED

RV2
1k0

R'I0
1k8

FSl
fzA D1

R3
100k

.1,

r
t-
D7

ll

R4
33k

't3

R23

R22 <
100k 

5I
R21 a
3rc,

c8l-
ov-l-

E-

overlay shown in Figure 6 beginning with the lowest
profile components first. However leave the CMOS IC
to last and observe static precautions when fitting it. I
do not personally recommend sockets for any IC as I
think they are expensive and a source of unreliable
contacts. However, if you feel happier, then use them.

Mount the transformer, cable clamp and output
sockets in the base of the case and RV1 and D12 in the
lid. (See the section on modifications if a handheld
unit is preferred). A little care is necessary when doing
this. Fit the transformer as far back as possible using
countersunk bolts and nuts from below. On the
prototype the wiring tags were bent up to make more
room. Before drilling holes for the other items slide in
the two PCBs and check that the sockets, cable clamp
and D12 will clear the transformer and that RV1 will fit
between the two PCBs without fouling any
components.

Remove the transformer and PCBs from the case
and make the necessary interwiring. Lay the two PCBs
component side up with their bottom edges about 20
m apart. Locate corresponding connecting points on
the PCBs (markedA to G on the overlay)and cutwires
roughly to length so that a neat loom is obtained. Do
the same for the connections to RVLlDl2 and the
tuansformer/output sockets. Leave sufficient length so
that the boards can be removed from the case without
also having to remove the transformer.

Leave the sheath on the mains flex for as far as
possible for additional safety. The earth wire should be
connected to the transformer core by means of a
solder tag on one of the mounting bolts

Fit four self-adhesive feet and a suitable knob.
Use a 2A fuse in the mains plug.

Ibsting
lf possible use a variable current-limiting power supply
for initial testing. Connect the positive output to D1
cathode and the negative to D4 anode. Temporarily

connect a 1k resistor across the controller output. Set
the current limit to 100 mA and gradually increase the
output to 15V. If the current limit operates before you
reach 15V then something is wrong. If a variable power
supply is not available check thoroughly then simply
plug in to the mains and switch on (with fingers
crossed ).

All being well D72 should be glowing green.
Check that there is approximately 6.3V ai ZOf
cathode, -1.5V on the negative supply and *13 to
*15V on the positive supply.

Monitor ICI pin 1 whilstturning RVl. Thevoltage
should fall to a minimum at the midpoint of RV1.
Adjust RV2 so that this minimum voltage is about
-0.3V As RV1 is rotated from one end to the other,
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ICl pin 1 should start at about 5V, fatl to -0.3V at
midposition then rise to 5V again. As RV1 passes
through the midposition RIA1 should operate with an
audible click.

Check IC1(c) output with a voltmeter or
preferably a 'scope. There should be a squarewave
signal of period 3Oms, high time of 6ms and amptitude
about 14V present. A voltmeter should read about
1.8V. Measure the voltage at the output terminals
across the dummy load resistor. With RV1 in
midposition this should be zero. Turning RV1 either
way should cause the voltage to ramp up to about 13V
Note that you will not be able to control this voltage at
any intermediate value due to the lack of back-EMF
feedback. Replace the resistor with a motor and it
should be possibl€ to vary the speed over the full
range. If the motor is unloaded it may hunt slightly but
should other,vise be stable. If the motor is accessible
set it to run fairly slowly then grip the shaft with the
fingers. You should feel an increase in torque and the
motor speed will stay constant. Briefly gripping, then
releasing the shaft should cause a slight oscillation of
speed which is quickly damped. If the motor behaves
sluggishly or is unstable see the section on
modification o{ controller response.

The overload circuit can be checked by
monitoring the voltage across a low value high power
resistor connected to the output. The overload should
operat€ when the voltage reaches a value of 0.8 x I xR
where I is the overload current (1.5A for the standard
circuit) and R is the value of the resistor For the
standard circuit R should be between 2 and 6 ohms.
Carefully turn RV1 whilst measuring the voltage across
the resistor. The voltage should increase to the
calculated value and then drop to zero as the overload
operates. At the same iime D12 should change to red.
Tuming RV1 back to mid position should reset the
overload and D12 should change to green.

RV2 may need slight readjustment when the
controller is put into service. If turned too far one way
the motor will never tum off completely and it will not
be possible to reset the overload circuit. If turned too
far in the opposite direction there will be a wide
'deadband' around the centre position of RV1.

Use
The main enemy to the smooth control of a model
railway engine is poor electricaI contact caused by dirt
and oxidation on tack and wheels. No amount of
electonics can be effective if current simply cannot
flow. Therefore to achieve the best performance from
the controller give the tuack and rolling stock a

thorough clean. I have found fine emery paper
followed by a wipe with a rag moistened with contact
cleaner to be effective on badly oddised track.

Modlficadonc
The following paragraphs describe possible
modifications to the basic circuit.

Single Dlrec'llon ConEol
If a single potentiometer giving 0 to 100% speed with a

separate switch for forward and reverse is preferred
then replace the setpoint circuit ICl(a), IC1(b), Q1
and RLA1 with the components shown in Figure 7(a)
and 7(b). If the motor is only required to rotate in one
direction as in a mini-drill, then the switch may be
omitted as shown in Figure 7(c).

Speed Range
With the circuit as described the speed seeoint

varies from 0 to about 6V. This gives a fairly high top
speed. To reduce the speed range connect a resistor in
parallel with C4. A value of 100k should halve the
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLER OUTPUT

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE DUE
TO MOTOR INDUCTANCE
CLAMPED BY 011

( a ) OSCILLATOR OUTPUT (lC1 PIN 8)

( b ) VoLTAGE AI MOTOR (O2 COLLECTOR)

Fig.4 Typical circuit waveforms a) Oscillator output (lC1pin8); b) voltage
at motor (O2 collector)

INTERIOF OF CASE

Fig.5 General layout of the controller
UNOERSIDE OF LID

range. With low values of resistance, C4 may have to
be increased slighily otherwise the controller will react
too sharply to changes in setpoint. RV2 will also
require adjustment.

Hand-held Control
It may be more convenient to mount RV1 and D12 in a
separate small hand-held box connected to the
controller by a flying lead. This allows you to move
around to change points and uncouple wagons whilst
still being able to control the engine.

Speed Slgnal
Thevoltage atlC3 pin 7, is themotorback-EMFand so
is proportional to actuaI engine speed. It could be used
to operate a speedometer or to control a sound effects
circuit giving lncreasing chuff rate with speed.

Uprafng
For use as a mini drill controller a greater current
output will probably be required. Suggested
modifications necessary to give a controller with 3A
output are as follows:
Uprate Tl to 48VA
Change FS1 to T5A
Change D1-D6 to 1N5401
Change C1 to 10000tr
Change R27, R28 to a 0R22 2.5W resistor or
equivalent combination of resistors
Decrease the thermal resistance of the heatsink for
Q2. The size of case and general layout will have to be
modified to suit the increased size of T1. C1 and the
heatsink
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Control Characterictics
If satisfactory speed regulation cannot be achieved
and you are sure that there are no faults in construction
then try tuning the controller. First check that the
voltage controller is stable by monitoring the voltage at
Q2 collector on an oscilloscope. This should look
similar to Figure 4. If there is any high frequency

HOW IT WO
Voltage Control

lC3(a) and 02 lorm the motor voltage controller. The voltage across the

motor is fed back via R22 and compared with tne desired voltage led

lrom pin I of lC3(c) via R23. Any difference between the two causes the

output of lC3(a) to vary the current through 02 and hence conect the

difference. 822, R21, C8 and 823, R24, C9 provide frequency

compensationto give stable control even with alairly induciive load such

as a motor. Dl0 clamps any positive going spikes.

Back-EMF Sampling

lCl{c) is a conventional op amp astable which produces a square wave

output of period 30ms and 'high'time of 6ms.

During the'high'time analogue switches lC2(b) and lC2(c) are

switched on, lC2(b) forces the desired motor voltage to a negative value

causing lC3(a) output t0 rise and switch ofl 02. As the motor has

significant inductance the voltage at the collector of 02 swings negalive

u nti I diode D1 1 begins to conduct. Current i n the motor then decays and

the voltage rises to the value ol the back-EMF as shown in Figure 4, The

back-EMF isfed via R1l the now open switch lC2(c)and BlStocapacitor

C5. B18 and C5 form a filter which averages the back-EMF during the
sample period,

At the end of the sample period the output ol lC1(c) goes low

oscillation during the time that the controller is on, ky
increasing the value of both C8 and C9 to 2n2 or 3n3.
Don't womy about random noise and spikes as these
are normal.

To tune the speed controller temporarily short C7
and with the motor running at a medium speed vary
R19. As the resistance is lowered the motor will
become more unstable until finally oscillations break
out. Roughly estimate the period of these.oscillations.
Select a value for R19 that is two to three times the
value thatprovokes oscillations. C7 should be selected
so that R20 x C7 is approximately equal to the
oscillation period.

(b)

Fig.7 Modifications to speed setpoint and
direction circuit

opening switches lC2(b) and lC2p). The voltage controller lC3(a)/02 is

enabled again and the voltage across the motor is restored,

Speed Control

Thesampled bachEMFheld on capacitorC5 is bufleredbylC3(b)andfed

to the speed controller lC3(c) via Rl9. The desired speed signal is fed

from lCl{a) output via 816, l03(c) compares the lwo pnd increases or

decreases ils output accordingly thus raising or lowering the desired

voltage led to the voltage controller.

ln control engineering terms this is a cascade loop. lC3(c) is what is

known as a proportional plus integral controller. At medium frequencies

its gain is set at about ten by R20/R19, C7 having little effect. At low

frequencies C7 has more and more effect so that gain rises to infinity at

DC. This is the integral effect and means that over a reasonably long

period of time the average difference between actual and desired speed

musl be zero, 816/C4 gives a smooth response to changes in desired

speed.

Speed Setpoint

Like all good op amps lCl(a) tries to maintain the voltage at its non-

inverting input, pin 3, equal to that at the inverting input, pin 2, by

adjusting its output. Pin 3 voltage is a fixed value derived lrom the
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PARTS LIST
RESISTORS( i l! ;r* rctedl
B1-3,9,16,19,22n.n$ ffik
B4I8 33k

n5 r20k

B6 22R

R1,11,12,11,26,U37 rk

88,30,31 10k

R10 r k8

R13,21,24,32 3k3

R14 4M7

R15 4k7

Case MBS 150x100x60 ext

Knob

LED clip

Flex clamp

SK1,2 4mmSockets

Fuse clips or holder

Heatsink'Twi$ed Vane' type 9.9'C/W

Feet

PCB'S

BIIfl,INES
A kit of parts (excluding the PCB's) is availabb from Newland

Engineering,36 Ella Street, Hull HU5 3AY. Price f26.00 including p&p.

PCBs are obtainable from the ETI PCB Service.

R20

R25

R27-28

835

836

RV1

RV2

CAPACITORS

C1

c2

LJ

C4

c5,7

c6,8,S

cl0

SEMI CONDUCTOBS

Dl{
D7-9

D10-11

D12

ED1

MISCELLANEOUS

RLA1 12V 280R DPC0 contacts

T1 12VA 12%% requlation

1t\,4

2k2

rB0.6w

5600.6W

4700,6W

t00k LIN

1k Vert Preset

4700p 25V

470p16V

220n

1p63V

470n
'1n

10p 16V

1N4001

1N4148

1N4001

Red/Green Bi-colour LED

6V2 400mV

8C548

TlP125

BC548

8C558

1M324

4066

1M324

01

02

UJ

04

lc1

tLt
lc3

-

.U

-

,&
i-\j-

-
tsL^.J

-

-

reference voltage by potential divider R8/B9.The voltage at pin 2 is set by

a divider consisting of RV2 and R10 in the top arm and 811, R12 and RV1,

the speed potentiometer, in the bottom arm. lgnoring R13 and lC1(b),

when RV1 is at midposition, the resistance in the lower arm is at its

maximum. RV2 is adjusted so that the output of lC1(a) must be roughly

zero to make the voltage at pin 2 equal that at pi n 3. lf RVl is rotated either

way the resistance in the lower arm decreases and so lC1 (a) output rises

to maintain balance, The output is not Iinearly related to potentiometer

rotation but this doesn't matter and in fact is an advantage giving better

control at low speeds.

Motor Direction

l0l(b) acts as a comparator with hysteresis set by R14. When RV'l is

rotated in one direction away lrom the midpoint current through R 1'l will

decrease and current through R12 will increase. This will cause a

difference in voltage at the comparator inputs and cause the outputto go

high, switching on 0'1. This transistor operates RLAl whose contach

reverse the direction of current to the motor. Rotating RV1 in the opposite

direction will turn off 01 and release RLA1.

Overload Protection

Motor current passes through R27 and R28 and the resultant voltage is

smoothed by 837 and C10 and compared by lC3(d) with a voltage of

roughly 0.7V set by R29 and R30. lf this value is exceeded the output of

lC3(d) goes high and turns on switch lc2{d) which forces the desired

value ol the voltage controller negative and hence turns 02 off.

ln normal operation the voltage of lC3(c) pin 8 reverse-biases D9 and

so 832 has no effect, R33 and 831 then provide sufficient hysteresis to

latch lC3(d) output in the high $ate even when the voltage across R27l

828 falls to zero due to 02 turning off, The latch can only be reset when

lC3(c) output falls below zero and draws currentthrough R32.This can be

achieved simply by rotating the speed potentiometer BVI to the centre

off position.

The output of lC3(d) also drives 03 and 04which operatea bicolour

LED D12, When conditions are normal lC3(d) output is low, 04 is on and

the LED glows green. lf an overload occurs lC3(d) output goes high 03

turns on and the LED changes to red until the overload is reset.

Power Supply

D'1 -4 form a conventional bridge rectifier but the rectified cunent to the

negative side of the reservoir capacitor C1 passes through D5 and D6.

The voltage drop across these diodes provides a negative supply of

about 1,5V which is smoothed by R6, C2, BJ ZD1 provide a simple

reference voltage.
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BackToBasics

ast month we examined some very import-
ant concepts regarding phase, vector dia-
grams, and the relationship betu;een resist-
ance, reactance, and impedance. Figure 1
summarizes the most important points,

and you should fully understand how each formula
was derived before attempting to continue.

Parallel RL Circuits
You have seen that in a parallel circuit the same voltage
appears across each of the components. Figure 2
shows a parallel resistive-inductive circuit.

As the resistor and inductor are in parallel, the
voltage across each must be in phase with the supply

voltage. In the resistive part of the circuit, currentvaries
in direct proportion to applied voltage, so I* is in phase
with E An inductive circuit current Iags the applied vol-
tage by 90 degrees, so I, Iags I* and E, as shown in the
vector diagrain

Vector addition, by way of Pythagoras' Theorem,
must be used to calculate the total impedance of a par-
allel resistive-inductive circuit. As parallel connection
reduces overall impedance, it is necessary to use the
reciprocal of resistance and reactance in the formula
and then take the reciprocal of the answer. The way in
which the formula is derived is shown in Figure 2,
along with its final algebraic re-arrangement,

When drawing a vector diagram to represent
resistance, reactance, and impedance, remember that
it is the reciprocal values that must be used. This extra
step makes impedance vector diagrams for parallel RL
circuits less common than current vector diagrams.

Lr=LI+L2

xLT=XL1+XL2

DEBIVATION OF FORMULAE:

SINCE THERE lS NO RESISTANCE, Er, EL1, AND EL2

ARE ALL IN PHASE, SO:

Er=EL1+EL2

FROM OHM'S LAW:

EI=IXT (WHEREXT ISTHETOTALINDUCTIVEREACTANCE)

ELl = lxLl

EL2 = lxL2

SO, BY SUBSTITUTION:

IXT=lXLl+lxL2

WHICH GIVES Xr = XL1 + Xu

SINCE XL = 2Nf, IT FOLLOWS THAT

ll2tlLrl = I (2rd t1 | + t l2rt L2l

AND (2nfl)Lr = 2nIl(L1 + L2)

THEREFOBE Lr = Ll + L2

Fig.3 Series inductors

Notice that the total current, I.,., is out of phase
wiih both I* and I.. Compare this arrangement with
that for a series RL circuit, where current is the same in
all parts of the circuit but the three voltages are out of
phase. The phase angle of the parallel circuit can be
calculated by using any trigonometrical {unction, just
as in the series circuit.

Series And Parallel Inductors
Figure 3 shows a simple inductive circuitwith tr.vo coils
connected in series. There is no resistance in the cir-
cuit, so there is a simple 90" phase shift between cur-
rent and voltage. This implies that E, Err, and E., are
all in phase, so the voltages can be added directly. Sim-
ple substitution from Ohm's Law and the inductive
reactance formula lead to the conclusion that total
reactance is equal to the sum of the individual react-

XL = 2rlL

En=ln

EL + IXL

E =tz

Sin0=XL
z

'r',6os0=R
z

Tane=XL
z

z=v@ixc-
e=,/EF7EF

PowEH FAcroR = 
"a"r 

ro*a" lroy=*
WHENe=0',p.1.=t

WHEN 0 = 90', PF. = 0 (i e NO POWER CONSUMED)

Fig.1 Simple RL circuit

lr
------r>

^lv
.l
v

R

n= lr5if
FROM OHM'S LAW:

ln=FJR [=ED(r AND lr=flz
BY SUBSTITUTIONi

ez=v@*tetxff
so:

RXL
tz = J1tiff 4rx$ oa z =./ e\ x,"

Fig.2 Parallel RL Circuit



CALCULATE THE TOTAL INDUCTANCE,
THE TOTAT REACTANCE, AND THE
CURRE\T FLOY'ING IN THE CIRCUIT.

L-=L'-t2=5-1-2=8H

X- = H- =2 x 3 14x @ x I =3,0'l4Q

l= EL = 5O3 014 = 16,6mA

Fig.4 Simple series inductive circuit

ances and total induc:a1ce is equal to the sum of the
individual inductances

Figure 4 shor\ s a simpie circuit with some values
applied to it The inducraice of each coil is gjven, so it
is a simple matter to cietermine the total inductance.
The inductive reactance formula can then be applied
to calculate the total reactance (which in this circuit,
having no resistance. is also the total impedance). It
would also be possible to work out the inductive react-
ance of each coil separately, then add the reactances
together, but this method is far more complex than
need be to solve the prob)em as stated.

In a parallel inductive circuit, the voltage across
each coil is identical and in phase, and the current
through each coil varies with the reactance of the coil
(see Figure 5). Because the current in each coil lags ihe
applied voltage by 90', the two coil currents, i, and Ir,
are in phase with each other, allowing a simple addi-
tion to obtain total current, Ir. Substitution from Ohm's
Law leads to a parallel reactance formula of the same

lr
------>

''{ I ''l
r) dLl

lr=11+12

FROM OHM'S LAW

lr = E/xr 11 = E4(1 AND 12 = ErX2

SO: ErXr = Efi1 + Ey')(2

OR 1D(r = 1,0(1+ 1D(2

By SUBSTTTUTTON FHOM XL = 2nfL:

1lLI=11L1 + 1lL2

Fig.5 Parallel inductors

form as that used for parallel resistance, but with X in
place of R

By way of revision, Figure 6 presents a series cir-

cuit with resistance and inductance Try to calculate
the values listed then check your answers with those

shown. For some calculations there is more than one
way to obtain the correct answer, so if you used a dif-

ferent method it is not important so long as you arrived
at the same result.

Capacitance
You have seen how inductance causes a delay in the
build-up of current in a DC circuit and sets up imped-
ance to current flow in an AC circuit.

There is another electrical property which is very
important to understand: capacitance. Inductance is

the property that causes an opposition to a change in
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current. An inductor opposes current change by sett-

ing up a counter EMF. Capacitance attempts to pre-

vent a change in circuit voltage.
Figure 7 shows the construction of a simple capa-

citor, which is also sometimes called a condenser.

Noiice that there are two plates, placed close together
but not touching. Many practical capacitors are made
with alternate layers of aluminium foil and insulating
material, wound into a spiral. This allows the largest

area of metal plate to be packed into the smallest space
possible. The insulating material of a capacitor is

called the dielectuic, and may be air, paper, mica,
porcelain, or even glass.

Figure 8 shows a capacitor connected in series

wiih a battery and switch. When the switch is closed,
electrons from the upper plate of the capacitor are

attracted to the positive pole of the battery, which has a

deficiency of electrons. This leaves the upper plate ol
the capacitor with a posiiive charge. At the same time,
electrons from the negative pole of the battery move to

the lower plate of the capacitor. The positive charge on
one plate helps to attract electrons to the other, and
vlce versa.

The result is a very brief flow of current in the cir-

cuit until the plates of the capacitor have acquired all
the charge that they can hold. The capacitor is then
said to be charged. If the switch is then opened, the
positive and negative charges on the capacitor have

L1
1H

I
----->

CALCULATE:

I, TOTAL IMPEDANCE (Z), El, AND E2,
THE PHASE SHIFT AND POWER FACTOR,
AND THE POWER CONSUMEO.

Rr=81 +R2=50+200=2504

Xl =2rfLl =2 x3.14x 60x 1 =376 8()

X2 = 2tdL2 = 2 x 3.14 x 60 x 3 = 1,130.40

XT = X1 + X2 = 375.8 + 1,130.4 = 1'507 24

z=^/T7*xf =,/-zso\\sot.z"='r,szea
l=ElZ=aol1F2g=s2.3mA

E1 = lX1 = 0.0523 x 376.8 = '19 7V

E2 = tA2 = 0.0523 x 200 : 10.46v

PHASE ANGLE = Tan-1 XUR = TAN-1 1,507'2/250 = 80.6'

p -l - = BE = 25ol 1,526 = o.'l 64

POWEB =Ex I x p't'. =80x0.523 x 0.164=0686W

Fig.6 Example RL circuit
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PLATES OF
CAPACITOR

(a)

Fig.8 Charging a capacitor

nowhere to go, so the capacitor retains its charge, just
as tr.vo objects charged with static electricity retain their
charge until a discharge path is completed.

In our examination of inductors, we saw that cur-
rent through a coil increases gradually when a voltage
is applied. The graph of capacitor voltage against time
in Figure 9 should look familiar, for the curve follows
the same pattern. When the switch is moved to con-
nect the capacitor to the battery via R*r, current flows
through the circuit to charge the capacitor. As the vol-
tage across the capacitor plates rises, so the current
decreases. When the capacitor voltage equals the bat-

tery voltage, current is zero. A similar decay of voltage
occurs when the switch is moved so as to connect R*,
across the capacitor. There is an initial surge of curreni
which gradually decreases as the capacitor voltage
drops.

In the first part of this series it was shown that the
quantity of an electric charge is measured in coulombs,
one coulomb being a charge equivalent to billions of
electrons. Any given size of capacitor plate can only
hold or give up so many electrons, so the size of the
plate in a capacitor affects how well it can store a
charge. The larger the area of the plates, the greater
the charge that can be stored.

The measurement of a capacitor's ability to store
a charge is called its capacity or capacitance, and is
measured in Farads (see Figure 10). A simple formula
relates capacitance to charge (in coulombs) and vol-
tage, but it is seldom required in most electronics work.
The farad is an extremely large unit of capacitance,
and represents the size o{ capacitor that holds a charge
of 1 coulomb when an EMF of 1 volt is applied.

For most electronics work capacitance is mea-
sured in microfarads or picofarads, abbreviated as pF
and pF respectively.

The area of the plates in a capacitor affects its
capacitance. The larger the area of the plates, the grea-
ter the capacitance. The spacing befuveen the plates
also has a direct effect on capacitance. If the plates are
brought closer together, the negative charge on one
plate repels more electrons from the other, and vice
versa, so a greater charge can be accommodated on
each plate. As the distance beh.veen the plates
increases, tberefore, the capacitance decreases.

U
o
5
o
tro
Lo
o
o

SWITCH MOVED
TO POSTTTON 2

Fig.9 Charge/discharge of a capacitor

LET C = CAPACITANCE, E = VOLTAGEAND O = CHARGE

c=o/E

THEREFORE

O=CxE

aNo E = O/C

CAPACITANCE IS MEASURED IN FARADS IF).
MICROFAHADS (pF), AND PIcoFARADS (pF}:.

1 F = t,000,000pF

lLrF = 1,000,000pF

EXAMPLES:

0 001|lF = 1,000pF

2,2OOqF = O.OO22$F

2,000pF = 0.002F

Fig.10 Capacitance measurement

A third factor which affects capacitance is the
type of dielectric used. Certain materials placed
between the plates of a capacitor increase its value by
many times. Mica, for example, usually increases capa-
citance by a factor of between 4 and 8, compared to
the same plates separated by air.

Capacitive Time Constant
When examining inductance we saw that the current
through the circuit rises according to a special rule, and
we saw that the length of time taken for the current to
reacb 63.2% of its full value is called the time constant.

A similar calculation can be applied to a resistor
and capacitor combination, but this time the time con-
stant is the length of time taken for the voltage across
the capacitor's plates to each 632% of its final, maxi-
mum value. The time constant is dependent upon both
the value of capacitance and the circuit,s resistance
(see Figure 11 ). As with inductance, after five time con-
stants the voltage will have reached its maximum
value



Capacitance In AC Circuits
When a capacitor is connected across an AC voltage
source, a phase shift occurs between current and vol-

tage, just as with an inductor.
Consider the simple DC circuit presented earhet.

At the moment the switch is closed the voltage across

the capacitor is zero and the charging current is maxi-

mum. As the capacitor charges the current decreases

and the capacitor voltage increases. When the capaci-

tor is fully charged, current drops to zero and the vol-
tage across the plates reaches its maximum level

In an AC circuit the voltage does not have time to
reach its peak belore the current starts to drop toward
zero again. As a result, the capacitor is continually
charging and discharging, which allows current to flow
in the rest of the circuit. No electons actually cross the
gap between the plates of the capacitor; it is the charge

and discharge effect that causes them to flow in the
external circuit. The result is that in a capacitive circuit
thevoltage lags the current by 90'(or the current leads

the voltage, if you prefer). Notice that this is the com-

plete opposite to an inductive circuit in which current
lags voltage. You will see that inductance and capacit-

ance are opposites in many ways, and used in combi-
nation they provide us with many useful electonic cir-

cuits.
Figure 12 shows the relationship between cur-

rent, voltage, and power in a capacitive circuit. Com-

pare it to the inductive circuit shown in part 5 of this

series. Notice that the power curlJe is cenfted on the

zeroline as with pure inductance, a pure capacitqnce
does not consume any power. The energy taken from
the circuit to charge the capacitor is retumed to the cir-

cuit when the capacitor discharges, giving an average

power ol zero.
The charging and discharging action of the capa-

citor impedes the flow of current in the circuit, and the
impedance is called capacitive reactance Like induc-
tive reactance, it is measured in ohms and can be

related to voltage and current by Ohm's Law (Figure

13). Capacitive reactance is abbreviated as X6.

Capacitive reactance is dependent upon the
value of capacitance and the frequency of the applied
AC voltage. fu the value of capacitance increases so
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o 45 90 135 180 225

DEGHEE9

FigI2 Gapacitsnce in an AC circuit

OHM'S LAW FOR FEACTANCE:

| = E/X THEREFORE E + IXAND X - Ul

X E REACTANCE

Xc = CAPACITIVE REACTANCE

Xc = 1fi2ilC

WHEFE C . CAPACITANCE lN FARAOS AND f c FREQUENCY

EXAMPLE:

I€

\c ='tznlC = 1l(2t3.14x60x0.0000005) = s,308o

I = E/Xc = 120V/5309O = 22'6mA

FigI3 Capacitive reactance

C Xc=?
o.sttF t=2

I€

Co

FigJ4 RC series circuits

c
t,mOpF

Uo
5
o
EoF
6
E
o

:<->l, TIME
: coNsrANT i

t=RxC
(F in ohms, C in farads)

IN THE ABOVE CIHCUTT

t = FC = l0O x 0.001 = 0.1 SECO+{D

FigIl Capacitance time oonstant

FW
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z=,tf,;R

FROM OHM'S LAW:

EF=lR

Ec = lxc

Er=lZ

FigJS Vector diagram
for a series RC
circuit

does the time constant for the circuit. That means that
current will flow for much longer during each half cycle
of AC, which means the capacitor offers less imped-
ance to current flow. As the frequency of the applied
AC increases, each half cycle becomes shorter in time,
so that compared to the time constant a half cycle
becomes very short. This also results in an increase in
average current, which means that the reactance has
decreased.

The formula for capacitive reactance, therefore,
shows that X. is inversely proportional to frequency
and capacitance. Compare this formula to that for cai
culating inductive reactance.

Serles RC Circuits
Figure 14 shows a simple series resistive-capacitive cir-
cuit. As with any series circuit, the current is the same at
all points in the circuit. In the resistive portion, the vol-
tage varies directly with current, as shown. In the
capacitive portion, voltage lags. current by 90.. The
result is that the capacitor voltagri E out of phase with
both the resistor voltage and the supply voltage. Com-
pare this diagram with the similar one presented Ior
series RL circuits and notice that only the direction of
phase shift in the inductor is different.

Figure 15 shows the now familiar
for the circuit. Current, [, and resistive
in phase and shown as the zero-de
Capacitive voltage, E., lags current by 90', and is
drawn downward from the centre point. pythagoras,

As with inductance, the power factor will vary

between one for a purely resistive circuit and zero lor a
purely capacitive circuit. Refer back to the formulae
presented in earlier installments if you are unsure
about these calculations.

To finish off this month, try some calculations
from the circuit shown in Figure 14. Calculate the total

ing in the cir-
component,
d. When you
those shown

in Figure 16.
Next month's installment continues our look at

capacitance.
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= 
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= &zo
l=EIZ=5U447.111.8mA

VOLTAGE ACROSS R:

En = lR = 0.118 x 200 = 29.6V

VOLTAGE ACROSS C:

Ec = lxc = 0.'l 18 r 4(m = 47.2V

PHASE ANGLE:

l\;T+R2000
IYI \ Tan0Xc/R=400/200=0.5t\I \ SO0=6s.4:+\

Xc
400()

POWER FACTOR = Cos e = R/z = 0.447

APPAnENT POWEn = Er x | = SO x 0.1116 = 5.5gVA

TRUE POWER = s.sgvA x 0.447 = 2.5W

TRUF POWER CANALSO G
P = I2P. SINCE ONLY THE
THE CIRCUIT CONSUMES

Fig.16 Solution to problem
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PulsedWidth
TrainController
fl Jllll-llll

(a) (b) (c)

FigI Pulsed width control

ast Christmas I bought my son a train set.

Very few men have a problem with this
since it is all too easy for them to want to
play hains themselves but it did bring back

memories of the problems that I had had

over the low speed running of the engines when trying

to shunt trucks. Although the set I had purchased

seemed reasonable at low speed running, a friend had
problems in this area especially with some old engines

that he had obtained. With a long standing interest in
electonics it seemed a good opportunity to try to build
a train controller that would allow all of the engines to
run as we wanted. The project initially started as a

single controller to back up the one included in the set

but since the unit could be made with two isolated con-

trols without much extra effort then the prototype was

built in this form.

Circuit Overuiew
The control circuit is based on a principal of pulse

width modulatlon to provide a supply that has an

average voltage that is suitable for operating the tain.
Consider the earlier system where the train is operaied
with current from a 12V DC supply via a high power
resistor (a rheostat). We find that if we wish the tain to
start up slowly then the speed characteristics ol the DC
motors used tends to prevent good slow speed starting
since they require a lot more power to get them going

than to maintain the speed and the model kain seems

to jump into fast forward rather than start in a realistic

way. The problem can be overcome ii we supply the
low average current as a series of voltage pulses. Con-
sider for a moment Figure 1 We have here a pulse train
(sorry about that but it is the usuai term) of Iixed fre-

quency but with times in the high and low states that
vary. In Figure 1a the current pulse is very short and
although at it's peak it presents the full supply of 12V

across the motor winding the average voltage and cur-

rent are low The voltage spike tends to prompt the
motor into turning but the short duration of the pulse

prevents it moving too far. As such the motor steps for-
ward at each pulse and this creates the slow start and

running. Higher power is given by increasing the time
that the full supply voltage is applied. Figure 1b shows

about half power with equal on and off timing whilst
Figure 1c shows the high power setting where the out-
put of the supply remains high for most of the time. lt
should be noted that there is no time when the instan-

taneous voltage to the motor is at half potential, it is

elther 'full on' or 'cut off'.
Since this is the case in the'on'state the controll-

ing device will have very Iittle voltage across it although
It will be passing a high current and in the 'off' state
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little current but the full 12 volts across it. In either case

the power it dissipaies is minimal. However the addi-
tion of current protection complicates matters as we
shall see later

This pulse width switching effect can be achieved
by comparing a reference voltage (proportional to the
power input to the required train ) to a triangular wave-
form that carries out the switching timing. Consider
Figure 2 where we have the triangular waveform and
the reference. thffi: arrange that the switched output to
the train is allowed when the triangular wave voltage is

below that of th erelerencethen if the reference is set at
a low voltage the turn on time will be short.

Construction
The train supply can be built either as a single unit with
one output or as a multiple unit with as many outputs
as desired. The prototype was built as a dual unit so
that two hains could be run on two tracks at the same
timc. To prevent problems with places where cros-
sovers occur in the layout it was decided that the two
supplies would have to be isolated from each-other
and from earth. Thus Figure 4 shows one half of sup-
ply, the other hal{ being identical and separate
although on the same PCB. The transformer options
have been discussed earlier and the description and
parts lists that follow are for a single supply. R3 may

cause some readers difficulty since we require 11k to
get the correct voltages out of the re{erence circuit. The
author purchased these from Verospeed in Eastleigh,
Hampshire (0703- 644555) but they only come in
packs of 50. You may decide to substitute a 10k and a

1k in series for the single component. For the dual sup-
ply you just add another set of components to put in
the case.

By following Figures 3 and 4 and the parts list the
main PCB can be built and if required duplicated for
the second supply. I have always found it easier to
insert sockets for the ICs at Iirst as this helps in orienta-
tion. Be careful when soldering as they all have tracks
passing close to one of the pins and a short could
cause serious problems. Then add the resistors and
capacitors, watching out for the diode orientation.
Lastly solder in the transistors but leave the ICs out of
their sockets at the moment. Add a wire to each of the
pads.

The pads marked P1 to P12 on the PCB drawing
are mirrored on the circuit diagram as connections to

D auid Silu ester describes
a dffirent approach to
controlling your model
railutays.

Fig.2 Waveform control around lC2
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I shall describe the controller as a single unit since even if a second is

included in the ume case the h^o are el€ctrically isolated afthough on

the same printed circuit board.

240V AC mains input passes through a mains transformer giving

12V AC output and pmviding safety isolation, The difference between

the transfonner for the single and dual units is that lor the single, the
transformer has a pairofsecondary windings ratedat 2A by6Vwhilst for
the double unit this becomes hvo windings of 2A by 12V During the

constructi0nthe $v0windings of the 6Vtransformerare placed in series

to give 12V as the input to a single rectifier For the doubte unit the two
windings feed separate reclifiercircuih.Ttretransformer isover rated on
current to assisl with regulation problems

Let us considerthe single control unit shown in Figure 3, 12V AC is
applied to the bridge rectilierBBl which charges the reservoircapacitor

C4. This provides a DC voltage. Whilst not srabilised, it is sufficiently
stable to run the op-amp and eomparators used, The voltage acrosi the

capacitorisabout 17V but the switch modecircuit neverturns on for the
whole of the cycle so the average voltage is kept below this hvel. The

reservoir capacitor and bridge are not on themain PCB but m0unted into
the case direcily asweshall see later, The unstiliililed voltage irsupplied
to the board through connections P11 and P12,

lC3 is a voltage comparator which, whilst drawn in a very similar

ma[nerto an op-amp, actually hasan tansistorcollector outputthat can

be switched on or off depending on the voltagadifference between it,s

input pins, Unlike anop-amp it is designBd for swilching operation rather

than linear amplilication. ln this circuit the comparator lC3 lorms a

triangularwave oscillalor with an outputvoltage of5,6to l1.gV(,1 /3 to 2/3
of supply voltage) above ground across C3 when the voltage atthe slider

of BVl is at haHthe supplyvoltage.The oscillator has a fixed fiequency of
about 150H2, By varying the voltage atthe slider offVl the trigger points

of lC3 can be shifted to allow for oflsets in the lCs to be conecled.

ln operation, the voltage at the output (pin7) of lC3 can be either 0V
or supply voltage depending on whelher the output transistor is either

e hevoltageatthe

a RlS,Rt2andby

harges thrortgh

voltage at pin 3 risesWhen thevoltage atpin3 of lC3iustexceedsthat at
pin2 then the 0utputtransistor in lCi switcheson and the voltage at the

output pinT drops to zero. Under these conditions the \rcltage at pin2

drops to 5,6V reinforcing the enor condition that caused the initial

switch.This is aSchmidttriggeraction. Withthe voltage ar theR'14 end of
R16 low, C2 begins to discharge through RIG unril suci time that the
voltage at pin3 of lC1 drops hlow 5.6V at whhh time the circuit re-

switches to the origlnal condition with the output at high voltage. The

voft roximates to a triangular wave although being part
of a rge curve a distinct non-linearity can be seen on an

oscilloscope but this does not affect the circuit operation in thjs case.

SinceC3 charges and discharges through R16 the triangular wave output
will have the same rise and fall times.

The train speed reference voltage comes from the potentiometer

RV2, To give some lifelike characteristics to the model train it was

decided to add electronic in g to the system, tfthe output
voltage at the slider of BV2 r n Cl is charged via R4 butthe

uit o

acp
llv 1

decelerate more realistically. Cunent flow
on is prevented by Dl. During braking extn
I and transistor 01. Switch SW1 is part oi a

at the full anticlockwise end ofrotalion the

switch is open circuit and closed for the rest of the pot travel. When SWI
is closed the gate of 01 is held at ground and no currentflows through R1

except for a very small leakage current, When SWI is open 0l turns on
and provides the extra current sink for the charge on C1. Braking cannot

be achieved unl€ss the train is already d provides DC

butfering to prevent loading affecting of this high
impedance circuit The values of the co is circuit are

arranged so that the output of lC'l can be between 5,6 and 10.7V

depending on the position of RV2 and with SWl on,

Thuswe have the reference and triangular waveforms to inputto the
control circuit sinct they nowcover the same voltage ranges butwiththe
reference slightly less sothatlhe output is never'on'for 100%ofthe time.

' Ihecqnlrol unit isa secondcomparatorar

lroni the triangular wave on pin2 isbelowt

the outputtransistor in the comparator is

output control transistor Q3, When the triangular wave is higher in

pulls the output high and 03

d offat high speedtogivethe

Howevet mistakes can be made when using such a unlt so
protection has been buill in to protect the supply In normal operation the

current demanded by lhe external circuit causes a small voltage t0 be
developed across 811. Normally this is insufficient to turn on 02, but
under problem conditions, say by a short circuit across the rails then at a

curent ol 600mA 02 turns on and robs 03 of drive, preventing high

cunentsflowing and protectinglhe supply. The difficultyisthar whilst 0i
dissipatesvery little power in normal switching operatlon in the limiting
modethepowerthat normally isdissipated inthe train is usedto heat03.
Thus under worst case conditions 03 may be called on to dissipate 10,6

watts and therefore needs to be on a heatsink. To protect 03from spikes

and high voltage feedback from the motor components C2 and D2 aro

included.

NOTE:
lc't = T1071
1c2,3 = LM31l
01 = vN10K
02 = 8C212
(l3 = TlP126
Dl = 1114146
02 = 1N4001
BR't = W00s

Fig.3 Complete circuit diagram of controller
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the off board co=?onents, RV1 with SW1, Q3 and the
input and oup,;: voiiages.

Remember ri:ring constuction that your sons
and daughter.,,i,il, '.ise the unit so take particular care
over safety.

' Take the box and position the switch-pot where
required on rhe sloping front, then lay out the other
ltems ensuring ia: rhey'can all fit in without touching.
Drill holes as necessa4' including one for the mains
input cable u,hich. is secured by a locking grommet. Fit
the mains lead. bare back the insulation, solder the
blue neutrai u'ire ro rhe transformer and the brown live
wire to the top of the fuseholder Thus with the {use
removed you have to deliberately push something into
the holder to make contact with mains voltages. Take
anotherwire from the other fuse contactto theremain-
ing input on the transformer. The careful constructor

rig.4 Component overlay for controller

now inserts a fuse, plugs in and checks for 12VAC on
the transformer output. If all is OK unplug and cover all
of the exposed connections with a thick layer of insu'
lating tape. From now on we are away from mains vol'
tages so it is much safer. As yet we have not made any
provision for the earth lead in the mains input As we
have noted we cannot connect the earth to one of the
supply lines as during use it will be possible for the unit
to be shorted out within itself The case used has a
metal cover although the main part of the case is plas-
tic so a solder tag was attached to the earth wire so that
at the final stage the cover would be grounded with the
tag between the cover and the main case

The bridge rectifier is attached directly to capaci-
tor C4 with wires to the iransformer. Build this part of
the circuit and check for about 17V across C4. Now
install all of the rest of the components in the box with
the PCB sitting on stand-offs. Connect the wires to the
capacitor C4, pot RV2. switch SW1 and the transistor

Q3 foltowing Figure 3. Since we want the train to be
able to go backwards and forwards the output at pads
P7 and P10 goes to a switch that crosses over the con-
nections to the output sockets (See Figure 5).
Although written in a few words and because of the
number of connections, especially with the double
unit, wire colours will have to be used more than once.
This stage should be taken very carefully. The appear-
ance of the final unit depends on the care in this wiring.

Testing
If you have an oscilloscope it is interesting to look at
the waveforms for the circuit using the oscillator as the
trigger, but it is in no way necessary to set up the unit.
There is only one pot to adjust. To protect the trainset
use a 47R wire wound resistor as a load for the circuit
during initial tests. Tum RV2 the speed control antic-
lockwise as far as it will go before the switch operates
as when SW1 opens Q1 tums on reducing the voltage
on C1. We need to adjust RV1 so that at the lowest nor'
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mal output of IC1 the lowest voltage ol the triangular
wave is above this value and lCZ never triggers. Mea-
sure the voltage across the 47R resistor with a multime-
ter set initially on a 20V or greater range. Measure the
voltage, if any, with the pot at the anticlockwise end of
it's travel, then turn up slowly and see if the voltage
rises. Remember there is a built in delay so the voltage
will not snap up and down as you turn the pot. Check
you can see the acceleration delay by turning the pot
up quickly and the voltage at the output follows slowly
and if turned back down, the voltage at the output falls
slowly. Testthe full anticlockwise 'brake'position of the
pot. If you cannot get these tests to work there is prob-
ably an error in the construction. Sei RV2 at the most
anticlockwise position and with the switch on, turn
RV1 up and down slowly. The output voltage should
rise to a low value. Set the multimeter to it's most sensi-

tive voltage range and turn RV1 so that the output just
reaches zero. Repeat for the second channel if used.
Set up the trainset and connect the supply. We can
hear the very narrow power spikes as a buzzing in the
tain motor. With.8V2 at it's lowest point adjust RV1 so

the buzzing stops. Leave for a few moments and re-

adjust if necessary.
Fathers will no doubt find this project an excellent

excuse to interest their sons in electronics and at the
same time play tains.

PARTS
RESISTORS

81,4,15

R2

H3

R5,6 8

D]

R9,10,14

R'11

R12

813,17

R16

Extra

RVl

RV2

CAPACITORS

LI

c2,3

C4

LIST

200k

3ks

1lk see text ifnot available tocally

10k

1M0

1k0

180

l00k

ttK

47k

47R 3W Wire wound for hsting only

Spectrol 64Y Type 10k

'l0k lin pot with switch SW1

47p electrolytic 25V

100n ceramic

4700p electrolytic 25V with clip

SEMI CONDUCTOHS

lCl T1071, CA3140,1F351 orequivalent

1c2,3 1M311

01 VN10KM,85170 or equivalentM0SFET

CI 8C212, BC2l3,8C557 or equivalent

03 TlP126 or any PNP porler dailington

Dl 1N4148,1N914

DZ 1N4001 oranyequivalent

BRI W0'l orequivalentl00Vby lAbridge

MISCELLANEOUS

Transformer 6 or 12 volt x 2 amp see text fu details

Sloping Front Case Maplin LH67 used

Pot Knob Large Maplin YX04 used

Miniature DPDT switch for train direction (See Text)

PCB Standoffs

4mm plugs and sockets

Fuseholders and.Fuses 25OmA Slow Blow for Ttansformer input

1A Fast blow tor supply outputs

lnput cable and locking grommet

Solder tag for earthing lront panel

Small cabte tyes and sticky cable supports

Heatsink Redpoint 2W-'l

Screws nuts and washers

FH
'1*---.-,,4r,",
iroll
,dL

HH

-{F
<{*:l

<{{ii

o

H

-

.U

-

,N
\,i-

--
L^./

-

-

TO OUTPUT
SOCKET

BACK OF SWITCH

Fig.5 Switch detail
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RTVC HAVE DONE ITAGAIN!
W9 have secured all stocks of nearly new factory
refurbished units with manufacture; approval, ai
unrepeatable prices. We also offer a 6 month
guarantee with. all units (this only applies to
products marked * on this page.)

AtDa dtgttal auto reverse o
LW car stereo with sepaia
APPSS on tape. 25 walts
with line output for car components use

*f79.4O+12.30 pp

Sparkomatic Phoenlx Digital auto reverse
AM/FM/LW car stereo, wiih tape volume and
balance control g watts output pei channel

*f52.40+12.80 pp

AUSTIN BOVER SHELF SPEAKERS
ded rn black plastic housing for ver
conlains 41/2' Goodmans dfive unit

et
FFER f4.95 pair + f2 pp

Solar Powered
Calculalor

Eight Digit
Display

lmperial,
Metric

Tables

Punched with 6 hor 1"",?::,::o,""d
Li6ted price U9.95 oUR phtcE t8.95 ptus 7sp p&p

Genuine fruOfeX comptere
with 91 calender, AloZ index and address

U
Matns
Hrgh q
Medru ot
6 push

to build ith ca-I the co re the
CB whic pu ck_

o 30Wx2(DlN4ohm)
. CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll. luner and phono in-

puts.
. Separate treble and basso Headphonejack
Size (H W D ) 74 x400x 195mm
Kit enclosed: case PCB, all components, scale
and knobs f36.80 +t3.50 pp.
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics. Aoril
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

I ,ng lan for extra reliabtlrty.
I I 25W RMS max pe. channptO . ..4toi6ohms
^ 

(m power
r ..450vP ... ........... ...Electronrc orl-crrcP .... ... ...............1.... .... 220.24C .. 435x1

f142 + L7 OO pp

DTMF TONE DIALLER
Suitable for remote control
o, lelephone answering
machines, videos, appliances

Please add 75p p&p when ordenng

VIDEO SENDER

SALEOFFERfIl.50 +f2pp

HIFI WOOFERS
10" Hrft woofer 2.corl. oaoercon mdgnel, f rame size 10.rirp f17.S0+t2.8opp
C' fi wooter t.coit wit-hfitte oiimar core with rubbersur t chassis, size g% ge

rmp f7.2O + f2 50 pp
4%" square 35 watt Audax Hifi wooler, 1in coil, lifJr
cone, rolled surround, 23a" magnet, gOimp €7.50 + iZ.SOpp

HlFl ND MtD RANGE
436" squa odmans sealed back mrd
range, 1" er cone, 2le magnet, gO
imp 0 pp
4" square 75 watt Audax sealed ba coil
treated paper cone, Ferofluid cooled j,"';
8O imp

4" round '130 watt peerress 1" ,","t1'33;"t',ifl
tweeter, 1 coil. 2,0' magnet, rec crossover heo
3KHz f15.90.81.60pp
4ya".x 2y;' 7 5 watt3a" direct drive dome tweeter, Fetrof l;i'dcooled.i. voice coil rec crossover. treq a 5fii ai aOolrI
but with 356" face plate

10% \ 4% 12ow Jamo horn rweerer sotf;T;:1"tiB:TKH| f9.95_f2pp

SALE OFFER f3.98 + zs pp
33r" round, 50 watt Pizo horn tweeter

2" x 6" wide dispersion 4oo watr pizo h"f?J"t",*'u t'
fl1.95 + 11 pp

AMPHONIC 1 25+ 1 25 POWER AMPLIFIER

125 watt per channe stereo power amplifter wtlh inde
pendent volume conlrols professtonal I 9'. rd( k mounl and

No. QL1, pcr prck
BPol5B I 30Wdometweeter.sizeg}\66mit JAqAN madeBP0l7 -1 33000yF 16V d.c. eecrotylc hrgh qualiry com

pute( gtade UK made
20 ceramlc tnmmers
Tunrng capacttors, 2 gang dielectnc a m. type
3 posrton, 8 tag s|de swtlch 3 amp rated 1 25V

a c made tn USA
Push'button swttches, push on push oft,2 pole

changeover. PC molnt JAPAN made
2 pole 2 way rotary swttch
2 Bight angle, PCB mounting rorarv switch 4

pole, 3 way rotary switch IJK made by LAR.

3 pole, 3 way mtntature rotary swttch wtth one
extra posrtron of[ (open frame YAXLEY type)

4 pole 2 way rotary swnch UK made by LORLIN
Mrxed control knobs
Stereo rotary potentrometers
1 0k wire wound double preosron poten-

lomelets UK made
UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed ana untested

UK made by pHlLtpS
BPoll I FM stereo decoder modules wrrh dragram U/(

4 made by PHtLlpS
BP0l'lA -1 6',xra"HrghgradeFertietod lJKmade
BP0l4 I AM lFit@dules wtrh diag-an pHtLlpS UK

MADE
BP0-]4A I AM-FM tuner head nodules tJK made bv Mut

lard
BP0l4B 6 Hr-Fr stereo pre,amp module inputs for CD,

tuner, tape, magnetlc carridge wtth diagram
UK made by MULLARD

AII metal co ax al aerial plugs
Fuse holders, panet mountrng 2Omm type
5 prn drn. 1 80'chassrs socket
Double phono sockets, Paxoln mounted
2 8m lenghts ol 3 core 5 amp mains flex
la.geVU mete$ JAPAN made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge wrth 78 and Lp

stYli JAPAN made
BP045A I N4ono Cassette Record and play heads
Bm46A I 606 Mains transformers, pCB mounting Size

42x33x35
BP047A I 25V DC 150mA mains adaplor rn btack ptasrrc

case wth tlyrng input and output leads new
unts made for lamous sound mtxer manufac-
rurer Srze 80x55x47

OC44 transrstors. Remove parnt from top and it
becomes a photo electnc cell lORp 12\. UK
made by MULLARD

Low srgnal transistors n p.n., p n.p. types
1 4 watt output transrstors 3 compLmenlary pairs

in T066 case. (ldeal replacement tot ADl6l
and I 62s)

Tape -amp lC ay
sw Ll\41818

5 walr No IBA8
lMotor trol lcs, a s-

sette and record player motors
Digital DVM metet lC made by qLESSE| as

used by THAN DAR wirh diagram
7 segment 0 3 LED display (red)
Bridge recttfters, 1 amp, 24V
Assoiled carbon resistors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4VlA transforme.

MC7818CT lC & bildge rectifier: Srze 4" x
21;

6 35mm Mono jack plugs
6 35mm stereo switched lack sockets
Coax chassis mount sockets
3mtr Euro-mains lead wIh chassts sockel

Postage f3 per order
28.O,28V 4AMP MAINS

TRANSFORMER
With a 5.5V ar 0.5A mains inpul I ,t O 240. Size gO x 1 05 x
/5 trtted with copper screentng band; made for famous HiFi
Co. 86.50 each. Posrage f2.80. lt s weight is 2.7Kgr Brand
new and unused condition.

2 for t14 posr pAtD

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES
stereo headphones fitted 3.5mm
m jack. ldeal use HiFi or personal
ine pounds. Our price for this unit

BSR STEREO RECORD PLAYER DECK
Manual auro operarion. 3 speed (78, 45. 33!r). 24OV opea.
tion. Unused but store sotled
El050ea +E375P&P 2forf18.OO + f375p&p
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Field
Fm#

Xilinx nounced'Zy links'
ave you ever heard of a company called
Xilinx? If you have than you are prob-
ably familiar with a new range of digital
ICs called Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (or FPGAs for short )

If Xilinx is a new name to you then I suspect that
you will be hearing a lot about them shortly because
Xilinx's FPGAs are revolutionising the way in which
digital electronic circuits are designed.

The FPGA concept is quite straight {orward. A
designer sits at'his computer terminal and enters his
electronic design using a Computer Aided Design
package. Once he is confident that his circuit will per-
form the desired function, he lets the Xilinx sofh,vare
(called XACT) take over. XACT examines the design
and performs vaiious operations upon it which gradu
ally trans{orm it into a 'bit-stream'. This bit-
stream is a large amount of serial data, ....:'.:''::'.:1;

which when loaded into

,,' .r \ \,'

Anthony Williams
describes the exciting neut
deuelopments taking
flace in silicon integrated
circwit technology.

THREE-STATE
INVERT

DIHECT INPUT

INPUT CLOCK
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CLB
OUTPUTS

Fig.3 Configurable Logic Block (CIB]

Fig.4 Direct lnterconnect

the FPGA will organise its internal logic such that it
takes on the function of the designer's circuit. Input
and output connections are made via pins on the pack-
age, allowing the device to interface with the other
components in the system. The whole process is
(usually) performed automatically and can take
between a few minutes and a few hours - depending
on the size of the design.

required changes to the circuit diagrams on the screen
of his computer. Consequently, working with Xilinx
FPGAs is convenient and efficient, simple and relat-
ively painless.

Several features of the Xilinx design process are
explained here. For example, the ability of the XACT
software to take a design, produce a bit stream from it
and then u,ork backwards to calculate all the propaga-
tion delays that will occur when the circuit is imple-
mented within an FPGA. This timing informaflon can
then be used in the simulation of the circuit so that the
designer can be as certain as possible that his circuit
will work once it is loaded into the target device.

Another feature of the FPGA is the possibility for
the designer to 'read-back' the contents of the RAM to
verifu that the bit stream was loaded correctly. The
designer however, may choose to prevent read-back
altogether, allow only a single read-back or allow any
number of read-backs. This gives rise to two important
considerations:-

Firstly, if the security of the design is critical - as
in a data encryption system - then the system may be
programmed and supplied with a battery back-up
arrangement to maintain the bit stream within the
FPGA. Then if anyone tampers with the device the
contents of the FPGA will be lost leaving no kace of its
function. To recover the system once it has been tam-
pered with, all that is required is to re-insert the ROM
containing the original bit stream and let the FPGA
reprogram itself.

Secondly, during a read-back, not only is the bit-
stream read back but so is the state of each of the flip-
flops within the device. This allows the function of the
FPGA to be verified in- circuit without the need for
painstaking test-vector generation or'design-for-test'
methodologies.

The Logic Cell Array
Xilinx have implemented an architecture called the
'Logic Cell furay'in their FPGAs - see Figure 1. This
consists of an outer ring of I/O interface blocks (lOBs)
surrounding an inner matix of Configurable Logic
Blocks (CLBs). Occupying the rows and columns
between these are the interconnection resources -
metal tracks thatrun the length and breadth ofthe chip

The beauty of the
Xilinx system is that the
FPGA holds the bit-
stream within itself in a
large static-RAM where
each memory location
corresponds with the
function of one small part
of the circuit. This means
that by just interrupting
the FPGA's power you
can start your design all
over again with a clean
slate - you don't even
have to take the device
out of its socket. Of
course this also means
that the FPGA has to be
reprogrammed every
time it is switched on and
there are two methods of
achieving this. The first
method involves attach-

ing a non-volatile, serial or parallel ROM to specific
pins on the FPGA. During power-up, the FPGA copies
the contents of the ROM into itself and takes up its new
function - the ROM is then no-longer needed. When
rhrs method is chosen, it is more common to find serial
ROMs being used, since they are small, inexpensive
and require fewer connections to the FPGA.

The second method involves a direct link to a
computer, allowingthe designerto program the FPGA
directly without having to go to the trouble of repro-
gramming any PROMs. (ln this instance the computer
would act as a serial ROM). Using this approach, the
FPGA logic in an experimental system can be altered,
at the whim of the designer, by simply making the



allowing sig:--a-. : - :; -:-oned from a source to a
destination I-.= ----:= ::r-.iCe the main Iunctional
elements fror- .,.- -- :-= i.: s circuit is constructed
and the XACT : ::r.,--::= I :,:e:es small portions of the
user's logic ro .:-.- --= --:e IOBs also contain a
small amoun. :, : - -: ---:=:-= ,ogic but this takes the
form of either r.:-: : -=-: :::l-.es. invertors, tri-state
buffers or pas:'.= : - -: :=::::ors

The inrer-= ::-----r: :: ::. IOB (found in the
X3000 famil_r c: :":-'-. -: :. :r.i:r :n Figure 2. The role
of thelOB is :c ::-,.- -= :- -:=::::z 5en,een the exter-
nal package p:: :--.: '::- -..:-:1:-=er logrc Each I O
block may be c:rt:--=.- - i. .:f',j.:. output or bi-
direclional line :-----".==-- := :--:::e iiorld and the
internal logic .::-=:-: :-:-.=:a:-'oe direct or
latched and inre-=: 1.:..:-:.: l---.e::::ons aliorv
(a)the outputs :. :; :- .:- -'. - = 

- ;:-:::<la:.ce r.
state'conditron : ::: =::.. ,.-=---=::.:-c:ic be
applied and, ( c ; ic: ---. 

= : ?.. :1:. : : ---.= : -:: -: :::: :o be
either high or lo,r :. : = : J., -::= . :z - --:.-=:.:r :,!gh
speed signals bul c.r. :€ :- --- =:=--,- ::'..:r :fain
onanynon-critrca-.:--= = l-= ::=:-=--:=:--:^: of the
IOBs may be altere: -.:,-.. -:: :- : : : -.r CMOS
environment ani a . ::: -- :- - : -= -= ::: :rorected
from static elecnic.l- :r r :-t-=-r :.:.; =r s;ges that
might'crash'the PC.--

The intemal sr--:---:= :: = C-3 :cund in the
X3000 family of PC.- .: : -i.;-- :- . :gure 3 The
combinatorial )og:c .=---. --ri -.- :: a staric RAM
arranged with 32 e:.: =s - - : : =:.- ::1.:s a look-up
table which is usei :: :€...-=:= --.; s::ail portion of
logic allocated to ea:.- a- : l: :.. !r,en inputs only
five can be used ai c.,:< :,-.- : =< ::.c.::de five inputs
from other CLBs or lC'3. : -! : i. : :.:u-D from the turo
accompanfng flip it.:: -- -= -,-: :tay be imple-
mented in a varieR c: .' :_--= :,-:"i. r-: ri{o functions o{
up to seven variabie. I.- = 

- ::,. - ;. ::r. be entirely sep-
arated from the log:c .;..- - :,= C_-B or they can be
usedto latch the log:: :,-:.. ; :-.:-: Each CLB has9
inputs and 2 outpu'i - .:-. -::,::::. nay be connected
to the inputs or ou=r-- :: :---:: CLBs or IOBs.

Note that Xjljnx F?C.-: :al come in a variety of
package types and rha::.:: r-. lac<ages have the same
number of pins as :l^.e ::..: :.a. IOBs Consequently
there may be IOBs cr --.; :::; .r llch have no function
as they are not conn€.:;: .:i::r::allr- However, rather
than allow this silico:. :: :-: : - ,.r aste Xilinx permit the
designerto make usa c: ---.; ::-Iops invertors andtri-
state buffers in his :ii:-. :-:g: This also applies to
IOBs that the desig;::r s.::-: _.' :as not needed to use. In
this way an IOB ma_i :€ -s.: as a )imited type of CLB.

Connections b.:.,.ee:. :he IOBs and CLBs are
made using the inrer:c:,i:ecdon resources that lie on
the surface o{ the c:,:: :esveen the logic and I/O
blocks. Three \pes o: :::erconnect exist. The first is

the General Purpc.e i::erconnect (see Figure 4)
which consists of s:or .enEhs of metal track that
extend away from t:e ourputs of each block into the
vicinip of the ad.lacen: block's inputs. Connections
between these ( anci aii orher Rpes of interconnect) are
made via programmable rnterconnect points (PIPs)
which are represented by the small dots on the dia-
gram. (PIPs may be rumed on or off thus making or
breaking a connection between hryo metal tracks.)

The next \,pe of interconnect is the Direct Inter-
connect (see Figure 5 ) which spreads across the entire
surface of the chip in a grid consisting o[ five metal
tracks. At the intersections of these tracks lie switching
matrices - crosspoint switches that allow tracks to be
connected together. jump over each other or cross
from a horizontal to a vertical limb of the grid. All ol
these tracks cross at least one of the General Purpose
Interconnects associated with each CLB/IOB making
it easy to route large busses around the FPGA. Again
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typically used for clock lines
Finally, {or each CLB/

IOB there are two tri-state
buifers and for each long-
line there are two passive
pull-up resistors. Together
these allow multiplexers and
wired-AND functions to be
generated within the FPGA
without using up.any of the
valuable logic resources. In
addition, an on-chip crystal
oscillator is provided if an
internal clock is required.
This can be distributed
around the entire FPGA by
its own set of dedicated long-
lines.

The bit stream that I
mentioned earlier is gener-
ated automatically by com-
puter from the circuit dia-

and quick to learn
with the automated
tools taking 99% of
the work out of the
hands of the de-
signer. The incred-
ibly short turna-
round on going
from a 'paper' de-
sign to a finished
working device has
to be seen to be
believed and the
ability to accurately
model a design on
the Xilinx simulator
leaves the designer
with unprecedent-
ed levels of enthusi-
asm and confid-
ence in his design.

PIPs are used to make connections between
these and other interconnects.

The last type of interconnects are called long-
lines (see Figure 6) which are single, long tracks of
metal which traverse the chip in horizontal and vertical
directions. There are three vertical and trryo horizontal
long-lines for each CLB plus tvro long-lines which run
around the extremities of the chip specifically for the
IOBs. These lines are ideal for supplying the same sig-
nal to a large number of CLB/IOBs simultaneously
without introducing any skew or time delays and are

gram entered by the designer. It contains the bit pat-
terns that should be loaded into the CLB look-up
tables, it contains details of which PIPs should be
turned on or ofJ, which connections should be made in
the switching matrices and details of how the IOBs
should be configured. The XACT software includes the
XACT Design Editor which gives a pictorial represen-
tation of the Logic Cell Array and indicates which
tracks are used and which are not, which PIPs are on or
off, which connections have been made in the switch-
ing matrices and how the CLBs have been arranged
internally. The XACT softuuare usually makes all these
decisions for you but sometimes it may fail to fit the
entire design into the limited space of the FPGA or the
resulting 'routed' design may not meet the speed
requirements dictated by the specification. In these
instances the designer would turn to the Xilinx Design
Editor to make the fine adjustments to the 'routing'
that will give the desired performance.

Overall, the Xilinx design system is easy to use
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teff Macaulay discussu
theproble,m of
loudsp eaker res onances.

Fig.1 Simplified circuit of
amp/loudspeaker
combination

z7lv
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n the March edition of ETI a circuit in 'Blueprint'
was given to increase damping in speaker sys-
tems. This was of great interest to me since I
have been experimenting with this idea for
some months and have come to some, I hope,

interesting conclusions. First before delving more
deeply into the theory it may be of interest that the
original circuit was due to Clemrnents and published in
Audio engineering', a now defunctAmerican publica-
tion of 1950! tU,t2l,t3l

In the original text the output impedance of a
valve amplifier was reduced by sampling the current
through the speaker and feeding this back into the
amplifier. Unfortunately the only way to make this
work is to use positive feedback which increases non
linearity in the power amp. However, if excessive
negative feedback is used to linearise the amp, this is
not a problem.

To illustrate what happens look at the circuit of
Figure 1. This shows a simplified model of the loud-
speaker as seen by the amplifier. The series resistance
R can be made negative canbelling part or all o{ the
voice coil resistance R.. This will provide much better
damping of the speaker than simply feeding it from a
zero impedance source. When this has been done, an
oscilloscope connected across the speaker terminals
will show that the amplifier will generate a correcting
voltage if the cone is gently tapped. Try this with a con-
ventional amplifier and the output stage does nothing
at all.

almost impossible to determine what instrument is
being ptayed.[4]

Most of the power supplied by an amplifier to a
speaker is simply used to heat up the voice coil. If there
wereprizes for inefficient machines the average driver
would be a good contender.

If you can stretch your mind back to the original
speaker design articles in ETI (July-Aug'89) you will
recall that there are three main speaker parameters, f.,
Q,, and V", is the base resonant frequency of the drivei,
measured in free air, usually in the range of. 20 to
100H2 for your average driver. Qts is the 'Q' of this res-
onant peak considering both the electical and
mechanical Q's. Finally Vas is the volume of air whose
compliance equals the compliance of the surround.

The efficiency of a driver is,
no. : (2.7x10 sxfs3xVas )/Qes
Q.. is the electrical Q of the driver and it's value

should be supplied in the driver data sheet. To take an
example lets consider the KEF B200A, an old butven-
erable design! Q", is quoted at 0.57, fs is 25Hz and V",
is 4.6 cu ft. Putting this into the equation above gives us
no.:.003427. To find the percentage efficiency multi-
ply by 100 : O.3427%l To convert this to someihing
more useful the sound pressure level (spl) at 1m for 1
watt input is,

spl : 112*101og10(no.) : 87.35 db/W/m,
where no. is expressed as a decimal.

Now, as mentioned earlier, Q* is not a simple par-
ameter it's made up Irom h,vo others, Q,. and Q",.Q_"

r (ohms) Qesl Qtsl

0.707
0.607
0.527
0.426
0.328
0.226
0.119
0.012

no.%

0.26
0.32
0.37
0.46
0.59
0.86
0.16
1.00

SPL,1W
at 1m

86.0
87.0
87.7
88.5
89.7
91.3
94.0
102.0

db down
at fc.

F3,HZ

35.0
4t.7
51.3
68.0
95.4
146.9
282.6
32tO.O

0
-1
-2
-3
-4
5

-6
-7

0.790
0.670
0.567
0.456
0.345
0.234
0.t12
0 011

3.0
4.34
5.66
7.4t
9.68

-72.92
-18.3
39.2

Fig.2 The effect of negative output impedance on speaker damping and low frequency performance

Reading the original articles is interesting. From
our vantage point of 40 years on, the explanation for
the observed behaviour of the circuit is fairly obvious.
But then we have the advantage of Theille/Smatl
theory to fall back on. The main subjective effects of
greater damping is a tighter sound, bass loss and some
apparent loss of efficiency. When I wrote the articles on
Theille/Small theory last year I didn't get into the area
of efficiency. To understand what's happehing it's
necessary to do some simple maths.

The tighter sound quality is easily explained by
the improvement of transient response gained by Q
reduction. Transient response is a vitally important
factor in the perception of harmonic structure within
music. If the starting transients are removed from
recordings of familiar musical instruments it becomes

is the mechanical Q and Q". the elechical. They are
related to one another by,

1/Q,. : 1/Q-. + 1/Q". (Just like parallel resis-
tors).

Q", depends on the amount of resistance in the
circuit and can be altered by adding or subcontracting
series resistance. In fact,

Q",:Q"" (R.*r)/r.
Where r. is the voice coil resistance. So you can

see that altering r will alter both Q* and the efficiency
no. Furthermore if you mount your driver in a sealed
box or reflexenclosure adding negative resistance will
reduce the Q,. of the system. A useful trick of the trade
is that the relative efficiency of a speaker mounted in a
closed box at it's fundamental resonance f. will be,

db : 20log10(Q,")



( a ) STEP INPUT VOLTAGE

( b ) HIGH O, UNDEFDAMPED
RESPONSE

(c)CRITICALLYDAMPED,
Q = 0.5 SYSTEM

( d ) SEVERELY OVERDAMPED
SYSTEM. O<O 5

Fig.3 Effects of damping on a loudspeaker

Where Q,. is the Q of the driver when mounted in
an enclosed cabinet. St:ictly speaking Qt" is the system
Q,. of an infinite volume box. Also you will recall that
both the resonant frequency and Qt" are increased by
box mounting. This equation applies to both mounted
and unmounted drivers. Taking the B200A as an
example. When mounted in a closed box of 1.56 cu ft
the resonant frequency rises to 34.65H2 at a e,. of
0.707. With this Q,. the - 3db point, F3, is equal to fc.
Lets see what happens as the output impedance of the
driving amplifier is made negative by degrees. Rc, the
voice coil resistance for the 8200 is 7.1 ohms.

One way of visualising whats going on is to con-
sider an analogy. The resonant frequency of a driver
can be likened to a mass suspended on a spring. If you
pull the weight downward and then let go it will oscil-
late before coming to rest. This is analogous to an
underdamped reso re to repeat
the experiment wit r water uou
might well be able hich rapidly

bassy ones opt or the bass. Still, a small amount of e
reduction can be a positive advantage.

For example you could manipulate the Q* of a
driver to fit a given cabinet size when reflexing for
example. The low rate of rolloff could be useful in
matching the bass response of an existing system to
take advantage of the bass enhancement due to room
reflections. Lastly if your existing speaker booms in the
bass, a little judiciously applied negative resistance
would cure it. The circuit shown in Blueprint would be
most suitable. Where the circuit would fail is in a specif-
ically designed speaker,/filter system such as the
Flatmate, ETI May 7990. Here the result will be an
irregular, to say the least, bass response due to up-
setting the delicate balance between parameters
achieved in this design.

Finally a circuit that I have used intermitantly
since I first developed it in 1982 [5], Figure 4. This is a
useful alternative to negative output impedance and
has the advantage of not reducing Q,.. Here the
speaker is connecled directly into the feedback loop of
the power amplifier. This is done by wiring a low value
resistor in series and taking the junction back to the
feedback point. Because of the low impedance of R1
and Rs they effectively swamp the existing feedback
components, R1 and R2.

Also since a moving coil driver looks like an
inductance in series vrith R. a Zobel network has been
placed in parallel, R3 and C1. If this is excluded the cir-
cuit will exhibit a rising response with frequency. The
values suggested are starter ones. Adjust them for the
best sound

Fig.4 Speaker in feedback loop of power amplifier

This circuit shows some unusual effects. Again if
the speaker cone is tapped the amplifier generates a
correcting voltage. The top range is also extended. I,ve
used a 8200 with this circuit and got very usable
output to above 10kHz! Admitted the treble beamed a
bit on axis but the unit sounded as good as many
wooterf fueeter combinations I've tried and it has the
advantage of no interdriver phase shifts or crossover
network! This might well work OK with the Flatmate
(ETI May'90) but I admit to not having tried it. I am
after all now doing my listening on son of Flatmate!

References
1) A New Approach to Loudspeaker Dampingl by
Warner Clemments*
2) 'Dynamic Negative Feedback' by Ulric J. Childs-
3) 'lt's Positive Feedback' by Warner Clemments*
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COLONY SOUND LAB" POST OFFICE BOX243.
PETERBOROUCH, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 03458
0243 USA Please write to them first for UK price etc.

reaches it's final position without overshoot. A over-
damped system would be like performing the above
experiment in a bath of molassesl The weight will take
an extremely long time to reach it's final position. This
is shown graphically in Figure 3 The best transient
response is only obtained with a system e of 0.5. The
critically damped condition. Note also the way in
which F3, the -3db point gets higher with decreasing
o.

Now if you look at Figure 2 you can see what hap-
pens is that the output at f. falls, F3 the -3db point in
the bass, goes up and the midband efficiency also goes
up. No free lunch though. the extra efficiency is at the
expense of more current from the power amp.

What then can be leamed from Figure 2 and has
the technique any real value? I think so. In Clemment,s
original article he pointed out that any speaker system
which possessed a resonant frequency will have that
resonance excited by any signals of higher frequency
than the resonance. Once excited the speaker will ring
at the resonant frequency producing colouration. If
you think for a moment whai this means. Every note
reproduced by the speaker wili excite the bass reson-
ance producing colouration

As Q,. is lowered the amountof ringing decreases.
Surprisingly a tuned circuit or speaker will not ring if
the Q is equal or less than 0.5. This condition is known
as critical damping. The reason that Hi Fi shops aren,t
filled with critically damped speaker systems is the
penalty to be paid is a loss in bass output compared to
a Q,. of 0.7.

Translated into practical terms our test speaker
will have it's -3db point shifred up to 63Hz instead of
35Hz at Q. - 0.5. Considering the bass loss penalty
it's probably not advisable to reduce e,. to below this
value in any event.

It's a sad fact of life that most people confronted
with the choice betrleen well damped speakers and
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Fig.l Vibrational states of CO, molecule, The
favoured 10.6 micron transition represents
the release of energy from one mode of
vibration to another of reduced energy

(001)

,he use of laser sr--stems in medicine began
around the earlv 1970's it hen carbon diox
ide systems were intoiuced Since then
numerous other r,t?es nar,e been deve-
loped. After a perioe o{ reiative stability,

the field of medical lasers is r.,,ir.,essing the implemen-
tation of a range of neu tectn:cues and systems. In
describing the uses made of med:cal lasers, it is appro-
priate to consider each oi tre speciiic iaser tgpes and
outline the range of clinical appl;cadons for which they
are used

The Carbon Dioxide Laser
The carbon dioxide laser is p:-=.a::iy used as a tool in
general surgery where rts iea:::rg ef{ect is used to cut/
destroy selected areas o::ssue This laser radiation
has a relatively long r,.arere:=r ,10600nm:10.6 mic-
rons) in the infra red regcr: i, :icn is readily absorbed
by moisture-containin g r:s ..e

The carbon d.io:lie ::oiecule can undertake
three main tgpes of t'ibra:o:a; rnotion. each of which
is associated wjth so ca..ec .quanrum levels of energy.
When a molecule cha:ge. :orn a higher vibrational
level to a lower one. :: re,eases a bundle' or quantum
of energy.

In the CO, Iaser :he gas is ionised so that ionised
molecules can recerr-e energl bg collidlng with elec-
hons in the gas plasna- l: order to improve the effi-
ciency of the energlsiag o; 'ne CO, gas, Nitrogen gas is
added. This is because ar ionlsed Nitrogen molecule
can excite a CO, moiecule lrom the ground state up to
a high vibrational state as sro,,r'n in Figure 1. Decay to
an intermediate le,"'el releases rhe 10 6 micron photon.
Helium is added to the gas mLrture to promote release
of excited molecules ro lhe ground state. Tgpical gas
mixtures used are in ihe ratto 4 5%: 13.5%: 82% of
COr: Nr: He respectivel-v

The gas in the discharge tends to become
depleted due to the formation of carbon monoxide. It
is normal practice to aliow the gas mixture to pass
along the laser resonator at low pressure of beiween 10
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to 30 Torr. New designs of tube now use sealed sys-
tems, which allow the gas to regenerate.

The main advantage of the CO, laser is its high
lasing efficiency. Values as high as 20% can be
achieved. This means that power requirements are not
excessive and cooling is easily implemented.

The design of the laser tube of a CO, system as
shown in Figur€ 2. A pair of mirrors, one of which is
partially reflecting, establishes the lasing cavity. Radia-
tion transmitted through the partially reflecting mirror
is directed ouh.rrards into the articulated arm system for
clinical use. Cooling is provided by a water jacket sur-
rounding the inner laser resonator. The gas discharge
can be maintained by a DC voltage of several thou-
sand volts or an oscillation driven by capacitance dis-
charge at around 20MHz

The output of a CO, laser still requires to be
directed to the site of application by means of an arti-
culated arm. This resembles a multijointed periscope
with6orTsections.

The radiation at 10.6 microns cannot be seen by
the human eye and so a visible aiming beam is required
which is aligned with the main treatment beam. Low
power He-Ne lasers are widely used for this purpose.
One reason why laser diode devices have not yet
replaced He-Ne lasers in this role is the excellent visibil-
ity of He-Ne at 633nm relative to 'deep red' laser

diodes at around 670nm. It is assumed the treatment
beam is exactly aligned with the aiming beam, other-
wise the operator will irradiate the wrong area of tissue.
Usually the output of the CO, laser is directed through
an operating microscope as shown in Figure 3.

A lot is left up to the skill of the operator to apply
the correct power density at the treatment site. Moving
away from the focal plane the power density
decreases. Typical power levels used, for example for
treating cancer of the cervix, range between 20 to 50
watts.

The carbon dioxide laser has been established for
nearly 20 years and in that time has proved a valuable
tool in a broad range of procedures. One disadvan-
tage, o{ such a system is energy has to be directed

for Lasers in the medical
u)orld by Douglas
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Fig.2 Design of typical medical CO, laser tube. Gas is continuously
introduced into the tube at a low pressure. Output power is
allowed to escape through a partially transmitting mirror
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'through air'to the site of application. Surgeons prefer
to use tools which obtain 'tactile feedback', ie feel as
they cut. Newer t5pes o{ laser at wavelengths for opti-
cal fibre cables are being implemented to provide this
feature.

Argon And l(rypton Lasers
The Argon laser was discovered by truo independent
groups in 1964.The output of thE laser is a series of
bluef green visible lines, principally at 488nm (blue)
and 514.5nm (green). fugon atoms/ions are excited
by collisions with electrons in the laser cavity. Initially
an argon atom is excited to an ionised state and a sub-
sequent excitation increases its energy to higher levels
from which laser energy can be released. Because of
the tuvo stage nature oI the excitation and the signifi-
cant release of energy as ultraviolet radiation at a
wavelength ol 72.3nm, the efficiency of the Argon
laser is low, around 0.1%. So in order to achieve 1W of
output power from the laser tube, at least 1kW of
power has to be supplied to the lasing system. Figure 4
illustrates the energy transitions which are responsible
for the output lines of the Argon laser.

Figure 5 shows the key features of the Argon laser
tube, where the high DC voltage (around 250 to 400V)
is established across the laser at low pressure (0.2-0 7
Torr) Initially a much higher voltage 'spike' of around
5kV is applied to the tube to initialise ionisation, anala-
gous to striking of a flourescent tube.

Typical maximum cunents of 30 Amps flowing
through the ionised gas are usually required There is

lhereIorc, considerable need for cooling of the laser
tube, and this is achieved by means of water flowing in
a jacket around the core of the tube. Typically 2 to 3
gallons per minute are required from an externalwater
supply. Also, the power to supplythe laser is typically 3
phase. The design of an fugon laser system tends to be
more complex than that of a CO, system because of a
number of factors. AIso, the alignment of the laser
components such as the lasing mirrors, tends to be
more critical than that of a CO2 system.

To improve the efficiency of the Argon laser,
Brewster Windows are used at the ends of the laser
tube as shown. The windows cause light to be pola-
rised (E vector) in a vertical plane and allows such light
to be efficiently coupled from within the laser tube to
the external mirror system and beyond. The Argon
tube is a very harsh environment, with high tempera-
ture, ion bombardment and high levels of ultra violet
light.

lt is necessary to clean the Brewster windows as a
maintenance procedure at appropriate intervals, since
even though thewindows are held in a sealed environ-
ment, contamination of their surfaces invariably
occurs In general. new designs of'hrgon laser tube
have more effective air tight seals.

Once the beam has left the 'laser power genera-
tion system' (Figure 6), the so called 'delivery system'
takes over. The narrow beam of laser energy is usually
delivered into a beam splitter device in which a small
percentage (eg 0.5%) of the beam energy is split from
the main beam and sensed by a photodiode. This sen-

sor is normally used to provide an indication of the
Ievel of power on the control console which the laser is
able to deliver. There is often, a significant difference
betr,rreen the level of power which directly leaves the
laser tube and that which is used for treatment at the
patient. This is due to various losses, as much as 50%,
which invariably occur in the 'delivery system'.

The next component in the delivery system is

usually the shutter assembly, a mechanical arrange-
ment which effectively blocks the main treatment
beam except when the operator activates the foot-
switch. Normally exposure times of around 0.1 second
are used for treatment of the retina.

An 'aiming beam' is required to allow the opera-
tor to aim the beam to a specific location requiring
treatment. An aiming beam can be readilyproduced by
securing a filter element in place which attenuates the
main beam by a fixed amount Typical fixed filters have
absorbtion factors of 10,000, 5000, 2000 and 1000.
Some laser systems use a rotating polaroid filter in
association with a fixed filter Because of the anxiety
about even low levels df'blue'light of argon lasers for
operators, fixed filter elements in more recent systems
pass only the 'green' lines. The newest generation of
Argon lasers tends to have been safer He-Ne aiming
beams.

A range of different levels of aiming beam is
required since there is in practice a considerable varia-
tion in the degree of transmission of light within the
eye, details of which are shown in Figure 7. Older
patients with cataracts present specific problems in
achieving good visibility of the areas of the retina
requiring treatment.

After the shutter stage, the light energy is coupled
into an optical fibre in the'beam steering unit'. Precise
optical alignment is required in order to launch the
beam efficiently into the fibre. The beam is focused
onto the acceptor window of the fibre by means of a
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Fig.4 Energy transitions responsible for
lines of the Argon laser

single lens. The focusing lens has to be at the correct
distance from the aperture of the fibre in order to
ensure a 'sharp' focus on the fibre window.

After the laser energy is coupled into the fibre, the
energy is delivered to the patient by means of a slit
lamp. This device allows the operator to observe the
aiming beam on the surface of the retina and so direct
the main treatment beam of the laser. A typical treat-
ment can consist of several hundred short bursts of
energy directed skillfully by the laser operator.

The Argon laser is principally used to treat dia-
betic retinopathy, a condition where blood vessels in
the retina tend to invade into the vitreus of the eye and
reduce visibility. After a long period of experimenta-
tion, the most effective treatment is now considered to



be that of treating the pigment epitheliurn, a layer o{
cells within the retinal structure and not directly the
meshwork of small blood vessels present in the retina.
Where the retina has begun io become detached from
the choroid, the fugon laser can be used to 'spot weld'
it back into position

Probably more patients are treated using fugon
lasers than any other medical laser system Also, while
lasers in other specialties such as general surgery may
have rival technologies such as surgical diathermy
(radio frequency heating of tissues), this is certainly
not the case with the fugon laser. The Argon laser can
also be used in dermatology for the removal of 'port
wine stain' skin markings The fugon wavelengths are
stongly absorbed by haemoglobin within blood ves-

sels in such areas of skin.
I{rypton lasers have also been developed to com-

plement the use of Argon systems The output of such
systems occurs principally at 647nm and passes

deeper into retinal skuctures compared with Argon.
Also, the Krypton wavelengths are poorly absorbed by
blood, so the risk of accidental damage to blood ves

sels is reduced. fugon lasers are the preferred option
and Krypton systems are used le,ss frequently.

, FOVEA

OPTIC
NEBVE

Fig.7 Diagram showing structure of the human eye

Pulsed Nd:Yl\G In
Ophthatmology
The pulsed Nd:Y.{G .a-r reieases energy over very
short time scale in:o =;ruie volumes. This leads to
very high localisec p.'.i er aensities - su{ficient when
directed in the an:e:ror c::an'iber of the eye to cut and
disrupt tissue TIe \n:\.{G iaser is excited by a Xenon
flash lamp which :ccuse. rhe energy onto a Nd:YAG
crystal The r€sur:rg:,.ise width is typically 10ns with
single energy pulse ua:o 20mJ. Tgpically as many as

5 individual pulses. seprated typically 0.1s apart can
be fired in a bursr.

The ideal pusei iaser of this type delivers a set
amount of energl' :n as small a volume in as short a
time period as po:=rbie it is important the energy cou-
pled in the Nd:\.LG crystal is released in one sharp
pulse and nor as a secuence o{ pulses of diminishing
amplitude as can occ'r u'ith poorer quality crystals.
When the laser rs e::ergised in air at sufficiently high
output levels. the air rrrll be ionised at the focal spot
and'breakdoqr' can be heard as a click and seen as a
minute blue flash of lght When the laser is used in the
anterior chamt,er cf -,ile eye, the shock waves from the
production of piasrna I '.rJtra hot gases ) at the focal spot
results in disrupzon of issue in close proximity. This
provides an idea; looi for non-invasive treatment of
many conditions n'nich tvould otherwise require a sur
gical procedure

A He-Ne airgnnent beam is necessary in order to
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direct the treatment beam to the appropriate treat-
ment site. This aiming beam can be implemented as
tuuo red spots which at the correct focus become co-
incident. It is very important, that the alignmeni
between the t'u,ro beams is highly accurate, otherwise
then delicate strucfures within the eye can be uninten-
tionally damaged with subsequent risk to vision.

The main use of the pulse Nd;YAG laser is in the
management of complications following eye surgery.

Where for example, a cataract is removed and the pos-
terior (rear) capsule (skin) of the lens is retained in
place to provide skuctural strength, the capsule can
become op:rcified. The Nd:YAG laser can be
employed to punch a hole in the capsule and thus res-
tore vision. This avoids the need for an additional sur-
gical procedure with all the associated risks of infec-
tion and additional complications.

Also, where after eye surgery, the iris adheres to a
strand of capsule or the lens surface, the pulsed
Nd:YAG laser can fuee the iris and relieve a painful
condition with otherwise serious complications. One
advantage of using the pulsed laser technique is that
tissues do not require pulling or taction as would be
required with conventional methods.

Although the Nd:YAG laser is used less frequently
than the fugon, the equipment allows many condi-
tions to be heated during short out-patient appoint-
ments rather than by means of an in-patientprocedure
requlflng surgery.

Optical Fibre Based Surgical
Laser Systems
While CO, laser systems have found specific applica-
tion in a number of areas, there is increasing use of
laser systems which use optical fibres to deliver their
energy. This provides the operator of such systems
with 'tactile feedback' and also the advantage of much
reduced 'smo$'e/plume'production as tissue is cut and
vapourised.

There are a number o{ rival technologies used to
provide such 'laser scalpel'systems. Within the UK, the
most popular system appears to be the product of SLT
(Surgical Laser Technologies) where a continuous
Nd:YAG output at 1.06 micron wavelength is chan-
nelled down a fibre optic cable to a small sapphire tip.
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The energy is absorbed by the sapphire tip which
attains temperatures around 1500.C as it contacts tis-
sue and 'cuts' it. In this way the laser is simply providing
an ultra hot tip for cutting tissue. Little if any radiation
is radiated out into tissue. II the tip was energised with-
out any contact with tissue, it would simply be vapou-
rised. Sapphire tips are expensive and though can be
used for a number of procedures, they invariably have
to be replaced. There is claimed to be some overlap
between such techniques of 'laser scalpels' and
cheaper conventional surgical diathermy systems. The
most frequently undertaken procedure using sapphire
tip technology is 'laporoscopic cholestectomy' or the
removal of the gall bladder using 'keyhole surgery' in
the abdominal cavity.

In orthopaedic surgery a range of laser systems
have been investigated for so-called arthoscopic
procedures in which a joint cavity such as a knee is exa-
mined through a small aperture and treatment such as
removal or repairing of cartilidge undertaken. While
CO, lasers have been used for.t[is application, they
tend to leave deposits which have to be carefully
removed to prevent subsequent inflammation. Also,
sapphire tip systems have not proved ideal since the tip
tends to adhere to the tissue surfaces.

The Holmium: YAG laser delivering an output of
2.1 microns, has been found particularly useful in such
procedures and interest is growing among orthopae-
dic surgeons in its application. futhoscopic proce-
dures are generally undertaken in a fluid environment,
and a Holmium : YAG can efficiently deliverth e energy
through ftuid and cut tissue with minimum bleeding
and subsequent inflammation of tissue.

The Holmium YAG typically has a variable pulse
rate of between 5 to 20 pulses per second with a maxi-
mum pulse energy ot2 Joules per pulse. The duration

of each pulse is typically 350 micro seconds. It can be
imagined how a laser tip can access structures more
conveniently than can conveniional cutting devices,
thus extending the range of procedures whith can be
undertaken.

It is no secret that the Holmium yAG laser was
developed primarily to fueat joint injuries of American
football players. Hopefully now, the benefits of such
technology will be more widely used

Photodynamic Therapy
The interest in medical lasers is primarily in relation to
surgical cutting procedures. The Copper-vapour dye
laser is being developed as a means of cancer treat-
ment using the technique of photodynamic therapy.
Light energy developed by gas discharge stimulates a
specific radiation in a circulating dye liquid.

In this process, tumours which have absorbed a
photosensitive drug, are irradiated with light derived
from a Copper vapour laser. Cyto toxic (cell killing)
products are released in the tumour as the light inter-
acts with the drug, resulting in destruction of the
tumour. While the treatment has been shown to be
eflective, there are naturally problems in accessing
tumours which are deep in the body. The Copper
vapour dye laser has output lines at 511nm and
578nm and has a high lasing efficiency. The use of a
dye laser however, requires increased level of service
and maintenance.

Conclusion
Lasers have played a valuable part in the development
of medical technology but they seem to be poised to
provide even greater service to mankind as systems
become increasingly cost e{fective and a greater range
of wavelengths become available.
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Model Railway Speed Control - Power Supply
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Frequeocy Plottet (May 91)
R12 and R13 should swap places in Figure 1, the
circuit diagram and in Figure 7, the component
overlay In Figure 1 ihe X and Y plate output
labelling should be reversed.

Arienne's Lights (March 91)
Arienne's lights project should have a pull-up
resistor network on the data/address bus lines
The result oi not fitting it could mean that the
unit will only select one sequence whatever the
switch is set to. [t is intended that new software
will be written to increase the range of effects
later on in the

Pulsed Width Train
Controller Foil
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Positioning of fffe
detecting circuih is this
month's to|icby
Capel.
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Locations
n the last article we saw how the detectors are
wired, and fire iompartments defined so as to
be served by single zones. Now we go on to see
where the detectors should be located.

Heat and smoke trayfl up to the highest
point, which in most cases is the ceiling. This then is the
most effective place for siting detectors. On reaching
the ceiling from a point immediately above a fire, the
heat and smoke spread sideways. This spread enables
a detector to be actuated that is located some way
from the actual fire. So a detector can guard an area
around it as well as that immediately beneath.

The spread causes
the heat or smoke layer
to thin out at ceiling level,
although it thickens as
the fire increases. The
inlet vents of the detector
should therefore be as
high as possible to avoid
being below that layer. If
this is not so, the detector
could be affected only
when the layer had deep-
ened down to the vents,
that is when the fire is well
advanced.

The vents of a heat
detector should not be
more than 6-inches
(150mm) being ceiling
level, or more than 2ft
(600mm) in the case of a
smoke detector. This
means in most cases
mounting actually on the
ceiling rather than gir-
ders or beams although

these may seem to offer a more convenient mounting
and wiring prospect. Thin ceiling struts that do not
lower the vents more than the above amounts could be
used.

There is also a tendency for smoke and heat io
dissipate as theyrise, so thatwith very high ceilings the
concentration is too low for a quick response. This
becomes a problem with ceilings higher than 30 ft (9
m), but there are not very many at that height.

In the case of pitched roofs or those having north
lights, the detectors should be fitted into the apex of
each as these are the highest points. If there is any var-
iation in ceiling level which is less than the above
dimensions, such as a very shallow pitch, the variations
can be ignored, and the ceiling can be considered flat.

Coverage
The sideways spread of heat and smoke allows the
detectors to be mounted well apart and yet give adequ-
ate protection. There are though maximum spacings
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which should not be exceeded. No point in the buitding
should be further than 25tt (7.5m1 from a smoke
detector, or 17ft (5.3m) from a heat sensor. So, for a
flat ceiling, it would seem that smoke detectors can be
up to 50ft (15m) apart in rows that are also up to 50ft
apart. If the area is long and narrow, being less than
5Oft wide, a single row mounted centrally would be suf-
ficient. In the case of heat detectors, the spacingwould
appear to be up to 34ft (10.6m) apari in rows of the
same pitch.

The total area covered by a single smoke detector
is thus a circular 1,963ft2 982m2),and 908ft2 (84m2)
in the case of a heat sensor. However, any group of
non-overlapping circles leaves spaces in between, so
the actual coverage of each of a group of detectors, is
that of a square inscribed in the above circular area
(figure 1). The areas thus become 7,250f( (116m2),
and 578ft2 (54m2) respectively and the sides of the
squares are 35 ft (10.7m), and 24ft (7.3m) These
dimensions are therefore the fuue spacings between
detectors in a group.

Obstructions
These figures hold good for flat ceilings but must be
modified if beams or other obstructions could restrict
the sideways spread of smoke or heat. The rule in such
cases is a simple one, add the iotal path around the
obstruction and subtact it from the normal spacing
between the affected detectors (Figure 2). For exam-
ple, if there is a beam that is 9-inches deep between two
rows of detectors, the path around it has been
increased by 1,1/rft. So, instead of a maimum 34ft
spacing, it would be reduced to 321frft.

There is though a proviso that the depth of the
obshuction should not exceed one tenth of the height
of the ceiling. If it does, the obstuuction must be
regarded as a complete wall and the areas on either
side as separate rooms.

Alarm bells
While any form of sounder such as a siren can be used,
the bell is probably associated with fire more so than
any other warning sound, and so is generally pre-
ferred. As with the rest of the system, 24V models are
the standard as distinct from the l2V of the intruder
alarm.

Apart {rom the very small installation, quite a
number of bells are usually required to be audible in all
parts of the protected building. The sound level must
not be below 65dB anywhere. This is not all that loud.
being about the level of a normal conversation at 3ft
(1m) distance. Again there is a distinction between the
fire alarm and that of the intruder system. The object is
not to frighten, but to clearly wam all those in a limited
area, whereas the purpose of the intruder alarm is to
panic the intruders and to inform all over a wide area
that help is needed.

The 65dB level which is specified in the BS 5839
is sufficient for the purpose, but of course this is the
minimum at any point, at those areas nearer the bells it
will be much louder.

Fig 1a For a row of detectors in a narrow
area, the spacing is twice the radius
of its area of coverage. For a matrix
in a large area, this spacing leaves
unprotected gaps.

b lnscribed squares in the circles are
moved in together to indicate the
required spacing.



In some situations a higher sound level wi][ be
required. Where there is background noise that could
persist for more than 30 seconds, the tevizl must be at
least 5dB higher than the noise. If it may be necessary
to wake sleeping persons such as in a hotel, or clinic,
the sound level must be no less than 75dB at the bed-
head. As this is after possible penetrati6n of closed
bedroom doors, and is 10dB (three times) higher to
start with, it is evident that many bells would be needed
and carefully located to achieve the required levels.

Where heavy and noisy machinery is running,
recourse may have to be made to large mains-powered
bells with high output. These can be controlled from
the fire alarm system via a main relay. If desired, the
mains supply could be switched by the same swiich
that operates the machinery (or one phase of it if three
phase), so that the mains bells only function when the
machinery is running. At other times, waming would
be given by the normal system bells

Rated sound levels
Bells, and all sounders, have a sound level rating speci-

fied by the makers. These though are not all the same.

Some are rated at 1m distance, which others are rated
at 3m Obviously the 1m rating looks better than the
3m, you have to be sure which distance is being
quoted.

The sound pressure level drops 6dB for each
doubling of distance, and 10dB for each trebling This
makes it easy to compare bells having different specif-
ications as the 1m rating will be 10dB higher than that
of the 3m. This can also be used to calculate the levels
at various distances. For example. 90ft (27m) is nine
times or twice treble the 3m distance. so there will be a

drop of 10dB X 2:2OdB. For the required 65dB the
outputof the bell mustthus be 85dB at 3m or95dB at
1m.

These figures hold good for a sound source in
free air, but in buildings various factors influence the
result. If the sound must penetrate cioors or other solid
barriers, it will be attenuated (Nore: a door with air
gaps transmits much more sound than one that is

eff ectiv ely drau ght-pro of ed )

On the other hand, a bell sounciing in an enclosed
area such as a room or corridor riili ravel further with
smaller reduction because of the reflecrions from walls
and ceilings. Heavy fumishing and carpefting though
can absorb and reduce sound dot,,n almost to lhe free
air figures.

Bells should be locareo ir posidons to optimise
their coverage, that is to git e r:le required sound levels
with the minimum number oi unir' One position to be

avoided though is near 'ie relephone Cases are

known where ihe fire brigade have not been able to
hear the telephone call because of a nearby bell Some
instances have even been reponed in which the tele-
phone exchange dialJing rone recognidon circuits have
been confused by frequencies in the alarm sound.

Alarnr tones
Sound frequencies generated by the bells should be
between 500H2 and 1kHz. according to BS 5839, but
can be outside that band if there are ambient noise fre-
quencies of similar frequencies which could mask
them.

Coded signals may be considered a good idea
such as single rings {or ihe first floor and two rings for
the second, but these could be confused or
misunderstood and so are banned in the British
Standard. However, it is permissible to have h.vo-stage

soundings. That is a first sounding confined to the
immediate vicinity of the fire, in the same fire
compartment or above it, and a second one in all other
areas. If it is evident that the fire has not been brought
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under control or is likely to spread. This saves

evacuating large premises for a small fire that poses no
danger outside its own compartment.

Another permitted concession, is that the alarm
may be sounded only in staff areas if it is considered
thatpanic mayresult from a fullalarm. A nursing or old
people's home are possible examples of this situation.
The condition is that there is always an adequate
number of staff available to supervise an orderly
evacuation if required.

Whatever type of sounder is used, bell or siren, it
must have a distinctive sound that cannot be mistaken
for any other tgpe of signal. Everyone in the premises
except visiting members of the public, should be
familiar with the sound due to occasional fire drills.
Some sirens have switched multi-toned effects such as

warble, oscillation, and fixed tone. One of these could
be used to give a time signal for an end of shift, and also
a iire alarm, as long as the sounds are quite dif{erent.

Control panel
The control panel has certain similarities with the
intruder alarm panel, but also many differences. Like
the intruder system, small single-zone or multi-zone
models are obtainable. Furthermore, each zone
latches on when activated and a visible indication of
the affected zone is given.

There are no separate anti-tamper loops or
power supplies for active detectors. Detection
monitoring and power are all achieved with a two-wire
circuit as described in the last article, and can be used
only with the specified fire sensors and manual call
points, although different types can be mixed on each
zone.There are no exit circuits or key-operated switch
because the system is on all the time. Some models
though have a lockable glass panel door, so that the
indicators can be seen but nothing interfered with by
non-authorised personnel.

The bell circuit supply is differeni from the
intruder alarm in that a reversed polarity monitoring
voltage is always present when the system is on guard.
A short or open circuit is indicated on the panel. As
mentioned before, the operating voltage is 24V,
although sometimes 48V is used for large systems.

Unlike the intruder panel, the fire alarm control
should be mounted in a conspicuous position. This
enables the fire-fighters to quickly hace the source and
extent of a fire by the state of the indibators. The main
entrance will in most cases be the most practical
position. To facilitate rapid source location, a chart
should be mounted by the box giving the areas covered
by each zone.

The power supply should not be from an ordinary
plug and socket, as someone will surely sooner or later
use the socket for something else. It should be by
means of a switched box to which the control panel is
permanently connected The box should be painted
red and labelled "Fire Alarm, Do Not Switch Off".

Standby batteries should be of the rechargeable
type having a minimum life of four years. They should
have sufficient capacity to operate the system for at
least24 hours, and the charger should be capable of
recharging them in less than 24 hours. The BS 5839
prohibits car batteries for this task but does not explain
why.

Our next article will describe testing and
seruclng.
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Fig2ll an obstruction such as a beam intervenes between two detectors, the
path around it must not exceed that maximum spacing requirement.
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We also continue with the hemisync machine. a machine
for encouraging brain wave patterns for relaxation or creativity.

In these days of environmental concern, it is handyto have
a pocket radiation detector. Not that you have radio_active
pockets but we thought you might like to have a Gieger counter
in your kit bag to have an increased awareness of radiation
hazards.

We know ETI readers like to keep abreast of the latest
consumer products so we bring you a ,How 

it works, feature on
the Sony Pocket Record/Play disc system that is to emerge on
the European market within the next two years.

These are just some of the tantalising features to sample
next month.

In your shops Friday 2nd August- Don,t miss it!

The above aillcles are in ptepantion bul circumsfances may prevena publicallon

fe "tutV 
issue contained:

The Consort, an active loudspeaker system

Laser Diodes

Amateur Microwave Equipment

The Foot-tapper, electronic volume control

Versatile temperature controller

Four-track cassette recorder update
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BoorOVoker is o powerful softwore tool which provides o
convenient ond fost method of designing printed circuit
boords. Engineers worldwide hove discovered thot it provides
on unporolleled price performonce odvontoge over other
PC-bosed ond dedicoted design systems by integroting
sophisticoted grophicol editors ond CAM outputs of on
offordoble price.

ln the new version V2.4O, fullconsiderotion hos been given to
ollow designers to continue using their existing schemotic
copture pockoge os o front end to BoordMoker, Even
powerful focilities such os Top Down Modificotion,
Component renumber ond Bock Annototion hove been
occomodoted to provide overoll design integrity between
yourschemotic pockoge ond BoordMoker Equolly; powerful
feotures ore included to ensure thot users who do not hove
schemotic copture softwore con still toke full odvontoge of
BoordMoker's net copobilities.

BoordMoker V2.40 is a remorkoble D295.00 (ex. corriage &
VAT) ond includes 3 monlhs FREE soflwore updotes ond full
lelephone lec hn ic ol s upporl.

BoordRouter is o nevr integroted gridless outoroute module
which overcon'es the limitotions normolly ossocioted with
outorouting YOU specify the trock width, vio size ond design
rules for indiv c.o nets, BoordRouter then routes the boord
bosed on ihese seltings in the sqme woy you would route it
yourself monuolly.

This obility ollows you to outoroute mixed technology designs
(SMD, onologue, digitol, power switching etc)in ONE PASS
while respect ng ALL design rules

No worrying obout whether trocks will fit between pins. lf the
trock widths ond cleoronces ollow, BoordRouter will
outomoticolly ploce 1,2 or even 3 trocks between pins.

You con "ea , cre-route ony trocks monuolly using
Boordlt,/c<e' .'ai io outorouting. Whilst outorouting you con
co. c-c r33- rc inspect the routes ploced, interrupt it,
- 3- - r - trc fy the loyout ond resume outorouting,

WrdRouler is priced ol 9295.00, which includes 3 monlhs
FREE softwore updotes ond full telephone technicol supporl.
BoordMoker ond BoardRoulet con be boughl logelher for
only lA95.N. (ex. carrioge & VAT)

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 ODJ UK
Tel 0223 277777
Fax0223 277747

- -o3e.norks ocknowledged

Don't just loke our word for it. Call us
todoy for o FREE Evoluotion Pock ond
judge for yourselt.
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Net list import {rom OTCAD, Schema etc.
Graphical and manual nellist entry
Top down modificalion for ECOs
Forward and back annotation
Component renumber
E
F utorouting
S to eight layers
P ement tools
Copper fill
Curved tracks
Extensive CheckinoFullcomp M outputE
Support a rvice

nerator
stScript & DXF output
upport

tsien



HIGH DETiAND
Because of high demand for our security
products and our increased buying power,
Maplin Electronics can now offer this exclusive
lamp at Britain's lowest price, guaranteed!

GUARANTEE
We guarantee you can't f ind better value, or all
your money back Absolutely no risk to you

QUALITYCOl{FTDENCE
Every detector purchased comes with a FULL
IV1ONEY-BACK, NO OUIBBLE GUARANTEE

YOURTOPTEN FEATURES
* Automatic inf ra-red sensor, lights up

-500 watt tube, when people approach
you r property

* Adjustable'on time' * Easy installation
* Full 1 5m detection range
* Fireprool ultraviolet material
* Water resistant and weatherproof
* Approved to international standards
* Automatic on/off and manual override
rr Heavy duty zinc alloy body
* 1 10 degreedetection angle

The Detectorsecurity Floodlight has the latest infra-red technology thatdetects movement over
aand illuminates it with a 500 Watt Halogen lamplor up to approx 12 minutes
time to park your car, unload the shopping, find your keys, greet your guests or
ns.

with 500 watts of halogen lighting beaming down on them, any potential burglar becomes clearly
visible - so visible it could well be daylight!
Feel saler, more confident with the Maplin security Iloodlight Economical the system
automatically switches off in the daytime to save power.
For your enjoyment the Detector can be permanenfly switched on, for EVENING
BABBEQUES etc, by turning the main light switch on, oll and on again within 2 seconds
The range of the Delector is such that it is ideal for both residential and commercial use

ELCOME? WARNING?

CFlEDIT CAFTD HOTLINE
i PHONE EEFOBE

spm FoB SAME
DAY DESPATCH

Deleteas required

ll ordering by Credit Card please sign

Exprry date of Credit Card

24 HOUR SERVICE. PHONE NOW!
07rJ^2 5541 61

All items are subject to availability, ail prices include VAT
Access ! Amer D Visa tr

Available at Maplin Shops Nationwide

ELECTRONICS 0rderCoupon SendthiscoupontoP0 Box3,Bayteigh Essex556SLR

Quantity Descflphon Code Pr ce Tota
lnka red detector Yr\,4S01 r29 95
5UU walt hatooen lube YMSO2 t3 75

Catriage Ior 1

Name Add fu(her

Address :':::,iT,"#,
postcode Handling

FTtT Total

t3 75

100

I authorise you to debit my Credit Card account forthe cost of goods despatched

creditcardNo m
Although this unit may deler intruders, no warranty rs grven or implied that the unit w provide security or prevent illegal entry


